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ABSTRACT
This final report under Contract NAS1-12043 summarizes a current NASA
program to evaluate the utility of the OMEGA navigation system. With
support from the Research Triangle Institute, NASA personnel at the Langley
Research Center have initiated an experimental plan involving collection of
a large volume of multifrequency OMEGA phase data. A literature search
initiated studies to determine those parameters which most significantly
affect OMEGA accuracies, particularly in the differential and composite modes.
Founded on these studies and a genuine need for concentrated OMEGA phase data,
a ground-based 12-18 month data gathering plan was designed and implemented
in 1973. Receivers are being positioned at various locations throughout
North Carolina, Virginia and Maryland. A computer simulation of the NASA-
built digital phase-locked loop OMEGA receiver is used to characterize the
receiver errors with and without measurement noise.
A theoretical formulation of differential and composite OMEGA error is
presented to establish hypotheses about the functional relationships between
various parameters and OMEGA navigational errors. Computer software developed
to provide for extensive statistical analysis of the phase data is described.
Several appendices are included to describe in detail the data handling soft-
ware developed in this program. Provision has been made to incorporate
specially-requested skywave corrections for each receiver site used.
Results from the regression analysis used to conduct parameter sensitivity
studies on differential OMEGA error tend to validate the theoretically based
hypothesis concerning the relationship between uncorrected differential OMEGA
error and receiver separation range and azimuth. Limited results of measure-
ment of receiver repeatability error and line of position measurement error
are also presented. The results presented here and the capability described
for future extensive analysis will provide information for design of OMEGA
avionics and serve as a basis for evaluation of airborne receivers in typical
operating modes. Recommendations are made concerning future planned flight
test evaluation of a specific differential OMEGA receiver.
xiii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
During the past two years, the NASA Langley Research Center at
Hampton, Virginia, has been investigating the OMEGA navigation system.
In the course of this study an experimental program was launched during 1973
by NASA personnel to create a large sample data base to provide for both
concurrent and extensive future analysis of various OMEGA modes of operation.
The ongoing experimental program, supported by the Research Triangle Institute
under Contract NAS1-12043, involves collection of extensive three-frequency
OMEGA phase data from all operational transmitters at various ground-
based locations throughout Virginia, North Carolina and Maryland. Future
efforts will be involved with completing the current data gathering plan and
evaluating the utility of the OMEGA navigation system with emphasis on the
differential and composite modes. Of particular interest is the applicability
of OMEGA to aircraft navigational uses. Included are plans to use the final
results of the current program in coordination with the FAA to design and
implement an airborne test of a particular differential OMEGA hardware system
developed under FAA contract.
Research Triangle Institute personnel have worked directly with NASA
personnel in a coordinated team effort under the present contract. This
contract final report, in an effort to provide a timely and comprehensive
description of the program, serves to document many of the early results of
this joint effort, including general descriptions of computer software and
analysis results obtained at the Langley Research Center. More detailed
descriptions are provided of the work performed by the Research Triangle
Institute, which includes a background literature survey, theoretical analysis
of differential and composite OMEGA error, a computer simulation evaluation of
the NASA-developed digital phase-locked loop OMEGA receiver, and regression
analysis of differential OMEGA error. Much of the detail of these supporting
studies has been included in the appendices to this report.
A previous report (ref. 1) has described the operation of the OMEGA
navigation system and investigated a very simple technique for providing
OMEGA phase measurement corrections. The concepts of differential OMEGA and
composite OMEGA were discussed as techniques which offer a means of extending
the utility of OMEGA navigation and enhancing the achievable accuracy as
compared to ordinary OMEGA. An initial investigation of the error sensitivity
of these navigation modes was also reported. An extensive bibliography of
published material relative to the OMEGA system appeared as an appendix.
The following sections of this chapter provide summaries of previous
differential and composite OMEGA studies reported in the literature. From
the perspective of these previous studies, some of the objectives of this
current study are discussed in terms of data requirements.
1.2 Differential OMEGA
The concept of differential OMEGA was formally proposed in 1966 by
the OMEGA Implementation Committee (ref. 2) with the implicit assumption
that phase perturbation of a received signal within any small region will
be highly correlated. The correlation is attributable to the signal
transmitter to receiver propagation paths being essentially the same when
the receiver region or differential region is small compared to the
separation of this region from the transmitter(s). Generally the differential
region is thought of as a circle of diameter 200-600 n.mi. (370.40-1111.20 km)
centered on a "base receiver point." The measure of phase perturbations at
the base receiver can then be used to correct any user receiver phase
measurement within the differential region. The degree of correlation and
how it varies throughout the differential region determines the degree to
which the form of differential OMEGA can offer navigation accuracy improve-
ment over ordinary OMEGA.
Previous differential OMEGA tests have indicated that navigational
accuracies over ordinary OMEGA can be improved. Accuracies on the order
of 0.25 n.mi. (.463 km) rms are quoted but delineation of the specific
factors affecting this differential mode accuracy are not completely under-
stood. Following is a discussion of what are considered to be the major
previous differential OMEGA studies.
1.2.1 Tracor Ground Test^ .— As discussed in ref. 3, a ground-based dif-
ferential OMEGA test was conducted for the U.S. Coast Guard with a base
monitor receiver at Austin, Texas. User receiver sites were selected at
ranges of from 50 to 300 n.mi. (92.60 to 555.60 km) on two azimuths, west
and north, from the monitor receiver. Transmissions from Trinidad, Hawaii,
and Forestport were monitored at 10.2 and 13.6 kHz during the fall of 1966.
Phase readings, averaged over five minutes, were used to evaluate both "raw"
differential OMEGA and skywave-corrected differential OMEGA. Results were
obtained on all-daylight conditions, all-nighttime conditions, and for full
24-hour days. The daytime differential OMEGA rms errors were usually less
than 0.25 n.mi. (.463 km) while nighttime errors occasionally exceeded one
mile. Nighttime phase fluctuations were essentially uncorrelated for
receiver separation ranges between 200-300 miles (370.40-555.60 km). Effects
of anomalies such as the sudden ionospheric disturbances were essentially
eliminated. The conclusion was made that differential OMEGA operation can
eliminate prediction errors, transmitter synchronization errors and propaga-
tion variations including nighttime ionospheric variations and anomalous
variations. Operation on a real-time basis was deemed cumbersome and
expensive in that collection of monitor data for several days prior to a
user operation served to be sufficient to eliminate prediction errors for
a period of weeks. Synchronization accuracy was rationalized to be generally
good and anomalies were relatively infrequent. The conclusion was also made
that the use of short-term differential corrections at night for ranges
greater than 50-100 miles (92.60-185.20 km) from a monitor station were likely
to do more harm than good since variations appeared essentially uncorrelated.
This particular test analysis was performed from the perspective of ship
navigation requirements.
1.2.2 Tracor Airborne Test.— In ref. 4, some results are summarized
from a series of OMEGA flight tests conducted jointly by the FAA, Navy and
NASA. One objective was to determine the degree of navigation accuracy im-
provement differential OMEGA might offer over ordinary OMEGA. Time constants
on the receivers were set to a nominal 30 sec, which was about half the value
used in the test described above. Four lines of position (LOP) were monitored,
AD, AC, BC and BD, at 10.2 kHz with phase readings logged at 5 min intervals
and fixes obtained every 10 min using published skywave correction tables.
A ground-based receiver was operated simultaneously on Bermuda and differential
corrections were obtained based on the chart LOP of this receiver. Radar
tracking was provided using FPS-16 and FPQ-6 automatic tracking equipment to
a range of approximately 100 mi (185.20 km) from Bermuda. No rate aiding
was used in the aircraft which achieved speeds up to 200 knots (370.40 km/h).
Conclusions drawn were that differential OMEGA does offer advantages over
ordinary OMEGA. Nighttime non-skywave-corrected differential OMEGA showed
an rms deviation of at most 0.65 n.mi. (1.20 km). A more precise estimate
was not possible because various other system errors contributing to the test
results could not be completely isolated.
1.2.3 Naval Research Laboratory Test.— References 5, 6, and 7 refer to
a study of the accuracy of relative OMEGA which involved analysis of data
collected during the Spring of 1969. Receiver separations of up to 40 n.mi.
(74.08 km) were investigated with the base receiver at Waldorf, Maryland.
The relative OMEGA error is the same as differential OMEGA error except for
a constant which would be the difference in "true" value at the two
receiver sites. Thus the standard deviation of the relative OMEGA error is
a measure of the variation of the differential error. Absolute differential
error cannot be obtained because this is a function of the "true" value
chosen. Five minute averages of OMEGA phase data at 10.2 kHz were recorded
over a period of generally 2-3 days at each mobile receiver site. Results
showed that differential OMEGA was in fact relatively free from effects of
anomalies which contributed to correlated transmitter-receiver path phase
variations. Standard deviations of differential error were generally
significantly better than 350 yd (315 m). It was concluded that receivers
were a main contribution to relative error and a recommendation was made to
conduct more extensive testing with improved receivers with a repeatability
error of no more than 0.05 centicycle (cec).
1.2.4 Beukers Laboratories Test.— In the period January to April 1972
the Beukers Laboratories conducted a differential OMEGA test for the U.S.
Coast Guard (refs. 8 and 9). Two monitor stations were set up, separated by
12 mi (22.22 km) on an east-west line, in New York state. A third receiver
was positioned at eleven different sites varying in range up to 250 mi
(463.0 km) north and 250 mi (463.0 km) west of the monitor stations. Phase
data were recorded at 10 sec intervals from Hawaii, Trinidad, and Forestport
on 13.6 kHz. Two primary objectives of this test were to determine phase
correlations at differential receivers for distant and near transmitters and
to investigate time correlation of the phase variations. Receiver equipment
repeatability tests indicated an rms tracking accuracy of approximately 1 cec.
It was concluded that for small separation of receiver equipment,
the basic accuracy of differential OMEGA would not benefit from the use of
skywave corrections. The need for skywave corrections is not evident
until the stations are separated by a sufficient distance so that the
diurnal timing difference is predominant.
Mention was made of local effects problems encountered during the
data gathering, which are valid considerations particularly with ground-
based antennas. Power line interference was considered with actual measure-
ment of line frequency variations near a rural distribution system. The
point was made that a slight shift in the OMEGA frequencies coufd alleviate
the interference problem.
The importance of using analog plots of the recorded phase data to
guide the data analysis was emphasized. Often, phase perturbations can be
recognized and identified rather easily using an analog plot (e.g., sudden
ionospheric disturbances (SID), equipment outages) but can be very difficult
to detect and classify using a machine algorithm on the digital data.
Night-to-night phase variations were larger than daytime fluctuations
and did exceed + 10 cec. The conclusion was made that skywave correction
tables were not adequate if accuracy within + 10 cec is desired for an
LOP measurement.
Differential error was measured for east-west and north-south receiver
separations and extended to other geographic areas on the basis of the
error standard deviations and LOP crossing angles and phase gradients.
An attempt was made to correlate error with weather conditions, but
the indication was that insufficient data were available during poor weather
*It should be noted that this conclusion is consistent with the argument
that use of skywave corrections reduces dispersion error. Non-skywave-
corrected differential OMEGA error during a transition period is in fact
contingent on the timing difference of the diurnals between receivers.
However, dispersion error is also related to the orientation of the receiver
pair baseline to the transmitter pair LOP as is discussed in Chapter 2.
Therefore, the improvement of differential error offered with the use of
skywave corrections should not be evaluated solely on the basis of the
receiver pair baseline orientation with respect to the sunrise-sunset line.
to provide conclusive results.
Time correlation studies were made, leading to the conclusion that
differential error with the user receiver displaced west of the monitor
receiver was reduced when corrections were delayed to compensate for the
mean solar time difference between receivers. This effect was not noticed
in other displacement directions. It was concluded that in general real
time update is necessary for best overall accuracy.
In calculation of statistics, quarterly and full 24-hour mean values
were used to determine standard deviations. The quarterly divisions
provided analysis results for full daytime, nighttime, sunrise, and
sunset periods. The 24-hour means were used to remove bias so that
chart LOP values were never needed. Receiver repeatability error was
determined to be approximately 1 cec (.07 n.mi. or .13 km). The statement
was made that better receiver repeatability does not really improve precision
since propagation variations are much larger (3-30 cec). This is with no
skywave corrections.
1.2.5 Sercel Test.— Reference 10 discusses an evaluation test of a
differential OMEGA system conducted in 1970. A series of tests including
ground-based and ocean-based receivers was conducted on and off the coast
of Western Europe using a correction receiver and various mobile receivers.
Differential error was evaluated for receiver separations up to 400 n.mi.
(740.80 km) and was found to increase as expected with separation distance.
One minute samples at 10.2 kHz were used in analysis. Reference was made to
antenna local effects problems including large structures near the antenna
in the ground-based tests and also the effects of storm conditions. Signal-
to-noise ratio presented a problem in the area of testing and one conclusion
made was that the importance of correlation of noise at differential receivers
to navigation accuracy decreases as signal-to-noise ratio increases. Time of
day effect on differential error was also observed. The measured navigational
accuracy was not as good as other tests have shown but projections were made
indicating rms accuracies on the order of one-half mile or less should be
obtainable out to 200-300 n.mi. (370.40-555.60 km) separation.
1.2.6 Naval Oceanographic Office Test.— Reference 11 describes a brief
differential OMEGA test conducted in the Bahama Islands in the Fall of 1969
using a land-based monitor receiver and a shipboard mobile receiver with
separations up to 140 n.mi. ( 259.28 km). Ten minute phase readings were
made at 10.2 kHz of B-C (Trinidad-Hawaii) and B-D (Trinidad-New York) LOP's.
The Decca system with quoted accuracies of + 0.1 n.mi. (.19 km) with a range
of 150 n.mi. (277.80 km) from the monitor was used to determine the true
position of the ship. Differential OMEGA error was evaluated as a 90%
circular probability error and was found to be less than 0.80 n.mi. (1.48 km)
out to a range of 150 n.mi. (277.80 km). Improvement of ordinary OMEGA
accuracy was given as three to one. Little variation of error with receiver
separation distance was observed. The ability of differential OMEGA to
essentially eliminate the ordinary error due to a sudden ionospheric
disturbance was observed.
1.2.7 Coastal Confluence Region Studies.— In ref. 12, the value of
differential OMEGA as a navigational aid in the territorial waters of the
Continental United States is discussed. This application is also a prime
interest in earlier work (refs. 13, 14, and 15) involving differential
OMEGA. Theoretical analysis of differential error, proposals of concepts
for various telemetry equipment and some experimental testing are presented.
In ref. 13, a test made in the vicinity of Monterey, California, in 1969
is discussed. Two differential separations of 17.7 and 40.2 n.mi. (32.78 and
74.45 km) were investigated. Calibration tests included operation with
similar, separate antennas and use of a signal synthesizer. Line of position
phase measurements of B-C and C-D were recorded at 10.2 and 13.6 kHz on strip
chart recorders. Skywave corrections were obtained for the specific
receiver sites used in the same temporal format of the published corrections
so that linear interpolation was necessary to provide corrections for the
ten-minute samples obtained from the data. The differential OMEGA concept
was reported to improve overall navigation accuracy (24-hour period) by
better than two to one. Improvement during local sunrise and sunset was on
the order of five to one. Late afternoon conditions provided the least
improvement over skywave-corrected ordinary OMEGA as the differential
observations were relatively inaccurate and highly unstable. Once again the
ability of differential OMEGA to overcome inaccuracies attributable to solar
anomalies was evidenced. Generally, accuracy was improved with reduced
receiver separation. Final conclusions indicated that even though the
maximum differential error of 1.5 n.mi. (2.78 km) could be obtained and would
be satisfactory in a harbor sea lane plan, better accuracies should be
obtainable with the concept. Reference 14 relates to implementation of a
differential OMEGA system. Differential corrections are in the form of
LOP adjustments to be transmitted to each user. LOP corrections are
relative to chart lanes. A recommendation is made that inherent receiver
error should be quantitatively described to insure good differential OMEGA
accuracies. Reference 15 summarizes results of refs. 13 and 14.
In ref. 16 primary emphasis is given to phase error in a specific
telemetry system for transmitting differential OMEGA correction infor-
mation. The need for extended operational testing of differential OMEGA
is specifically pointed out.
Use of differential OMEGA in the U.S. coastal confluence region is
the primary interest expressed in ref. 12. The various factors which
contribute to differential error are discussed. Those major sources are
dispersion, modal interference, and statistical decorrelation errors. It
is stated that in a system with skywave correction information, statis-
tical decorrelation error may in fact become the limiting factor in
differential OMEGA. Statistical decorrelation error does increase with
receiver separation and functional forms for this have been investigated
by Rasper in refs. 17 and 18. These functional forms for spatial correlation
of the OMEGA signal were used to derive a functional form for rms position
error relative to receiver separation distance. An rms error of less than
0.5 cec is predicted out to 200 n.mi. (370.40 km) from the base or monitor
receiver. Based on this, differential OMEGA is suggested for application to
airborne navigation with rms accuracies on the order of .2-.4 n.mi. (.37-.74 km)
Reference 12 also provides a summary of several previous differential
OMEGA tests and related conclusions.
1.3 Composite OMEGA
The concept of composite OMEGA refers to utilization of more than
one frequency of transmission in obtaining phase information for the
navigation user. Fluctuations in the phase of the different OMEGA fre-
quencies over a common propagation path are correlated, i.e., dispersive
correlation, and are such that when properly combined, phase measurements
are made and a resultant phase can be found which does not contain the
large fluctuations which occur at any single frequency (refs. 19 and 20).
Also, as discussed in the OMEGA Implementation Committee report (ref. 2),
 a
special case of composite OMEGA termed difference frequency OMEGA can
provide a means of extending the lanes of unambiguous phase measurement
to provide for lane identification when navigating with ordinary OMEGA
or even differential OMEGA.
The interest in composite OMEGA is two-fold. It is of interest to
know if difference frequency accuracy is sufficient to provide for lane
identification needs on the one hand, and to evaluate the ability of the
general concept of composite OMEGA as a means of providing sufficient
navigation accuracy without a requirement for skywave corrections on the
other hand.
In one study (ref. 21) analysis of the 3.4 kHz difference frequency
phase (13.6 - 10.2 kHz) illustrates the need for more accurate predictions
to provide for accurate difference frequency lane identification.
Uncorrected difference frequency variations are generally reduced from
those of either frequency alone (ref. 22) but better skywave corrections
are needed to insure that the fluctuations of the difference frequency
do not exceed the 50 cec required for lane identification at 10.2 kHz.
In other studies (refs. 23 and 24) it is found that composite OMEGA,
which involved linearly combining phase measurements of separate fre-
quencies, could virtually eliminate the diurnal variations of the
resultant phase. One of the main objectives of these studies was to
point out the need for better skywave corrections at the 3.4 kHz
difference frequency and to illustrate how these difference frequency
corrections can be derived from the 10.2 kHz corrections. This relates
directly to the lane identification use.
Use of composite OMEGA for aircraft navigation without need of sky-
wave corrections is considered in ref. 24. Results indicate that composite
accuracies are spatially varying so that perhaps some alternate skywave
correction type information might be necessary to insure required precision.
In an NELC report (ref. 25) the conclusion is made that composite OMEGA
offers no advantage in stability or accuracy over measurements at 13.6 kHz.
It is further stated that the merit of composite OMEGA increases as the
carrier stability decreases. This latter conclusion seems significant
particularly in view of the fact that some evidence of modal interference
has been observed at 13.6 kHz using the North Dakota signal which is at
full power. More experimental evidence is needed to evaluate the abilities
of the composite mode.
In the NRL study (ref. 26) composite OMEGA illustrates an ability to
greatly reduce navigation error due to signal phase fluctuations attributable
to the polar cap absorption anomaly. These studies indicate that composite
OMEGA as a means of navigation without the conventional skywave corrections
may be feasible. It is particularly encouraging that phase anomalies which
are not normally predictable can be suppressed through the use of composite
OMEGA.
Results of the experimental program described in this report will be
analyzed in composite form to more accurately define this concept as a
means of lane identification for ordinary OMEGA and/or differential OMEGA.
Particular emphasis is with respect to airborne navigation requirements.
1.4 Data Gathering Program Requirement
From the results of previous theoretical and experimental work as
summarized in Section 1.2, the concept of differential OMEGA as a means
of improving navigation accuracy is evident. Signal phase in a local
region is in general highly correlated. This is perhaps best illustrated
through the use of real time differential corrections to successfully
eliminate the major error introduced by phase anomalies such as the SID
(Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance) as observed in a number of tests. The
need for real time differential corrections has been shown to be bene-
ficial in at least one test (refs. 8 and 9). Various estimates of the
accuracy which can be achieved have been made and range from approximately
one-fourth mile to one mile. This represents a considerable improvement,
in general, over ordinary OMEGA.
One of the primary motivations for the differential OMEGA use is to
eliminate the need for skywave corrections which can be rather cumbersome
for a navigator. A considerable effort is being made throughout the
community of researchers to develop a very simple computerized system for
automatically generating and incorporating a phase correction not only to
simplify the use of corrections, but also to possibly improve the corrections.
It is perhaps ironical that a large part of even differential OMEGA error
contributed by dispersion can be eliminated by the use of skywave corrections
(ref. 12). The conclusion is that without predicted skywave corrections
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differential OMEGA is definitely superior to ordinary OMEGA. With skywave
corrections the improvement offered by differential OMEGA is even more signifi-
cant. In the absence of automated skywave corrections the question of how
precise differential OMEGA can be on a consistent basis has to be adequately
answered. Other considerations include operation in other modes such as
difference frequency or composite OMEGA where phase information from
multiple frequencies is used to eliminate the need for skywave corrections
(ref. 19 for example). Sufficient data accumulated in a controlled
experiment are needed to adequately evaluate the precision attainable
with differential OMEGA specifically and also with composite OMEGA for a
potential user. General results are needed which can be applied to the
airborne user environment.
The current experimental program is designed primarily to answer some
of these questions about differential OMEGA usage. In past studies,
receiver repeatability has been an essential factor which has often not been
adequately determined. Local effects problems encountered (particularly on
land) when operating with a receiver antenna which is small compared to a
VLF wavelength have received little attention. The primary factors which
affect differential OMEGA accuracies are reasonably well understood but
more adequate quantitative measures of the relative contribution of these
factors are needed. For example, the extent to which statistical decorrela-
tion error contributes to overall differential error has been theoretically
discussed. It has not been generalized and analyzed to the extent that it
can be predicted and related to other effects such as dispersion error and
orientation of differentially operating receiver pairs with respect to the
transmitter pair used. Time correlation of differential accuracy on a day-
to-day basis as well as a season-to-season basis must be more adequately
defined.
This report describes a currently-underway experimental plan designed to
answer these and other questions related to differential OMEGA. Final analyses
no doubt will depend on the accuracies attainable where all of the OMEGA
transmitters are operational at full power. The current program has been
limited in that respect but should provide useful results for the potential
user. As stated, the primary goal of this investigation is the airborne
user and the results of this experiment will provide a sound basis for design
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of a series of flight tests to ultimately provide quantitative analysis of
differential and composite OMEGA for aircraft navigation needs.
Chapter 2 presents a theoretically-oriented discussion of the
parameters which affect the accuracy of differential OMEGA. The differen-
tial OMEGA error form is derived and the overall experimental test plan
is presented. Chapter 3 discusses composite OMEGA, including difference
frequency OMEGA which can be considered a special case of the composite
mode. In Chapter 4, the OMEGA receiver equipment used in the experiment
is described. Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the types of statistical
analysis used to analyze the data. The data reformatting and editing
procedures are also addressed. The regression analysis procedure is
presented as a tool to provide assistance in parameter sensitivity
studies. In Chapter 6, some preliminary data analysis results are
presented, and Chapter 7 provides recommendations related to planned
airborne tests. Ten appendices contain detailed derivations and discus-
sions related to methods for data analysis and receiver equipment.
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CHAPTER 2
DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
2.1 General
The implicit assumption in differential OMEGA is that distance measure-
ment errors are highly correlated within the immediate area of any given
receiver site located in the usable range of the-selected transmitters.
The assumption is certainly valid in view of the navigation accuracies
attainable using ordinary OMEGA in conjunction with the published skywave
correction tables where a given correction applies over a relatively large
area of operation. However, the question of exactly how much improvement
in navigation accuracy can be attained by using the differential mode of
operation has not been adequately quantified.
To determine the errors in position measurements using the differential
mode under a given set of conditions, it is necessary to delineate the
factors that are expected to affect the errors in phase measurement and to
estimate the effect of these factors on the position measurement accuracy.
Through previous tests of the differential OMEGA concept and from analysis
of the physics of VLF propagation it is possible to delineate various
factors or parameters which might contribute to the variation of errors
in phase measurements within the immediate locale of any given OMEGA
receiver site. Some of these parameters are more significant than others
and many are not statistically independent. It also seems apparent that
additional parameters may be significant for a situation involving airborne
receivers instead of ground based receivers. Although the airborne utility
of differential OMEGA is the ultimate goal, the initial experimental program
involves ground-based receivers only.
Table 2-1 provides a list of the parameters to be considered. The most
important of these are believed to be range between receiver locations, time
of day, orientation of direction of line-of-sight between receiver locations,
and seasonal variations. The others are felt to be important to a lesser
13
TABLE 2-1. Differential OMEGA Parameters of Interest
A. Distance between base receiver and mobile receiver.
B. Time of Day: (1) Relative time at each receiver.
(2) Time during day relative to day/night
conditions.
C. Orientation of base-mobile receiver line-of-sight (l.o.s.) with
respect to Line of Position.
D. Orientation of base-mobile receiver l.o.s. with respect to earth's
magnetic field.
E. Receiver Time Constant
F. Receiver System Error
G. OMEGA Frequency
H. Season of Year
I. Weather Conditions
J. Modal Interference
14
degree. The data analysis will be designed to determine which are in fact
the most significant parameters.
In selecting the parameters of interest an analysis of the skywave
corrections taken from the published tables has ,proven useful. Plots
provided in ref. 1 illustrate the type of analysis conducted. Isolines of
phase difference corrections are plotted for several different trans-
mitter pairs usable in and around North America. These plots illustrate
that range, azimuth and time are highly significant parameters in the
variation of phase measurement corrections over large areas. It would
therefore be expected that these parameters are also significant within
a small localized area.
The goal of the experimental program is to determine how each of
these parameters affect differential OMEGA accuracy and, if possible, to
develop prediction equations applicable for this mode. The following
sections contain an analytical discussion of the differential OMEGA error
form and a description of the experimental plan designed to provide para-
meter variations over a wide range of interest.
2.2 Differential OMEGA Error Form
The differential OMEGA concept as previously mentioned may be viewed
as a mode whereby skywave corrections are measured in real time. This
would provide a means of navigation independent of predicted skywave
corrections. It is shown that a large part of the differential error can
be eliminated with good predictions of skywave corrections.
2.2,1 Non-skywave-corrected differential OMEGA.— In the non-skywave-
corrected mode of operation, differential OMEGA can be represented in terms
of a fixed site base receiver and a "user" operating in the differential
region without the aid of any predicted skywave corrections. For purposes
of this analysis differential error will be defined as that error incurred
at the "user" receiver position in estimating the true line-of-position
(LOP). The true LOP will be assumed to be the chart LOP based on a
nominal phase velocity, (c/.9974), as used in published charts. Later
in this analysis consideration will be given to other definitions of true
LOP and the associated effect on differential error.
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Consider the differential OMEGA situation given in Figure 2-1.
Receiver i represents the base station receiver in some arbitarily
chosen differential region between two OMEGA transmitters labelled 1
and 2. The differential OMEGA user receiver j will have a differential
navigation error defined as the difference in the chart value at the
receiver position j and the differentially corrected measurement of LOP.. »
at receiver j. Strictly speaking this is a correction term, i.e., a term
to be added to the differentially corrected measurement to yield the chart
estimate equal to the true chart value. The differential correction as
measured at receiver i (base receiver) is
«*corr(i) - *c(i> - *meas(i) (2-D
where <J> (i) is the charted LOP..
 9 phase difference and <(> (i) is thec x~ ^ m&cis
measured LOP phase difference both taken at receiver i. The differential
error, e (j), at receiver j is then
- *C(J) - [*meas<:i> + 5 * ( i ) ] (2-2)
which can be expanded using (2-1) to yield
eD«) ' [*meas(1) ' Veas™ ' t*
Using the distances in Figure 2-1 the differential error in (2-3) can
be written as
eD(j) = 100
where the phase of the OMEGA signal from transmitter K at receiver i is
expressed in terms of the distance r«. and an associated path wavelength
XK±. The factor 100 appears in (2-4) such that ED(J) is in centicycles at
the particular frequency of operation.
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Define a new variable n . where
is the relative wavelength over a given propagation path which may be
considered a random variable with mean rf and standard deviation
2 Ki
o . Therefore (2-4) becomes
HKi
(2-5)
Using differential OMEGA the range between receivers within the dif-
ferential area is much smaller than the range between any receiver and the
transmitters so that r^. « r. , r_ , r ., or r2.. This is the basis for
the definition of the differential OMEGA region and the associated assumption
that propagation along paths r-. and r.. . is highly correlated as is pro-
pagation along paths r.. and r« . Therefore the error defined in (2-5) is
made up of the error resulting from decorrelation along the adjacent transmit-
ter-receiver paths as well as the error resulting from different path lengths
even though propagation is correlated. The error assuming correlated propa-
gation can be found from (2-5) with n,. = n,. and i) = n .* The total error
allowing for some path decorrelation is then
eD(J) = ^ {(H! - D(ru - r ) - (n2 - D(r2i - r ) + e^ (j) (2-6)
c ^
where e'(j) is the statistical decorrelation error discussed in ref. 12 and
attributed primarily to ionization irregularities. This error would also
be a function of any delay between the time the base receiver measures a
correction and the time the "user" receiver applies this correction. It in
*This assumption is not valid during the total transition period when the
two receivers are not located on the sunrise-sunset line. This is
evidenced by the results of the Beukers Labs report (ref. 8) showing that
differing daylight conditions can have an effect within a differential
OMEGA area.
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turn should be .independent of the definition of the true value used to
determine differential error. Statistical decorrelation error can be
determined from experiment. In ref. 27 two statistical models
were used to derive two different spatial correlation functions. These
can be used to get a measure of spatial decorrelation error; however,
these are expressed only as a function of range separation and do not
provide functionally for different orientations of the base-user receiver
baseline. (See Appendix A.) If the receivers are displaced along an LOP
the decorrelation error should be larger for a given range separation than
for displacement along the perpendicular to an LOP.
The bracketed term in the expression for differential error in (2-6)
is classified in ref. 12 as a geometric divergence error or a generalized
dispersion error. This error is a consequence of the actual average phase
velocity along the transmitter-receiver paths being different from the
chart value or any other "true value" which might be used to define the
differential error. Thus the diurnal phase velocity change essentially
determines the range of the dispersion error.
As a simple example consider an exaggeration of the phenomenon as
depicted in Figure 2-2. The daytime lane, nighttime lane and chart lane
are all different with the nighttime lane somewhat smaller than the chart
lane and the daytime lane larger than the chart lane. The base receiver
has a chart phase of 52 cec, a daytime phase of 23 cec and a nighttime
phase of 87 cec. The user receiver has a chart phase of 38 cec, a
daytime phase of 3 cec and a nighttime phase of 87 cec. The phase
difference between the two receivers is 14 cec on the chart, 20 cec
during the day, and 0 cec at night. This is with no decorrelation error
or receiver error and discounting any modal interference. It can be noted
from the example that good skywave correction data can virtually eliminate
the errors due to dispersion. This will be discussed in the next section.
It can also be seen from this example that by using chart position as
true position, daytime dispersion error is less than nighttime dispersion
error. In reality it is even more severe than illustrated here since
the daytime lane is much more nearly the same as the chart lane than is
the nighttime lane. To minimize the maximum dispersion from true value
occurring over a 24-hour period the median phase velocity between the
daytime and nightime excursions could be used as is suggested in ref. 12.
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Another source of "generalized dispersion" error is modal inter-
ference. This contributes to irregularities in the lane structure in
that phase predictions cannot be made in terms of an average phase
velocity or average wavelength. The wavelength is in effect spatially
varying. An analysis summary in ref. 12 illustrates how modal inter-
ference can contribute to differential error. No time variation in
this error is alluded to; however, data gathered by NASA Langley during
the period September 1973 to March 1974 indicate that time variations,
particularly at night, can be significant.
Rewriting (2-6), the differential error can be expressed as
eD(3) - P 1(1 - n2) [(ru - r,.) - (r - r )] + (n, - n^Cr^ - r ;
/•» I • ** «J
(2-7)
where the first term inside the braces is the contribution to dispersion
error assuming the phase velocity over path 1 is the same as over path 2.
The second term accounts for differences in the path phase velocities.
This expression can be simplified by noting that
A
c
<100
is the chart difference in LOP phase at the two receivers and can be
expressed as a function of the chart LOP phase gradient at the base
receiver A<j> (i) , the range separation between receivers r . , and the
angle between the receiver baseline and the LOP phase gradient. This
is illustrated in Figure 2-3. , .
li ~ liFurthermore, the difference - r - •*— .100 represents the dif-
Ac
f erence in chart phase of the transmitter 1 signal at receivers i and j .
It can be expressed approximately in terms of the magnitude and azimuth
of a transmitter 1 phase gradient at receiver i, the range between
receivers, and the orientation of the baseline between receivers. Figure
2-4 illustrates this relation.
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Thus (2-7) can be rewritten as
= (1 - n2) A+C(D r cos(0 (i) - 6 )
c
(2-8)
(n2 - V *lc(i) r±j cos(6u
where
A<f> (i) = chart LOP phase gradient at receiver i,
r.. = range separation between base receiver i and user
receiver j,
6., (i) = angle of chart LOP phase gradient at receiver iA<J>c
relative to true north,
8 = angle of receiver i-j baseline relative to true north,
<J>1 (i) = chart phase gradient of transmitter 1 at receiver i
(a constant for a given base receiver site),
6,. - angle of radial from transmitter 1 to receiver i
measured at receiver i relative to true north,
e'(j) = statistical decorrelation error,
ri =* relative wavelength of OMEGA signal over path from
transmitter k to differential area of interest.
Other factors can contribute to differential OMEGA phase error. For
example the effects of earth magnetic field on VLF propagation can be
accounted for in terms of the value of n, and n? included in (2-8). These
may have independently determined values depending on the directions of
propagation relative to E-W from each transmitter to the differential area
of operation.
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Other independent error sources can be considered separately. These
include local receiver antenna environment effects and inherent receiver
system errors (See Section 2.2.3). Time correlation effects can also be
included and have been discussed in refs. 8 and 12. Off-path propagation
effects are also mentioned in ref. 12.
2.2.2 Skywave-corrected differential OMEGA.—The basic form of
differential OMEGA does not change with the application of skywave cor-
rection information. However, the achievable precision which can be
attained is improved with good skywave corrections. An obvious criterion
for corrections to be useful is that they not be the same for base and
mobile receivers. Otherwise no change from the non-skywave corrected
mode exists. This would mean that the currently published correction
tables would be of limited value since the grids used are generally the
same area size as an average differential region. More detailed skywave
corrections could serve to reduce dispersion error. This could include
predictable error resulting from modal interference.
To see how skywave corrections can reduce dispersion error it is
only necessary to recall basic definitions. The skywave correction at
a particular receiver location is generally the phase value to be added
to the phase measurement to "correct" it to the chart value. The differ-
ence between two corrected measurements at two different receiver locations
then becomes the difference between chart values. Thus, real time cor-
rections would reduce the phase difference between two differential receiver
measurements to that resulting from other than dispersion error. Non-real
time or average skywave corrections can serve to reduce dispersion error
with the reduction proportional to the quality and timeliness of the
corrections.
As stated in ref. 9, the error due to dispersion is small for small
receiver separation ranges. Thus the extent to which skywave corrections
can significantly improve navigational accuracy is limited by the magnitude
of the statistical decorrelation error and inherent receiver equipment
error. Generally for receiver separations of less than 50 n.mi. (92.60 km)
dispersion error should be less than that due to other sources.
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The extent to which skywave corrections reduce modal interference
related error depends considerably upon the extent to which this inter-
ference is spatially dependent. Time changes in modal interference will
most likely be accounted for by skywave corrections only on a gross scale.
By reducing the differential OMEGA error, skywave corrections also make
feasible the utilization of larger differential areas under the constraint
of a given allowable navigation error. This could be particularly
attractive because it affords a reduction of required base stations while
providing a navigational capability for some large area equipment.
2.2.3 Local receiver error contribution.— Some portion of differential
OMEGA error is attributable to what is termed "local effects." This error
is the result of phase perturbations relative to physical placement of the
antenna, orientation of the antenna, power line interference, local terrain
and vegetation, local weather conditions, etc. Generally these are uncor-
related errors in the differential mode since local effects at one receiver
will generally be independent of those at another receiver. One of the
major needs is to evaluate the contribution to error from local effects.
This problem has received virtually no attention in the literature. For
land based receivers the problem of power line interference has been noted
(ref. 9) with major emphasis given to recommended selection of new OMEGA
frequencies to circumvent the identified problem.
In the preliminary stages of data gathering of OMEGA phase readings
using land based receivers in this experiment the effects of local terrain
and vegetation have proved significant. For example, when using a whip
antenna to receive the OMEGA signal, many trees are better "antennas" than
the whip so that re-radiated interference can be a problem. It has been
observed that antennas near the ground located in terrain depressions can
experience a severe reduction in signal strength as opposed to antennas
located on locally higher ground. Orientation has not been found to be
significant.
Effects of power line interference have been intermittent. These seem
to vary at a given receiver site from week to week. No specific correlation
with local temperature and humidity conditions nor load conditions on the
power lines has been made thus far.
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The primary emphasis in designing the experimental phase has been
on eliminating differences in local effects and avoiding uncorrelated
perturbation conditions. Data which are found to be contaminated with
60 Hz power line interference have been largely disregarded when
analysis of other error contributions is made. Antenna placement has
been essentially restricted to forest fire observation towers, roofs
of buildings, and open terrain in an attempt to avoid multipath problems.
Power lines have been avoided where possible.
Any large conductor placed near a small whip antenna can have an
effect on the received phase at the whip antenna due to re-radiation.
Some analytical analysis work has been carried out at the Langley Research
Center in an attempt to quantify this effect. Results are not presented
here; however, Appendix B is included to illustrate how the earth's
conductivity affects the orientation of the electric field at the
earth's surface.
2.3 Experimental Design Plan
The experimental design plan presented is a function of the analysis
techniques used as well as the goals of the experiment. The philosophy
of design is that the plan be adaptive in the sense that exact site
location, revisit times, etc., can be altered as the data analysis
progresses so as to minimize uncertainties in parameter sensitivities.
Two receivers will be positioned to record OMEGA phase data simultane-
ously during the times when data are accumulated. A planned period of
from 14 to 18 months was initiated in September 1973. One receiver,
located at the Langley Research Center (LRC), Hampton, Virginia, will
remain as a permanent station throughout the program and is termed the
"base receiver." An identical receiver, in a mobile trailer, is being
moved to various selected sites throughout a region defined by a circle of
radius approximately 300 n.mi. (555.60 km) centered at Hampton. A minimum
of 12 sites (in addition to the base receiver site) has been chosen at vari-
ous ranges and azimuths from the base site throughout this test region. Each
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PIF
BDF
'RTI
Receiver Station
LRC Hampton, Va.
YKT Yorktown, Va.
FEU Fort Eustis, Va.
FIS Fisherman Island, Va.
PGO Prince George, Va.
AHO Ahoskie, N.C.
WAL Wallops Island, Va.
BOD Bodie Island, N.C.
RTI Research Triangle, N.C.
NCC Naval Comin Center, Md.
BDF Bedford, Va.
THV Thayerville, Md.
PIF Pisgah Forest, N.C.
BOD
Range
n.mi.
0
8.3
11.2
19.2
40.0
56.9
66.0
85.2
139.8
101.3
151.8
200.0
329.7
Range
Km
0
15.37
20.74
35.56
74.08
105.38
122.23
157.79
258.91
187.61
281.13
370.4
610.64
Azimuth
Degrees
328.6
286.4
90.8
277.4
213.2
40.8
152.3
239.9
247.4
280.5
317.4
252.7
Figure 2-5. Experimental plan receiver site locations.
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site will be visited at least twice for a period of approximately 72-120
hours. Periods between same-site visits will be varied from one month
to approximately 12 months. Additional sites will be selected during the
course of the experiment as deemed necessary from the data analysis.
o
The primary criterion used to select the set of sites shown in
Figure 2-5, to specify additional sites, and to determine the site re-
visitation schedule and the duration of each visit is based on the need
to improve confidence in parameter sensitivity analysis results of differ-
ential OMEGA. Enough data points are needed to cover the range of inter-
ested separations between receivers, mobile-base receiver station line-of-
sight azimuths and short- and long-term temporal effects and other para-
meters which affect differential OMEGA accuracy. For example, the functional
relationship between accuracy and receiver separation range is believed to
be more significant within 100 n.mi. (185.20 km) than beyond so that more
mobile receiver sites have been selected within 100 n.mi. (185.20 km) of
the Hampton base receiver than beyond. A histogram plot of selected ranges
and azimuths relative to Hampton, Virginia, is shown in Figure 2-6. The
azimuth of the B-D (Trinidad-North Dakota), A-C (Norway-Hawaii), and B-C
(Trinidad-Hawaii) lines of position (LOP) at Hampton are indicated on the
azimuth histogram. Table 2-2 provides a summary of the site visitation
schedule for the mobile receiver. The side-by-side operation periods are
not included but are interspersed so that adequate determination of receiver
repeatability error is provided.
In Section 2.2.2 dispersion error was found to be related to Rcos8'
where 6' is the azimuth from base receiver to mobile receiver relative to
the perpendiuclar to a selected LOP and R is the receiver separation range.
Figure 2-7 provides histograms for the Rcos6' values for the LOP pairs A-C
and B-D using the sites given in Figure 2-5. To improve confidence in
analysis results, if the RcosG* variation is valid, prime candidates for
additional sites would be those for which the Rcos8' values are interspersed
between those values shown in Figure 2-7.
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LOCATION
Yorktown,
Va.
Fort Eustis,
Va.
Fisherman
Island, Va.
Prince
George, Va.
Ahoskie,
N.C.
Wallops
Island, Va.
Bodie Island,
N.C.
Cheltenham,
Md.
Research Tri
angle, N.C.
Bedford,
Va.
Thayerville,
Md.
Rosman, N.C.
1975
Table 2-2. Mobile receiver site visitation schedule.
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B-D
-300 -200 -100 0 +100 +200
A-C
Fig. 2-7. Histogram of Rcos6' differential dispersion error
variable for LOP pairs A-C and B-D.
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2.3.1 Recorded data.—Each receiver station has the capability of
recording relative phase data from the stations A, B, C, and D at all
three OMEGA frequencies (10.2, 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz) simultaneously.
Ten second phase measurement samples will be recorded on digital tape
along with time of day and selected signal strength measurements. Each
receiver station includes a TRACOR 599R receiver capable of receiving
four transmitted signals simultaneously at a given frequency with fre-
quency selection determined by the operator. Provision is made for strip
chart recordings of signal amplitude of three channels on the selected
frequency. The time constant of the TRACOR receiver is approximately
10 sec. A second receiver designed and built by NASA is a digital phase
locked loop receiver with twelve loops such that relative phase measure-
ment of four transmitted signals at all three OMEGA frequencies can be
output at 10 sec intervals. Initially the loops in this receiver were
modified second order loops but were changed to first order loops during
the course of the program. A complete discussion of the receivers with
associated phase measurement capability is provided in Chapter 4 and
Appendix D.
Phase data from the two receiver equipments are commutated and fed
to the input of a Kennedy Model 1600R incremental digital tape recorder.
Measured phase is recorded in terms of digital clock counts so that
relative phase measurement accuracy is + 0.25 cec, + 0.28 cec, and + 0.33
cec at 10.2 kHz, 11 1/3 kHz, and 13.6 kHz at the particular frequency of
interest. Appendix D provides more detailed analysis of the recorded
information.
At each receiver site the latitude and longitude are recorded and
during data gathering periods a weather log is maintained along with
information concerning the selected TRACOR frequency and any unusual
signal conditions noted. The mobile receiver is normally not attended
during a particular three to five day period, and NOAA weather summaries
are used to obtain local weather conditions for much of the data.
Ionospheric disturbance data will be obtained during the analysis phase
to provide sunspot activity information.
2.3.2 Mobile receiver site selection.— Based on some preliminary
measurements, site selection for the mobile receiver complex will be made
so that local effects as discussed in Section 2.3.3 will be correlated.
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This should result in data which are relatively independent of uncor-
related perturbations which might be attributed to the local receiver
conditions.
Generally sites are selected so that the antennas can be located
as high above the ground as possible. When possible, forest fire
observation towers or building roofs are used. Otherwise areas clear
of trees and other large conductors on high ground are used. Positions
are selected near survey markers which are included in the U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey charts or state survey charts. Many of these points
have latitude and longitude recorded to the nearest ten-thousandth of a
second. In any event, survey accuracies of antennas should be within
+ 50 feet (15.24 m). Provision for obtaining height above sea level has
not been made and all ground distances are calculated at sea level.
Appendix C provides a detailed analysis of the method used for calcula-
tion of geodetic distances and azimuths.
2.4 Summary
The experimental plan which has been outlined is designed to provide
data for a comprehensive analysis of differential OMEGA in a ground-
based environment. The results can yield a quantitative measure of
navigation errors in the Hampton, Virginia, differential region and should
provide some general conclusions concerning the sensitivity of navigational
accuracy to various parameters. The regression techniques for parameter
sensitivity studies will be discussed in Chapter 5.
In that these data will be so comprehensive and collected over such an
extended period of time, useful results on ordinary OMEGA and particularly
composite OMEGA can be obtained. Special skywave corrections are being
obtained from the Hydrographic Center of the Defense Mapping Agency for
the particular receiver site locations used for the times during which data
are gathered. These will afford an opportunity to evaluate the precision
of these corrections. Emphasis will be placed on comparison of non-skywave
correction modes of OMEGA and skywave corrected ordinary OMEGA. Also cor-
rection evaluations at 11 1/3 kHz will be unique since these have not
previously been used.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPOSITE OMEGA
3.1 General
As mentioned previously the term "composite OMEGA" will be used in this
report in a general sense to include what is referred to as difference fre-
quency OMEGA. Composite OMEGA has been defined for at least two purposes in
an operational sense. Difference frequency OMEGA is designed to be used in
conjunction with ordinary OMEGA as a means of lane resolution. This provides
for the extension of the region of unambiguous phase measurement on the ground
from approximately 6 n.mi. (11.11 km) for 13.6 kHz LOP measurements to
approximately 72 n.mi. (133.34 km) for the 1.1 1/3 kHz difference frequency
LOP measurements. For lane identification purposes it is conceivable that
operation without skywave corrections can provide sufficient accuracy. This
is particularly desirable since other investigators have found difference
frequency published skywave corrections to be rather poor (refs. 21, 23, and
24). The data obtained during this program will be used to evaluate the
capability of lane identification without skywave corrections.
A second capability of composite OMEGA is to provide for a signal phase
which exhibits small variations relatively independent of diurnal effects.
The data obtained in the current program will be used to provide comparisons
with previous results (refs. 23 and 24) and a quantitative analysis of the
utility of composite OMEGA.
3.2 Composite OMEGA Phase
Composite OMEGA involves obtaining some resultant signal which has a
phase commonly expressed as a linear combination of phases of two or more
fundamental OMEGA frequencies. Let <j> designate this composite phase.
If the component OMEGA phases are expressed as phase measurements from
one OMEGA transmitter then <j) will be a composite phase measurement
comp
from a single transmitter. If the component phases are LOP phase differ-
ences then 4" is a composite LOP phase difference between two OMEGA
comp
transmitters. The meaning of <f> should be clear within the context of0
 comp
the discussion that follows. In general, at some time t the composite
phase in units of cec at 10.2 kHz can be expressed as
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<t™m(t) = an + Vin 2(t) + a?[ To *n 3(t)] + a3[ Z ^ i^ fi(t)I <3-1>comp o l lU.z ^ 1U 1±.J J 4 Ij.o
where <J>,0 2(t)» 'hi 3^' anc* ^ 13 6^ are P^ase differences in cec
at the respective frequency. The a. are variables which may be spatially
dependent, i.e., a. = a (x,y), and are generally specified based on some
defined criterion. For example if a« = a = 0, a_ = 3, and a- = 4 then
(3-1) becomes
= 3
*13.6 - 3*10.2 - 3*3.4(t) (3'2)
where <b (t) is the phase of the 3.4 kHz difference frequency in cec atYcomp v M .7
10.2 kHz. If (3-2) were used to obtain LOP position in a given 3.4 kHz
lane to subsequently determine the 10.2 kHz lane in which the navigator is
located, then the error in <j> (t) must be within + 50 cec at 10.2 kHz or
50 comp -
within _+ -o~ cec at 3-4 kHz. (Note <j>13 , and <j> _ would be LOP phase measure-
ments for <{> (t) to be an LOP phase.)
comp
As another example consider a = a_ = 0 and a.. = -9, a_ = 10. Then (3-1)
yields
= 9[
*11.3(t) - *10.2(t)l = 9 * (t) (3-3)
where <t> (t) is the phase of the 1.1 1/3 kHz difference frequency in cec
comp
at 10.2 kHz. If (3-3) were used to obtain LOP position in a given 1.1 1/3 kHz
lane to subsequently determine the correct 10.2 kHz lane in which the
navigator is located then the error in d> (t) must be within + 50 cec5 rcomp —
at 10.2 kHz or within + ~ cec at 1.1 1/3 kHz. Note that if d> (t) is
— y comp
expressed in cec at 3.4 kHz then
*comp(t) = 3 *1.1 l/3(t)
such that the correct 3.4 kHz lane could be identified if 6 (t) is
50 comP
within + 50 cec at 3.4 kHz or within + — cec at 1.1 1/3 kHz. Subsequently
the correct 10.2 kHz lane could be identified using (3-2) if the 3.4kHz LOP
phase can be measured within + -y cec at 3.4 kHz. Thus the 10.2 kHz lane can
be identified by going directly from the 11.3 kHz and the 10.2 kHz phases
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or by using all the OMEGA frequency phases and using a two-step procedure.
This exemplifies the ability of difference frequency OMEGA to provide for
extended regions of unambiguous phase measurements over individual measure-
ments alone. The utility of difference frequency OMEGA is obviously con-
tingent on the accuracy with which this difference frequency phase can
be measured and the quality of any skywave corrections if these are
required.
In ref. 23 Pierce has found that with a = a0 = 0 and a, « - 2.26 ando / l
a_ = 3.26* that the composite phase data at Cambridge were essentially
constant in time over several days. Using (3-1) the composite phase in
cec at 10.2 kHz is
W0 = 2'445 *13.6(t) - 2'26 »10.2(t) - *comp (3~4)
where the dependence on time was essentially removed with this particular
combination of phase measurements of the 13.6 kHz and 10.2 kHz signal phase.
It can be noted from observation that the composite phase of (3-4) is not the
phase of the simple difference frequency (3.4 kHz) unless some form of cycle
counting is used. The particular values of a. will, in general, provide a
time Independent composite phase measurement only at one location. Variations
may be small but will exist since phase velocities do change with position as
a result of varying ground conductivity and varying ionospheric height.
3.3 Difference Frequency Diurnal Variation
The diurnal variations of a difference frequency can be analyzed by
using (3-1) with appropriately designated constants. Equation (3-2) provides
the 3,4 kHz difference phase which may be rewritten as
*3.4 = *13.6 - *W.2 (3-5)
where the various phases are in cec at the respective frequencies.
Using the relationship developed in ref. 1 to determine the daytime and
nighttime phase predictions,
*Note a = - (m - 1) and a, = m where Pierce gave results in terms of m.
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*dav(13'6) '
and
V 'Jday
(3-6)
where <J> (13.6) is the free space phase of the 13.6 kHz signal at a given
distance from the transmitter. Thus
A MQ t\ 2ird /2TTf(13.6) \ „<p V..LJ.OJ = T—TT-^—TV = i id .
o X (13.6) \ c /
o
Similarly, for the 10.2 kHz signal,
4. (10.2) =
- ['day^ ""7 |v,
and
Wt(10-2)
where
From (3-6) and (3-7), the diurnal variation in the 3.4 kHz signal can be
calculated. Let 6<j)(3.4) represent the diurnal phase difference (j> , (3.4)
- <{>, (3.4) so thatday
/2nf(13.6)\ [ c 1V c r lvM-2).L.t 2TTf(10.2)\( d
f f c I /2irf(13.6)\ f c 1
"UVp<13-6)Jday V •= j ' LvpU0.2)Jday
(3-8)
2rt(10.2)
c
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Equation (3-8) can be simplified to yield
6<{>(3.4) [vp(13.6)n /-I 0 ,.\. , v (13.6),ight p^ day]2ird x 13.6 x 10
2nd x 10.2 x 10"
-v (10.2) . . v (10.2) ,
P night pv day
The diurnal shift in the 3.4 kHz phase is the difference in diurnal shifts
of the 13.6 kHz and 10.2 kHz signal phase at a given distance. Using
tabulated values of nighttime and daytime phase velocities for the 10.2
kHz and 13.6 kHz signals from Wait and Spies (ref . 28) for a =1 mmho/m
and 3 = 0.5 km"1,
h = 90 km
c/v (13.6) . , ,. = 1.00291p night
c/v (10.2) . , = 1.00130p night
h = 70 km
c/v (13.6), = 1.00075p day
c/v (10.2), = 0.9980p day
where modal interference is neglected, i.e., only mode 1 is considered,
6(»(3.4) - 27rd x 13.6 x 10 - x 10.2 x 10-
x 10.2 x 10
x 10.2 x 10 (3_9)
Comparing the diurnal shift of the 3.4 kHz phase to that of the 10.2
kHz phase,
6<))(3.4)
6<f>(10.2)
.00042
.0033 = .127
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Since 1 cec at 3.4 kHz is equal in distance to 3 cec at 10.2 kHz, the
corresponding distance error in the 3.4 kHz diurnal shift is 3 x .127 = .381
of the diurnal distance error of the 10.2 kHz shift. Thus, if the diurnal shift
of the 10.2 kHz signal phase is 20 cec of 10.2, then the expected diurnal
shift of the 3.4 kHz signal phase is only about 7.6 cec of 10.2. Using
the values of phase velocity given, it can also be shown that this 20 cec
diurnal shift in the 10.2 kHz corresponds to a 13.4 cec shift in the 13.6
kHz phase in cec of 10.2 (17.5 cec shift in cec of 13.6).
Using Pierce"s values for phase velocities, (ref. 23),
1.00250 (—7rrW\ = 1.00035V v (.U.o; ]\ p /davnight V ' y
frTkir),,,, -i-00040 (77105! =°-999730v
 p /night x p /day
the diurnal phase change in the 3.4 kHz signal is
6^(3.4) = ( - U U ^ J ) 2Trd x 13.6 x 10" -t-^T^j 2ird x 10.2 x 103
x 10.2 x^OJ.
 (>00023)
and 6(t>(3.4)6<f>(10.2)
.00023
.0031 = .0742
such that a 20 cec diurnal shift of the 10.2 kHz signal phase in cec at
10.2 will yield a (20)(.0742)(3) = 4.5 cec shift in the 3.4 kHz signal
phase in cec of 10.2. The 20 cec shift in the 10.2 kHz signal corresponds
to a 13.8 cec shift in the 13.6 kHz phase in cec of 10.2 (18.5 cec shift
in cec of 13.6).
From this analysis several conclusions can be drawn. The diurnal
shift of the 3.4 kHz signal phase will be reduced from that of the 10.2
kHz and 13.6 kHz signal phase. Thus, navigation without corrections using
the 3.4 kHz signal can be more accurate than with either of the component
frequencies alone. Secondly, the diurnal error in the 3.4 kHz signal phase
is monotonic with respect to distance from the transmitter, since the phase
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velocity differences create essentially linear phase changes as a function
of distance between transmitter and receiver. Thirdly, it is reasonable
to expect the 13.6 kHz diurnal phase difference measurement in cec at 13.6
to be numerically very nearly the same as the 10.2 kHz diurnal phase
difference measurement in cec at 10.2. This is to say that the frequency
dependence of the diurnal change in relative phase velocity is such that
the change at 13.6 kHz is on the order of 75% (3 to 4) of the change at
10.2 kHz.
3.4 Composite Error Form
Consider the composite phase error. Let the true value of phase at
each individual OMEGA frequency be the chart phase which is determined
on the basis of a constant phase velocity and the frequency of interest.
Then the chart composite phase in units of cec at 10.2 kHz as given by
(3-1) becomes
*compc = ao + al *10.2c + a2 *11.3c + &3 *13.6c (3-10)
where the time variable can be disregarded since the chart value of phase
is time invariant by definition. It should be noted here that for any
given set of a. and using LOP phase measurements a new OMEGA chart could
be constructed and used as a navigation chart.
A
Assume some particular set of a., say a . Then, at some particular
geographical position (3-10) is used to express the composite LOP chart
phase as
« ~ •» ~
A = a + a, <()nr. - + a_ d>, , 0 + a, < j > n o , (3-11)ycompc o 1 r!0.2c 2 Y11.3c 3 13.6
s\
The actual measured <J> (t) will be that given by (3-1) with a. = a. such
comp i i
that the composite phase error can be expressed using (3-11) and (3-1) as
ec(t) = al(*10.2(t) - *10.2c> + a2(*11.3(t) - *11.3c>
a3(*13.6(t) -
(3-12)
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quency
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I Ambiguity
Composite Frequency Chart
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20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 80 100
10.2 kHz 1^^  10.2 kHz
Chart Lane ' Chart Lane 10-2
of Position in cec
at 10.2 kHz
1 cec at composite frequency = 2.445 cec at 10.2 kHz.
Fig. 3-1. Composite OMEGA lane related to 10.2 kHz chart lanes.
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The composite error given in (3-12) is generally time dependent and is
related to the errors in the phase measurements at the individual fre-
quencies. Assume that the particular set of a. used in (3-12) is such
that the composite LOP phase does not vary with time over some given period
at some particular location such as those found by Pierce for individual
phase measurements leading to (3-4). Then the composite error can be expressed
using (3-12) as
e = K - <J> = K1 (3-13)
c rcompc
and is not time dependent. Thus a given location would have associated
with it a given error, e.g., K1 which is constant over a given time, perhaps
several days or even weeks. If spatial variation is small, which
should be the case considering the source of this variation then a given
error would be constant over a region for this period of time. These errors
can be thought of as relating to a situation where corrections are required
to produce the composite chart values from the measured composite phase.
Thus in this sense composite OMEGA might afford good navigational accuracies
with a much reduced set of skywave type corrections over those required
for ordinary OMEGA.
Consider a composite OMEGA LOP chart using the relationship in (3-4) to
define the composite phase. This chart could basically be superimposed
on the existing OMEGA LOP charts for 10.2 kHz. Ground position of each
phase line at 10.2 kHz can then be compared to that phase line of the
"composite frequency." Figure 3-1 illustrates this mapping, showing
that the total lane of the composite frequency phase corresponds to three
of the 10.2 kHz lanes. The composite phase varies from 0 to 244.5 cec of
10.2 kHz as the three 10.2 kHz lanes are traversed.
Normally an OMEGA lane is defined as a region of unambiguous phase
difference variation such that a given phase measurement is unique within
the lane. In composite OMEGA where the composite frequency is not an
OMEGA frequency or a simple difference frequency the composite lane, as
illustrated in Figure 3-1, is not a region of unambiguous phase points.
In fact for the case illustrated here there are three sub-lanes of phase
ambiguity within the total composite lane. These are regions where two
positions correspond to the same phase reading. Note that the composite
lane can be defined in composite frequency cec which are 2.445 cec at
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10.2 kHz so that sub-lanes of ambiguity are from 0-7.6 cec, 33.3-40.9
cec and 66.7-74.2 cec at the composite frequency. Thus a composite
phase reading of 35 cec of the composite frequency can correspond to two
distinct points within the composite lane. They are in fact separated by
18.5 cec of 10.2 kHz which corresponds to approximately 1.5 n.mi. (2.78 km)
along the baseline.
Based on this analysis the utility of navigation using the composite
concept (other than difference frequency) depends on the ability to map a
given composite phase to its proper point on the chart within a composite
lane. The sub-lanes of ambiguity can present a problem depending on actual
variation of the composite phase in time and space. If the composite phase
is constant in time and spatial variations are small when compared to a
phase error corresponding to 1.5 n.mi. (2.78 km), then in a mode of continuous
tracking it should present no problem to maintain accurate navigation through
a sub-lane of ambiguous phase measurement using the constant correction of
the type in (3-13). Even if composite phase measurement has this requisite
precision one can visualize problems within a sub-lane of ambiguity when a
high speed vehicle is manuevering in this region.
If, however, a means of lane counting is provided for in measuring the
10.2 and 13.6 kHz LOP phases then the composite LOP phase difference of
(3-4) is unambiguous throughout the 3.4 kHz lane. In fact, this representa-
tion of the composite phase is just another way of combining the 10.2 and
13.6 kHz LOP phase measurements to obtain the 3.4 kHz difference frequency
phase.
The concept for actual implementation of a composite system is, of
course, contingent on the ability to define a composite phase which is
stable and verifying this through experiment. This is a primary interest
of this study.
3.5 Experimental Data for Composite OMEGA
The experimental data gathering plan outlined in Chapter 2 is designed
primarily from the standpoint of learning more about differential OMEGA.
These data however will provide for extensive evaluation of composite OMEGA
as well. Navigational accuracy using the uncorrected 3.4 kHz difference
frequency can be evaluated over an extensive time period and over the entire
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differential region defined in this experiment. Evaluation of accuracies
using the 1.1 1/3 kHz frequency will be of interest also, particularly
since this has not been extensively documented in the literature. These
analyses can provide a better understanding of the capabilities of OMEGA
in a lane identification mode.
Furthermore, these experimental data can provide for a better under-
standing of navigational accuracies using composite OMEGA forms without
skywave corrections or with a greatly reduced set of skywave corrections
and perhaps a composite OMEGA chart to replace the charts currently used
with ordinary OMEGA.
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CHAPTER 4
OMEGA EXPERIMENT RECEIVER EQUIPMENT
4.1 General
Two identical OMEGA phase receiver complexes have been assembled
and are being deployed and operated by NASA personnel. One of these has
been located permanently in a NASA laboratory at the Langley Research
Center in Hampton, Virginia. The second complex is installed in a small
travel trailer and serves as the mobile receiver. A third complex is
presently being constructed and will be used during the final phases
of the current data gathering plan.
Each receiver station is equipped with a TRACOR Model 599R receiver
used with an external 100 kHz source. Also, a digital phase-locked loop
receiver designed and built by NASA personnel is included in each receiver
station. The two receiver outputs are commutated and recorded in a
fixed data format at 10 second intervals on magnetic tape using a Kennedy
Model 1600R incremental digital recorder. At each receiver a single 8.5 ft
(2.59 m) vertical whip antenna, TRACOR Model 599-818, and a TRACOR Model 607
active multicoupler are used to provide input signals with separation greater
than 50 dB to the two individual receivers. At the base receiver the antenna
is roof mounted with approximately 150 ft (45.72 m) of coaxial lead-in. The
mobile receiver has an antenna mount affixed to the trailer cabin but the
antenna is generally mounted on a building roof or a fire tower. A
portable mast tower is also available. The same length of coaxial lead-in
is used with the mobile receiver as for the base receiver regardless of
how the antenna is placed.
Each receiver station uses a General Radio GR1115 oscillator which
provides the 100 kHz external source for the TRACOR 599R and serves as the
clock reference source for the digital receiver. These reference oscil-
lators are checked periodically for drift and recalibrated. Over a 12-18
month period they have experienced an average drift of about 1.5 parts in
10 per month. The mobile receiver is powered from available 60 Hz power
and Is provided with a battery pack reserve power supply for use during power
outages. A heater and an air conditioner in the mobile trailer provide for
temperature and humidity stability of the equipment environment.
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4.2 TRACOR 599R OMEGA Receiver
The square-wave output of the standard TRACOR 599R receiver is changed
to digital form and recorded on magnetic tape. Provision is made to record
the channel signal strength with one channel recorded during each sample
period, each channel sequentially. Receiver RF bandwidth is 3.5 kHz and IF
bandwidth is 50 Hz nominal with narrow band IF bandwidth of 0.03 Hz. The
sensitivity is 0.01 uvolt with a 50 dB AGC range. The receiver time
constant is approximately 10 seconds.
Laboratory tests were run to measure any "S" curve error which might
occur in the TRACOR receiver. A signal of known phase was input at the
antenna input connector and the output phase was recorded over a period of
several minutes. As input phase was varied, no observable variation from
the linear curve was experienced. Based on these tests, it was concluded
that the receiver measures the actual phase within the 0.25 cec required.
Other tests indicated that the receiver phase measurement does not appear
to vary with signal strength. These results are not presented here.
4.3 NASA Digital Phase-Locked Loop Receiver
The digital PLL receiver used in the OMEGA experiment was originally
designed to represent a second order analog PLL receiver. Several months
of data were recorded in this mode. After analyzing receiver performance
and some of the errors that were appearing, the loops were changed to first
order loops in December 1973. Although there is inherently some phase ramp
tracking lag, receiver performance has been considerably more predictable.
Performance analysis using a simulation on a PDP-8/e digital computer
is presented in Appendix D.
A digitally implemented 10.2 kHz second order phase-locked loop
is diagrammed in Figure 4-1. This is representative of all twelve loops
within the receiver, with variation in design according to the specific
f r equency invoIved.
The control gate/divider chain with the 4.08 MHz clock input is
functionally similar to a voltage controlled oscillator. This 10.2 kHz
square wave output is the loop signal which has a phase constituting the
loop phase. In the phase detector this loop signal phase is compared to
the received signal phase to which the loop is assigned. A 180° phase
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(b) Discriminator Characteristic
Fig. 4-2. Characteristics of loop phase discriminator.
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shifter provides in-phase and out-of-phase signals to the discriminator.
The discriminator operates for 0.8 sec during each 10 second period
synchronized with respect to the time of transmission of the OMEGA signal
which the loop is tracking. During the 0.8 sec measurement interval an
average relative phase measurement is made using an up/down counter which
will accumulate counts at the 4.08 MHz rate within a + 1632000 count range
(1/2 cycle x .8 sec x 4.08 x 10 counts/sec each cycle up and 1/2 x .8 x
4.08 x 10 counts/sec each cycle down). During each cycle,up counts are
accumulated for one-half cycle and down counts are accumulated for one-
half cycle. Each cec of phase difference allows four counts to be input
to the counter. The up/down counter, which is driven up by the loop signal
and the received signal coincidence pulses and down by the out-of-phase
loop signal and the received signal coincidence pulses, counts 100 counts
per cycle. The resultant output, which is prescaled by 10 , is the input to
the feedback loop. Figure 4-2 illustrates the discriminator characteristic
of this detector.
The input to the up/down counter varies from -200 to 4-200 counts each
cycle as the relative phase varies from -25 cec to +25 cec from lock. The
counter output by action of the prescaler provides output counts on the
range +16.32 during a single measurement interval. Actually only whole
counts are output.
The feedback channel consists of a direct feedback and integrated feed-
back) the sum of which is input to the control gate. The integrated feedback
consists of an up/down counter which prescales by 10 and a serial saturating
counter which is the integrator. The total number of counts then is fed to
the countrol gate/divider chain which causes loop phase change as a function
of the amount of feedback. The control gate/divider chain has an input of
pulses and a square wave output at 10.2 kHz. With a divide by 400 in the
divider chain the phase position of this square wave is marked by every four
hundredth clock pulse. If the loop phase lags, the feedback channel output
causes the clock pulse rate to be doubled for a corresponding number of pulse
durations to advance the phase position of the loop signal. Alternately, if
the loop phase leads, the feedback channel causes the clock pulse rate to
.stop for a corresponding number of pulse durations, thus retarding the
10.2 kHz loop phase.
Appendix D provides a detailed analysis of this second-order phase-
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locked loop receiver including performance results using a computer simula-
tion model. These analysis results show that this implementation has a
response to a phase ramp input which is slightly underdamped. This can
lead to low frequency distortion in tracking a received phase with the
oscillatory period of the response dependent on the slope of the ramp, and
this oscillation would be very difficult to remove from the data. Primarily
for this reason, the digital receiver was changed to a first-order loop,
accomplished by simply disconnecting the integrated feedback channel of
Figure 4.1. This leaves only the direct feedback channel. This receiver
is also analyzed in Appendix D. As expected, the first-order loop receiver
will not track a phase ramp input perfectly. The loop ramp does have the
same slope as the input ramp (steady state) but there is a constant offset
or lag in the phase response. This time lag was calculated and measured to
be 61.27 sec of loop operation, which is slightly, more than six 10-sec
measurement intervals. The corresponding phase lag is
Ae = 61.27 AID
ss
where Au is the phase ramp input in cec/sec and Ae is in cec. Table 4-1
SS
presents a summary of receiver characteristics as determined in Appendix D.
4.4 Recorded Phase Data
Phase data output from the twa receiver equipments are recorded on
digital tape at 10-sec intervals in an even parity BCD format at 556 ips
(14.12 m/sec). Sixteen relative phase readings are recorded, including
phase from transmitter stations A, B, C, and D at 10.2, 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz
from the digital phase-locked loop and phase from these four transmitters
at a selected frequency from the TRACOR 599R receiver. To complete a
logical record of 61 digits of recorded data, a receiver unit code and a time
code with day, hour, minute and second are recorded along with a received
signal strength measure in accordance with the format of Figure 4-3. Eight
blocks including eight sample points (80 sec) compose one physical record
of 488 digits. Each physical record is automatically separated by an
interrecord gap.
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I
R
G
61 Digit
Data Block
61 Digit
Data Block
61 Digit
Data Block
I
R
G
Word 9
8-Data Blocks of 61 Digits Each
Comprise One Logical Record (488 Digits)
Data Block
No. of Digits Content (Note:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
10
Sign is in last
digit.)
Norway 10.2 kHz
Norway 13.6
Norway 11.3
Tracer Chan 1 (Norway)
Trinidad 10.2
Trinidad 13.6
Trinidad 11.3
Tracor Chan 2 (Trinidad)
Hawaii 10.2
Hawaii 13.6
Hawaii 11.3
Tracor Chan 3 (Hawaii)
North Dakota 10.2
North Dakota 13.6
North Dakota 11.3
Tracor Chan 4 (North Dakota)
Signal Strength (Variable Stas.)
Receiver I. D. Digit Minute - 2 Digits
Day - 3 Digits Second - 2 Digits
Hour - 2 Digits
Figure 4-3. Digital raw data tape format (7-track tape)
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Phase data from the digital phase-locked loop receiver are recorded
as a number of 4.08 MHz clock counts so that at 10.2 kHz the recorded phase
is in the range + 200 for a 0-100 cec relative phase measure. The
11 1/3 kHz measure is in the range + 180 counts and the 13.6 kHz measure
is in the range + 150 counts. Phase data are relative to the internal
oscillator phase and are measured within one full cycle to the nearest
approximately 0.25 cec of 10.2 kHz. In Appendix E there is a more detailed
discussion of how phase measurement data are obtained from the recorded
clock counts.
4.5 Clock Time
Within each receiver complex is a special digital clock which provides
time in day-hour-minute-second as output to the digital tape. This clock
is synchronized at each station using VHP receiver tuned to WWV. The
clocks are set at the beginning of each data recording period by the
respective operator so that synchronous phase measurement and recording'
takes place at the remote receiver sites. This provides time labeling
of recorded phase which has proven to be within 2-3 seconds apart in all
cases. Normally the receivers are set up at the beginning of each recording
period and left unattended throughout a 3-5 day period. Clock synchronization
is then checked at the end of the data period and any drift is noted.
Observed clock drift has been less than one second for even the longest
periods.
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CHAPTER 5
METHODS FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
5.1 General
The raw digital data tapes from each receiver station are reformatted
into a packed binary form before any analysis is carried out. (See
Appendix E.) Several versions of packed binary tapes are used. Addition-
ally, provision has been made to edit the .packed binary tapes. (See
Appendix F.) Editing is required to eliminate data which are obviously
not valid. Bad data can be caused by a number of events. Transmitter
stations which are not on the air or which may be down for short periods
create recorded data which should be exempted from analysis. These are
usually very easy to recognize as the receivers are not tracking any signal
and operate in a searching mode. At times, spurious phase jumps which the
receivers are incapable of tracking occur in the data, even when the signal
is present. Generally these are attributable to digital noise and are not
included in analysis. Since the digital phase-locked loop receivers have
been changed to first order loops these occurrences have become very
infrequent. There have been some recorder errors which have caused parity
errors. The editing software is general and allows for combination computer
editing and hand editing.
In the course of creating packed binary tapes for computer analysis,
generally a plot of the recorded phase information is obtained. From this
point editing of the packed binary tapes is provided and then tapes can be
merged with special skywave corrections (see Appendix G) to form skywave
corrected data, or used without corrections as input to the various
analysis routines.
5.2 Variables for Statistical Analysis
OMEGA phase variables can be calculated as desired once packed binary
phase data tapes are created. The analysis software can be used with
either unedited or edited data. It should be noted that no provision has
been made in the receivers for lane counting. Therefore, all phase values
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are scaled on a 0-100 cec range at any given frequency. When a variable
for analysis is calculated, i.e., differential error, LOP measurement
error, etc., the phase values are scaled on a range (-50 + True Value,
True Value 4- 50), where the "True Value" is specified externally. True
Value might be a chart value, a data average or some other well-defined
value about which a measure of variation is desired.
For differential OMEGA analysis, the differential error variable
can be formed with or without skywave corrections. Without skywave
corrections, data from two receiver stations are subtracted to form a
merged packed binary tape. Sample times may be matched or staggered to
form a real-time LOP phase difference or a time-delayed phase difference.
When the data are scaled with a true value of the LOP phase difference,
the resulting measure is a differential error measure. Data from two
receiver stations at the same location provide a measure of inherent
receiver bias so that as receiver locations are displaced analysis of the
data can show this effect directly. To provide a skywave corrected
differential error variable, the single station packed binary tapes are
first merged with the special skywave correction data (see Appendix G)
and two single station skywave corrected tapes are merged and scaled with
the true value.
For ordinary OMEGA error analysis the LOP data from a given single
station packed binary tape (words 8-15 of each logical record—see
Appendix E) can be analyzed with or. without skywave corrections after being
scaled with a true value. Analysis of uncorrected ordinary OMEGA data can
be complicated in situations where variations from the true value are
greater than 50 cec since this results from phase measurement crossing a
lane boundary and the receivers have no provision for discriminating
between lanes—only between phase values within a lane.
For composite OMEGA analysis the single station data will have to be
handled in a special manner. The LOP phase data at one frequency would be
combined with the corresponding LOP phase data at the one or two other
frequencies according to the composite formula (placed in the first segment
of each data word in each logical record—see Appendix E). This could be
accomplished using skywave corrected or uncorrected data depending on the
type of analysis desired.
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When two signal station data tapes are merged, there are also data
available which are the differences between relative phase measurement of
each transmitted signal at the two receiver locations (words 2-6, word 7
segment 1—see Appendix E). The mean of this difference represents the
phase difference between the two receiver station local oscillators. Any
relative oscillator drift will show up in the merged data as a linear
slope in plots of the data. Uncorrelated variations of a given signal at
two receiver stations can be measured directly which can provide a method
of delineating contribution to differential and composite OMEGA error.
Side-by-side data (two receiver stations at the same location) can provide
additional data on receiver repeatability.
In all the variables described, real-time data are accumulated by
comparing data recorded at the same time (within 10 sec). For variations
with time delay some time shift is made so that data records with different
time code identifiers are merged.
5.3 Statistical Calculations
The procedure for direct statistical calculations is basically the
same regardless of the variable of interest. A packed binary tape is
created with the desired variable for analysis. (See Appendix E.) Certain
external information is specified to the analysis software and statistics
are provided as output. This section describes the software package
available at the current time. Future modifications will be made to provide
more extensive capability as data collection and analysis proceed.
For the data variable of interest, Appendix H describes a software
package which provides hourly and seasonal mean, standard deviation,
and rms output using input in the packed binary format. A season is
defined as more than one hour and is only limited by the number of hours
of data on a given input tape. Provision is made for sample averaging
of the 10 sec sample value of the data variables as specified by the user.
To calculate the statistical mean of the variables of interest, the
hourly estimate of the mean for the kth hour is
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N.
N
k
E
36
°
(5-1)
where x are the 10 second samples of data of variable j during hour k
which may have up to 360 samples of data. If data editing has exempted
some data or if an hour is incomplete for any other reason N, < 360.
The seasonal mean for m hours of data is
V =
m
k=l
(5-2)
and can be calculated from the hourly means as
m
To calculate the standard deviation and rms value of the variable of
interest on an hourly and seasonal basis it is necessary to accumulate sums
of the variable values squared. The unbiased estimate of the hourly
variance of variable j is
-2
-J: V*N - i 2L>
i=l
or (5-3)
The standard deviation is the square root of this variance value for
hour k. To obtain a seasonal measure of variance
*The indicates "estimate".
6.0
/ m \(E 0 -\k=l K/
N,
m k
Z E
k=l i=l
N.
EE *fk=l i=l X1 (5-4>
and the seasonal standard deviation over m hours is the square root
f ~
2
of a .
The rms variation for hour k is
rms.
N,
*
1/2
(5-5)
and for a season of m hours is
rms
1/2
(5-6)
To facilitate the calculations indicated in (5-1) through (5-6) six
accumulators and 2 subaccumulators are defined. Three of these accumu-
lators are initialized to zero at the beginning of each hour. Three ac-
cumulators are seasonal and are set to zero at the beginning of the total
analysis period. In each category there is an accumulator which contains
the total number of variable samples, N , for the number of samples in an
hour and N for the number of seasonal samples, where the seasonal sample
number accumulator, N, is N = ^J N, ; i.e., the hourly accumulator is
k=l
added to the seasonal accumulator at the end of each hour and then re-
initialized. A second accumulator in each category contains a running
sum of the variable samples, S, and S where the hourly accumulator is
filled using a subaccumulator which sums up to 90 sample values and is
reinitialized to avoid round-off error. At the end of each hour the hourly
accumulator is added to the seasonal accumulator and then cleared. The
third accumulator in each category operates the same way except that the
variable values are squared as they are accumulated in the hourly sum-
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square accumulator SS, and the seasonal sum square accumulator SS. A
subaccumulator is also used in conjunction with the hourly sum-square
accumulator to avoid round-off error.
In terms of the accumulator just defined the estimates of the
statistics given in (5-1) through (5-6) are for the mean
(5-7)
v =
 I
for the standard deviation
(5-8)
and for the rms deviation
(5-9)
rms
It should be noted that the variable of interest is assumed to be
scaled by the true value and put in the range (-50, +50) cec prior to
input to the accumulators. The resulting statistics are then the mean
difference between the variable and the true value, the square root of
the squared deviations of the variable about this actual mean, and the
square root of the squared deviations of the variable about the true
value.
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The subaccumulators which were described are to hold the round-off
error to a minimum. It is possible that due to the significance of
individual samples to large accumulated sums an untenable round-off
error might occur, in general. With the CDC-6600 machine this is of no
real concern because of the 60 bit word length. With a smaller word
size, machine round-off error of several representative hours of data
was checked and found to be insignificant. Nevertheless this feature
has been retained.
Several computer routines have been developed by NASA
Langley personnel to provide data analysis capability. These will be
mentioned here but are documented elsewhere (ref. 30).
A routine to provide Varian plots of the 10-second sample values
is available. Simultaneous plots of several variables as a function
of time can be run. About four variables per plot are all that can be
conveniently read and interpreted. The variables are scaled on a range of
(0,100) cec and can be plotted for the duration of a data tape using
various time scales. These are essential as an analysis tool. Many
anomalies are easily recognized visually but would be extremely difficult
to detect using the computer because of the difficulty in specifying
the criteria in a computerized algorithm.
A general routine to provide probability density functions (pdf)t
cumulative probability distribution functions (cdf) and modified cumu-
lative probability distribution functions (Mcdf) is also available.
These functions can be output for specific daytime periods, e.g., day-
light, nighttime, sunrise, sunset, defined in terms of a starting and
ending time over the duration of a given data gathering period. Simple
statistics are calculated and the data are plotted in histogram form so
that quantization of the data is necessary. The pdf routine provides a
plot of the relative frequency of occurrence of the variable over the
range of the variable in histogram form, thus, it is a discrete pdf. If
this function is integrated in steps from the lower limit of the variable
range to an upper limit which is changed and varied over the entire range
then the result is the cumulative distribution function. The cdf routine
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provides this function in histogram form which indicates the probability
that the variable will assume a phase equal to or less than a given
value for each value in its range. Along with this a modified cdf
routine provides a histogram plot of the probability that the phase will
be no greater than a specific deviation from the mean value or a specified
true value where the deviation is varied in discrete steps from zero to
the maximum for the specific variable of interest.
The programs to convert the raw data tapes to packed binary format
and to merge pairs of packed binary tapes are also avialable. A separate
version of the merge routine is used to merge data in the packed binary
format with the associated skywave corrections which are also put in the
packed binary format on special tapes (see Appendix G).
Other software has been developed to generate difference frequency
data and composite data other than difference frequency in a format com-
patible with the packed binary format so that the analysis software
is applicable.
5.3.1 Sample averaging.— The data analysis program provides for sample
averaging. Since the phase data measurements are made at 10 second
intervals, sample averaging permits maximum flexibility in changing
the effective time constant of the receivers. This enables digital low
pass filtering with the passband defined in terms of the period over
which samples are averaged. Removal of high frequency variations of phase
data can affect the error variance of phase measurement and is a result
of interest with all of the OMEGA variables previously described.
The sample averaging is accomplished by averaging the 10 second
samples over N sample values to create a digital filter with a 3 dB pass-
2 78band defined by a cutoff frequency of ' Hz. The effect of this filter
compared to an RC filter used in conventional OMEGA receivers to
determine the receiver time constant is discussed in Appendix I. In
implementing the averaging at the beginning of a new period of data, N of the
10 second sample values are averaged to generate a new 10 second value.
The time associated with the new averaged sample is that originally
associated with the Nth sample. Adjusting this time association only
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alters the phase response of the digital filter and not the amplitude.
As each new 10 second sample is processed a new N sample average is
generated, always using the last N sample values to form an average
sample. This is illustrated in Figure 5-1.
5.4 Regression Analysis Procedure
One of the primary tasks in the analysis of data is to delineate
the parameters which affect differental OMEGA error. In performing
these parameter sensitivity tests it is desired to determine functional
relationships which will in turn enable prediction of differential error.
The intent is to generalize these results.
In performing these parameter sensitivity studies the techniques
of regression analysis are being employed. Regression analysis simply
means functional analysis and the technique is to evaluate, statistically,
functional forms which relate a dependent variable to one or more independent
variables. Various statistical measures can then be used to determine
which functional form is "best" according to some set of criteria. Actual
data which include knowledge of the independent variables and the measured
dependent variable values are used to define the best analytical relationship.
This section describes the use of regression analysis to evaluate the
differential OMEGA error variable. The same techniques do apply for other
dependent variables of interest. In fact similar techniques have been used
to assist in improving the accuracy of published skywave correction tables
used for ordinary OMEGA navigation.
5.4.1 Using Regression Analysis Techniques^— In applying regression
analysis techniques, it is necessary to define a dependent variable and then
attempt to form a set of independent variables which are related to this
dependent variable. Often it is not possible to simply define independent
variables which are truly statistically independent, but the regression
procedure can provide for this because variable dependencies can be
statistically evaluated. The dependent variable is some measure of interest
which in effect is to be parameterized, i.e., the independent variables
are essentially parameters, the numerical value of which affect the numerical
value of the dependent variable. This mapping of independent variable
values to dependent variable values describes the functional relationship
between the two.
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In the experimental situation some set of measurements of the dependent
variables is collected. The conditions under which these measurements are
made are described in terms of a set of parameter values or independent
variable values. A hypothesis is formulated in terms of a function of
these parameters which yields a predicted value of the dependent variable
given any particular set of parameter values. For the given conditions of
the experimental situation, the observed dependent variable values can
then be compared to the predicted values and, using statistical methods,
the validity of a given hypothesis can be evaluated. In fact, a number of
hypotheses can be compared and a "best" hypothesis arrived at according
to some defined criterion.
To select a meaningful hypothesis or set of hypotheses it is necessary
to obtain as much a priori information concerning variable relationships
as possible. Generally, once a hypothesis is defined it is often possible
to converge on a better hypothesis through iteration. The iteration pro-
cedure basically involves selecting some functional form, evaluating the
hypothesis, and then modifying the hypothesis until it is improved. One
example of this can be illustrated by considering a situation where there
are several independent variables. Experimental conditions could be
organized so that the first set of dependent variable measures results from
a condition where all but one of the independent variables is held constant.
Once a satisfactory functional form for predicting dependent variable
values based on assigned values of the remaining independent variable is
found, then a second independent variable can be isolated. This procedure
can be repeated until a hypothesis involving all the independent variables
is determined valid. Even when using this parameter isolation technique,
further iteration may be necessary, particularly if any of the set of
independent variables is not statistically independent.
5.4.2 Regression Analysis of Differential Error.— In Chapter 2, a
discussion of differential error form was presented which analytically
related the dependent variable, error, to several of the independent
variables. Additionally, other independent variables (Table 2-1) were
delineated based on a priori analysis which are believed to have an effect
on differential error. An experimental plan was then formulated which pro-
vided for variation of the values of these parameters (independent variables)
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over a range which could provide experimental measures of the dependent
variable over the usable region of differential OMEGA. The variety of
receiver sites provides for variation of spatial parameters, for example,
and the duration of data collection and the site visitation schedule provide
for variation of temporal parameters. Evaluation of functional forms which
relate differential error to these spatial and temporal parameters is
achieved by obtaining a set of data measurements for each available set of
parameter values. Then the regression analysis procedure can be used to
determine functions for predicting what the error will be for any given
spatial and temporal conditions. The regression analysis can also provide
a measure of the confidence in these predictions so that the user can
modify the experimental plan and gather additional data to strive for
greater confidence in the results.
The experimental plan is designed to cover a period of 12-18 months,
and only about 6-8 months of data are available at present for analysis.
Of the available data, much has not been edited. Results obtained thus far
are presented in Chapter 6 although these are preliminary. Basically, only
full daytime periods have been considered. This in effect holds the time-
of-day independent variable constant. Major emphasis has been on using
the procedure to determine variations with respect to range and azimuth
between receivers employed in a differential mode. To attain additional
confidence in these results it will be necessary to process data from more
receiver sites, and it may also be necessary to add sites to the ones
specified in the original plan presented in Chapter 2.
Consider the use of regression techniques to determine the relation-
ship of differential OMEGA error as defined in Chapter 2 to some vector of
independent variables, say x = (x.. , x_, x_, .... x ). Consider n = 2 with
x, the range and x. the azimuth between the base receiver and the remote
receiver. Let the dependent variable be differential error e where the
error may be an instantaneous error or a time averaged error with
1 I
e = — =• (instantaneous differential error)
where the time average may be taken over any specified period.
Consider some hypothesized model which relates daytime time averaged
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differential error to range and azimuth by
ED = f o (5-10)
where e is a random perturbation about the statistical mean f(x.., x2). The
model assumes this statistical mean function to be deterministically related
to x1 and x_ which in linear form could be represented as
f (x.^  x2) = aQ + a^ + a2x2 = (1, x;L, x2)
yielding for (5-16)
= XA + e
where en is the vector of experimental measurements including, in general,
more than one measurement. Correspondingly e represents a vector of random
perturbations. X is an augmented matrix of the independent variable values
(x.., x«) for each measurement of the dependent variables. A is the vector
of unknown coefficients. The least squares regression analysis procedure
then yields a set of coefficients
_ T —1 T —
A = (XXX) A X1 e.D
where """ indicates "estimate" and superscript "T" indicates transpose.
The theory yields that the estimate of the time averaged error for
a given independent variable set (x., x ) has a variance given by
Var {ED(XI, } = a2[xT(XTX)~1 x] = a2 R(x) (5-11)
—T 2
where x = (1.x., ,x»), and a is the variance of the observations with respect
to the true model and is estimated by the observed variance of the measure-
ments about the predicted mean values of the differential error for given
values of (x.., x_).
Hence by an appropriate method of analysis the quantity in (5-11) above
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can be obtained for various values of (x-, x«) throughout the range of
(x , x ) and plotted. The resulting contours can be compared for various
experimental designs of interest, i.e., with different values of (x-, x2)
(different remote station locations) and with differing numbers of repeat
measurements.
The approach can be extended to other function forms to provide a
better fit. For example a non-linear relationship in one or more indepen-
dent variables might be necessary. One alternative might be to define
2
x = x- and then use this procedure to evaluate
f (xl9 x2, x3) = aQ + a1%1 + a^ + a^
as a prediction equation for mean differential error.
The set of independent variables can then be expanded so that a final
form of the prediction equation is
eD = f GO
where x is a vector of all the variables in Table 2-1 and e is a prediction
of differential error.
5.4.3 Regression Analysis Output.— The regression analysis procedure
being used with the OMEGA data involves the use of a statistical analysis
system computer program package (see ref. 31) available on the IBM 370/165
system at the Triangle Universities Computation Center, Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina. The system was developed by individuals in the
Department of Statistics at North Carolina State University in Raleigh
and at present is only available for IBM 360 and 370 systems with at least
140K of core storage. Selected routines from this system are being used
to determine a functional form to predict differential OMEGA error. Output
will include that described in the following paragraphs.
The total sum of squares, SST, is the sum of squared deviations of
the dependent variable measurements about their mean. This is a measure
of the spread in the data and is usually termed "corrected total sum
of squares." This total sum of squares is the sum of squares due to
regression, ss0, plus the sum of squares due to error, ssr, where
K £>
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SST = SSR
The term ss is the deviation of each predicted value of the dependent
R
variable using the results of the least squares fit from the mean of the
observed values of the dependent variable squared and summed. The term
ss,, is the deviation of each observed value of the dependent variableE
from the predicted value squared and summed.
The degrees of freedom (DF) for ss are always one less than the
number of observations; for SSD are always one less than the number of re-ft
gression coefficients; and for ss are the difference between the first two.
The mean square variation is a variance measure defined as the ratio
of the sum of squares to the degrees of freedom. If the independent variables
do not influence the dependent variable the regression mean square and error
mean square are two different estimates of the same variance. Any difference
is due to "chance." If they are distinctly different then the dependent
variables do provide some explanation of the variation. A statistical "F"
test (see ref. 32) is used to determine the degree to which the regression
equation predicts the variation in the data. The F value is the ratio of
the regression mean square to the error mean square. The F statistic
distribution is then used to measure the probability that the particular
calculated value can be exceeded if the regression equation does not,in
fact, predict the variations of the dependent variable actually observed.
A small probability here indicates that the regression equation is
significant.
These quantities also provide an R-square value which is the ratio
of ssn. to ss .which provides a measure of the percentage of variationK 1.
explained by the regression model. This multiple correlation coefficient
has values close to unity for useful regression models.
The residual standard deviation, which is the prediction error
standard deviation, is the square root of the quantity ssp divided by
the degrees of freedom for ss,,. This is used to define a coefficient ofE,
variation (C.V.) as a percentage of the mean of the observations of the
dependent variable. If this percentage is small then the standard deviation
of the prediction errors from the mean observation is small compared to the
observation mean and provides additional confidence in the stability of
the regression equation in predicting the dependent variable.
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The regression sum of squares is partitioned to show the effect of
each independent variable. The marginal effect of introducing each
variable in sequence is provided as a sequential sum square. Mean squares
are calculated to provide an "F test" measure of the relative sequential
significance of each independent variable in explaining the variations
of the dependent variable. Additionally, the marginal effect of introducing
each dependent variable after all the other dependent variables have been
introduced is provided using the F test measure of probability. In each
case small probabilities indicate large significance.
The regression coefficient values are given with a. measure
of their significance by testing their calculated value apainst
the hypothesis that the coefficients are zero using the Student "t" test
(see ref. 32). If this probability is small then the coefficients are
not likely to be zero and another measure of the significance of the model
is stated. The standard deviation of the prediction error of each
coefficient is also presented.
A table of predicted values of the dependent variable for each set of
independent variable values along with residual error between observed value
and predicted value is then given. A predicted value is given for each
observed value used in the analysis. The first order autocorrelation of
the residuals is also included.
These outputs are included for some of the differential OMEGA error
observations along with presentation of results in Chapter 6. An example
of analysis output is given in Figure 5-2 to illustrate the format of
the output which has been explained in the preceding paragraphs.
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CHAPTER 6
SELECTED ANALYSIS RESULTS
6.1 GENERAL
As discussed in previous chapters several OMEGA data analysis com-
puter routines have been developed. These have been used with some of
the data taken during approximately the first six months of the data
gathering period as a basis for the discussion presented in this chapter.
It should be noted that only a small portion of the data has
been edited at this time. This is due in part to the fact that the
final criteria for selecting bad data have not been completely described.
Furthermore, emphasis has been placed on solving several of the problems
which were not anticipated and did not show up until the data gathering phase
was underway. For example, the digital phase-locked loop receiver loops
were changed after several months of data were taken. Therefore, of the
first six months of data, about 3 1/2 months are with second order loops
and the remainder is with first order loops. Local effects problems
have proven to be more significant than anticipated. In some places the
60 Hz interference has been so severe that data had to be discarded. This
has made it necessary to select new sites with some associated delay in
carrying out the data gathering phase. Instances of time varying
modal interference have been observed, and some time has been spent to
ascertain that these were truly observed phenomena and not receiver
problems.
The regression analysis presented here has been limited to daytime
periods for the data available. The daytime data are comparatively very
stable and generally require very little editing. Although the data
are not edited, a daytime period of 1500-2100 GMT was selected which
provided data from eight of the remote sites and from the side-by-side
tests which were virtually free of any "loss of track" situations.
It should also be noted that the Navy's schedule for refitting the
OMEGA transmitter stations with the necessary equipment to yield 10 kW
transmission power has slipped. The North E&kota station came on the air in
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mid-1973 at 10 kW. The Norway transmitter did not come on the air until
around the first of January, 1974. Trinidad is still at low power (~800
watts) and Hawaii has not been up at all during the data gathering period.
During the period September-December 1973 only Trinidad and North Dakota
data were recorded. Since January 1974 Norway, Trinidad, and North Dakota
data have been obtained. Most of the analysis is therefore confined to the
Trinidad-North Dakota (B-D) LOP data.
Additionally, results are necessarily preliminary since the total
experimental plan is designed to provide a statistically significant set
of data and less than fifty percent of this total has been obtained.
6.2 Receiver Repeatability
Several weeks have been allotted during the course of the experimental
plan to gathering data with the receivers at the same location. These
periods are interspersed with periods of receivers in remote positions. The
side-by-side situations involve placing the mobile receiver complex adjacent
to the NASA Langley Research Center laboratory building containing the base
receiver and roof-mounting the OMEGA whip antenna near the base receiver
antenna. Data taken in this situation permit determination of receiver
repeatability. The receivers see the same incident signal from all trans-
mitters and their ability to measure the same phase at the same time, thus
determining repeatability, provides an indication of inherent limitations
on the achievable differential error, i.e., ability to measure highly cor-
related signal phase when remote from each other. These side-by-side testing
periods are interspersed so that any variations in repeatability with time
can be ascertained.
Most of the analysis presented is for data taken during the full daytime
period, with both transmitters and receivers in full daylight conditions.
This represents the time of most stability in the OMEGA signal and will
provide some indication of a lower bound on navigation accuracy, i.e., the
best that can be done.
Figures 6-1 through 6-4 provide plots of side-by-side B-D LOP phase
measurement error between receivers at all three OMEGA frequencies taken
during September 1973. These plots are actually error standard deviation
about the observed hourly mean for several hours during the daytime period
as a function of the sample averaging time used in analysis. Figure 6-1
is the 10.2 kHz phase error standard deviation with the overall period mean
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of 0.83 cec. Figures 6-2 and 6-3 are for 11 1/3 and 13.6 kHz respectively.
Figure 6-4 is for the Tracor receiver at 10.2 kHz. All of these results
indicate that the repeatability error standard deviation decreases as the
sample averaging time increases. The decrease is close to exponential but
the convexity of the curves suggest the decay is perhaps more rapid than.
simple exponential.
At 10.2 kHz the Tracor receiver error has an average standard deviation
just slightly larger than the digital PLL receiver (operated as a second
order loop during this period) . However the hour to hour variation in the
Tracor error appears more predictable. Of all three frequencies the 13.6
kHz shows more hour to hour stability in the digital receiver.
The sample averaging shows that the primary contributions to uncor-
related variations of LOP phase are at the higher frequencies. Since the
sample averaging algorithm is really just an implementation of a digital
low pass filter (see Appendix I) it can be seen that most of the uncorrelated
variations have a period less than 22.8 minutes (T = -7- where f = — r — and
I /IT
u), „ is defined in Appendix I in terms of the averaged time T) . For ten
minute sample averaging the standard deviations are generally below 0.20
cec which will map to a maximum standard deviation of approximately 140 feet
(42.67 m) of navigation error when using two LOP's with a 90° crossing angle.
Figures 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7 compare hourly standard deviations for
several daytime hours for three different side-by-side test periods, one
in September 1973, one in early December 1973, and the latter in February
1974. These hourly values represent the data period (2-4 days) standard
deviation for that hour using five minute sample averages. The data are
unedited and most of these points are all less than .25 cec (navigation error
of ~175 feet (53.34 m) with two LOP's). The analysis in Figure 6-7 is with
data from the digital receivers with first order loops.
Figure 6-8 provides a comparison of the standard deviation of the
hourly side-by-side error of the first order PLL receivers at all three
frequencies with the Tracor receiver at 13.6 kHz. With five minute sample
averaging reasonably good stability is exhibited with most of the values
less than 0.25 cec.
With the receivers separated, the uncorrelated variations increase as
in the situation illustrated in Figure 6-9. This shows standard deviation of
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CEC
1.5
1.0
0.5
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5
15 16 17 18 19 20 GMT
X Day 272
• Day 273
Fig. 6-5. Side-by-side daytime differential error standard deviation vs.
Time using 5 tain averaged samples, 10.2 kHz, B-D LOP, digital
PLL receiver, September 1973.
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1.0
0.5
0
15 16 17 18 19 20
GMT
-0.5
o Day 334
• Day 335
X Day 333
« Day 336
-1.0
-1.5
Fig. 6-6. Side-by-side daytime differential error standard deviation vs.
time using 5 min averaged samples, 10.2 kHz, B-D LOP, digital
PLL receiver, December 1973.
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0.5
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-1.0
-1.5
16 17 18
e Day 33
• Day 34
x
 Day 32
19 20 GMT
Fig. 6-7, Side-by-side daytime differential error standard deviation vs.
time using 5 min averaged samples, 10.2 kHz, B-D LOP, digital
PLL receiver, February 1974.
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at
frequency
.4
A Digital PLL 10.2 kHz
a Digital PLL 11-1/3 kHz
.3|- X Digital PLL 13.6 kHz
. Tracor 13.6 kHz
.2-
*
1.57 Day 32, Hours 20-23 GMT
Tracor and digital PLL
receivers
Sample average time = 300 sec
20 22 23
GMT
Fig. 6-8. Side-by-side differential error standard deviation, a, vs.
time using 5 min averaged samples during daytime, February
1974; Digital PLL at 10.2, 11-1/3, 13.6 kHz; Tracor at 13.6 kHz.
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differential error with the remote receiver at Ahoskie, N.C., versus
sample averaging time. Day and night variation is presented using both
the digital receiver (second order loops) and the Tracor receiver at
10.2 kHz. Again it can be noted that the standard deviation of the Tracor
data is slightly greater than with the digital PLL receiver. With ten
minute averaging an error standard deviation of approximately 0.30 is
shown for the digital receiver and approximately .57 cec for the Tracor
receiver. Nighttime variation is approximately 2-4 times greater with
less variation with sample averaging time. This indicates that the night-
time uncorrelated variation is at a lower frequency than during the day.
6.3 LOP Measurement Accuracy
With no sample averaging Figures 6-10 through 6-14 provide distributions
of uncorrected LOP measurement at Hampton, Virginia during September 1973.
Figure 6-10 is a probability density function of four days of B-D LOP data
at 11 1/3 kHz. The overall mean is 9.42 relative to the chart LOP value,
(see Appendix J) 90.55, at the receiver sites. The overall standard devia-
tion relative to the data mean is 11.8 cec. The daytime values are contained
in the mode near the chart value. Nighttime values contribute to the broad
mode from about 15-30 cec above the chart value. The remainder of the
variation occurs primarily during the transition periods. Figure 6-11 is
the modified cumulative probability function for the data of Figure 6-10.
In Figure 6-11 the probability of encountering a measured LOP phase less than
or equal to some selected value can be read directly. For example, the
probability of measuring a phase difference less than or equal to 15 cec is
approximately 0.65.
In Figure 6-12 the probability function of the transition period time
is given. The distribution is relatively flat. The peak at 30 cec rep-
resents the values at 30 cec or above and is not a mode. In Figure 6-13
the daytime values are shown in a density function plot while Figure 6-14
is for the nighttime period. The standard deviation of the nighttime period
(5.6 cec) is approximately three times that of the daytime period (1.8 cec).
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In Figure 6-15 the standard deviation of uncorrected LOP measurement
accuracy at 10.2 kHz as a function of sample averaging time is illustrated.
The digital PLL receiver (second order loops) and the Tracor receiver
compare very closely during the respective nighttime and daytime periods
shown. It can be noted that averaging time affects this standard deviation
very little (much less than for differential OMEGA error) which indicates
that variations are low frequency. The nighttime standard deviation
(~3 cec) is on the order of 1.5 times the daytime value (~2 cec) for sample
averaging up to 10 minutes. The standard deviation of the 10.2 kHz data
is generally greater than for the 11 1/3 kHz data as is the case comparing
Figures 6-13 and 6-15.
6.4 Composite OMEGA Analysis
The analysis results relative to the composite mode of operation are
limited. Primarily, emphasis has been placed on comparing difference fre-
quency data and fundamental frequency data both with and without skywave
corrections.
For Norway-Trinidad data obtained at Hampton during February 1974, the
standard deviation of LOP measurement error without skywave corrections is
presented in Figure 6-16. In Figure 6-17 this error with skywave corrections
is shown, and in Figure 6-18 the affects of 10 min sample averaging is
illustrated. All of these values are shown in cec units at 10.2 kHz with
separate curves for the full daytime period, full nighttime period, the
transition periods (dusk and dawn separately and together) and the full
24 hour period.
Results show that the sample averaging (low pass filtering) offers
very little improvement in the difference frequency error. Also skywave
corrections actually increase the difference frequency LOP error which
indicates a previously observed shortcoming of the corrections. It should
also be noted that the errors are small enough to allow for good lane
identification capability using a difference frequency without skywave cor-
rections at 10 sec measurement intervals.
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Fig. 6-16. LOP standard deviation at Hampton with no skywave corrections.
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6.5 Results of Regression Analysis
The regression procedure has been used to analyze the daytime period
differential OMEGA error mean values from eight base/mobile receiver
situations. Differential error is with respect to chart LOP phase differ-
ence for any given situation. See Appendix J for tables of chart values
used. Specifically, differential OMEGA readings of the B-D LOP were used,
which included data taken at seven locations away from Hampton, Virginia,
and one series of readings at Hampton. Readings at any one location are
five minute means averaged over several days, matched on five minute inter-
vals from 1500 GMT - 2100 GMT. Hence, the data analyzed are an array of
averaged (with respect to days within a location), nonoverlapping, five
minute means with the chart value difference subtracted. The dimension of
the array is 72 x 8; i.e., 72 five minute averages at each of the locations.
Analysis of these data is directed in three general areas: first, the
variations within the daytime period for which the data are available
(1500 GMT - 2100 GMT); second, the variation of error with respect to remote
receiver position; and finally, if this effect is present, the relationship
between error and position coordinates is desired.
6.5.1 General Regression Model.— A general model of the form is
postulated
eD(i,j) = m + t± + I. + e±j , (6-1)
where,
e (i,j) = the averaged, measured differential error at time period i,
(i = 1, . . . , 72), and location j, (j = 1, . . . , 8);
t. = the effect due to the ith time period;
SL. = the effect due to the jth location; and
J
e. . = a random perturbation about the mean function m + t. + Jt..
Hence, firstly, the analysis attempts to test t.. = t_ = . . . = t and
A = £_ = ... = £_. That is, does e^, except for random perturbations,
I / O D
behave the same over the 72 time periods and at the 8 different locations?
Secondly, if a location effect is determined, an analysis of the £.
is to be done in order to examine simple relationships among the £..
Specifically, by least squares fitting, an attempt is made to investigate
the possibility of explaining the location effects by simple functions of
range (from Hampton) and azimuth (relative to true North).
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6.5.2 Regression Analysis Results.— In order to assess the variability
of the differential OMEGA readings with respect to location and time effects
as specified in the model (6-1), an analysis of variance procedure was per-
formed. As in regression analysis, the outputs of an analysis of variance
procedure are sums of squares of the observations, certain ratios of which
may be used to test various hypotheses concerning the underlying process or
model. Now, the appropriate ratios to be used depend upon the nature of the
effects, whether they are "fixed" or "random," and on the correlation
structure of the data. For the experimental situation which is of concern
here, the effects are fixed. That is, neither the locations nor the time
periods were chosen by a chance mechanism; hence, the correlation structure
of the data will determine the appropriate ratios to be used.
To determine the presence and magnitude of the correlation between the
five minute averages, the five minute averages were, themselves, averaged
over the eight locations. A linear time trend was then estimated and the
first order autocorrelation of the residuals was calculated. The autocor-
relation was estimated at p = -.058, an extremely small value. Hence, it
was assumed that the correlation of the five minute averages was negligible
and the appropriate "error" sum of squares would be calculated simply as
the squared deviation of the 576 observations from their predicted values.
Next an analysis of variance procedure was performed to assess time
and location effects. The results are presented in Table 6-1.
From Table 6-1 it is seen that there is very little difference among
the 72 time periods and there are substantial differences among the locations;
differences among the locations account for 100 x (119.888/167.052) = 71.8%
of the total variation of the data.
Table 6-1
Analysis of Variance
Source of
Variation
Locations
Time Periods
Error
Total
Degrees of
Freedom
7
71
497
575
Sum of
Squares
119.888
4.939
42.225
167.052
Significance
Level
0.0001*
0.8508
*Highly significant
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Having determined that there are, in fact, differences among the loca-
tions, an attempt is made to explain these differences in terms of their
geographic coordinates.
For this analysis, means over time periods within locations are used.
It should be noted that this averaging, due to the equal number of obser-
vations represented in each location mean (72), results in the same "fits"
on the geographic coordinates as would occur if we did not average. These
means are given in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2
Location Means
Location
LRC
FEU
FIS
PGO
AHO
WAL
BDF
NCC
Range
TTTmxT
0
11.243
19.854
40.042
56.895
66.001
151.757
101.258
km Azimuth
0 Undetermined
20.82
36.77
74.16
105.37
122.23
281.05
187.53
286.359
90.750
277.369
213.200
40.840
280.460
347.430
d
-0.883
-0.217
+0.036
-0.331
-0.916
-1.313
-0.030
-0.238
For computational and geometric considerations, the following trans-
formation on azimuth was made:
TH » (AZIMUTH - 46.25) x ( ^  ).
Hence, the coordinates were converted to radians and rotated to coin-
cide with the B-D LOP through the base receiver. The B-D LOP at the base
receiver is 46.25° east of true north.
Now, preliminary plotting suggested that e was periodic in TH, with
period IT. Hence, several functions of the form:
e = a + 6 f(R,TH) ,
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where
R = range
TH = angle (defined above),
were fitted to the means by the use of regression analysis. Summary sta-
tistics for all the fits are given in Table 6-3.
From Table 6-3 it is seen that the functions with period ir tend to
fit well while functions with period 2rr are uniformly poor. Also, from
the last 12 fitted functions given in Table 6-3, it is seen that changing
the periodicity in the neighborhood of TT and smoothing the response func-
tion by using "non-rectified" trigonometric functions does not yield
improved fits to the data.
6.5.3 Conclusion.-The analyses performed tend to support the concept
that the differential reading is reasonably stable over the hours 1500 GMT -
2100 GMT.
The data also strongly suggest that the position of the mobile receiver
does affect the differential error. And, by the analyses of the location
means, the data suggest that the response varies by the coordinates of the
position of the mobile receiver (as opposed to "local" phenomena) and that
the means have period ir as measured as a function of the variable TH.
However, certain shortcomings in the available data are apparent.
Specifically, there is an insufficient spread and number of both the
ranges and azimuths chosen; a greater spread in these variables would give
a greater sense of confidence in the inferences made.
The shortcomings are manifested if one takes note of the following
two functions which were fitted and summarized in Table 6-3.
A function which fits especially well is:
ed = -1.317 + 1.433 |sin(TH)| .
Using this function, 85.3% of the variation among the 7 non-Hampton
means can be explained, 76.1% of all 8 means can be explained, and 54.6%
of the total variation can be explained.
This function is plotted along with the 7 non-Hampton means in
Figure 6-19.
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Table 6-3
Summary of Location Mean Fits
Total Sum of Degree of Freedom
Squares 167.0525 575
Sum of Squares
Error + Time Periods 47.2250 568
Sum of Squares
Locations 119.8885 7
% of Variation Among Means % of Total Variation
Locations 100.0 71.8
Fitted Function
sin(TH) 5.0 3.6
cos(TH) 2.3 1.6
sin(TH)-cos(TH) 0.08 0.05
|sin(TH)| 76.1 . 54.6
|cos(TH)| 63.5 45.6
|sin(TH)| - |cos(TH)| 71.7 51.5
R sin(TH) 21.0 15.1
R cos(TH) 10.1 7.2
R(sin(TH) - cos(TH)) 1.1 7.2
R|sin(TH)| 28.6 20.5
R|cos(TH)| 1.2 0.8
R(|sin(TH)| - |cos(TH)|) 68.4 49.1
sin(1.9TH) 38.7 27.8
sin(2TH) 27.7 19.8
sin(2.1TH) 20.1 14.4
cos(1.9TH) 49.3 35.4
cos(2TH) 68.4 49.1
cos(2.1TH) 61.7 44.3
R sin(1.9TH) 22.2 16.0
R sin(2TH) 13.7 9.8
R sin(2.1TH) 8.2 6.0
R cos(1.9TH) 32.6 23.4
R cos(2TH) 65.7 47.1
R cos(2.1TH) 55.2 39.6
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In Figure 6-20, the function
e = - .478 - .0099 R cos(ZTH)d
is plotted along with all 8 location means. For this function, the per-
cent of variation explained is 65.7% among the variation of the 8 means
and 47.1% of the variation of the entire data set.
In terms of the percentage of the variance explained, one would con-
clude that either of the functions fits the data well. However, upon
inspection of Figure 6-19 it is seen that 4 of the 7 plotted means are, in
terms of the variable TH, clustered very close to each other, giving
reduced confidence in inferences made over the entire range of TH. Also
upon inspection of Figure 6-20 4 of 8 of the plotted means are
within a very short distance of each other when measured on the R cos(2TH)
scale, again pointing out the limitations of the data in providing infor-
mation with respect to the association of response variability and position
coordinates.
6.6 Summary
Results presented indicate that LOP type differential error standard
deviations as low as 0.25 cec at 10.2 kHz are entirely conceivable without
the use of skywave corrections. This is to a large extent an inherent error
based on the receiver analysis provided. The regression analysis results
tend to support that the mean error is largely predictable and is primarily
a function of the azimuth between receivers and not on the separation range
for separations under 150 n.mi. (277.80 km).
Future analysis of the extended data set, to be obtained, will offer
results from which more confident conclusions can be made. The inclusion
of additional parameters will provide for a more complete explanation of
the variations observed in the OMEGA data.
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CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AIRBORNE TESTS
7.1 General
As mentioned previously In this report the results presented here have
been preliminary in the sense of an extensive analysis of differential OMEGA
error. More exhaustive results will be possible after completion of the
current ground based test plan. The experience gained thus far and published
results from previous airborne tests provide an intelligent basis for recom-
mendations concerning the design and execution of airborne OMEGA tests to
follow. Currently, NASA Langley personnel plan to flight test a Bendix
Corporation developed differential OMEGA system in coordination with the
FAA which procured the system.
7.2 The Airborne Equipment
In the airborne test program the Bendix differential OMEGA receiver
will be used to evaluate the utility of this mode of operation for aviation
navigation. The system consists of two OMEGA VLF receiver units each
including a second order phase-locked loop receiver, a digital computer, and
terminal equipment to provide a data link between the receiver units. The
airborne unit will also have a digital magnetic tape recorder to record the
OMEGA phase data. A velocity aiding alogrithm will be available within the
airborne computation system.
Computer software used in data analysis of the ground based OMEGA tests
will be directly applicable for evaluation of the airborne system. It will
be necessary to reformat the recorded data from the Bendix system to gain
compatibility with existing software. Analysis is provided for uncorrected
and skywave corrected relative phase and LOP phase differences for all
possible pairs at ten second intervals. Single receiver tapes used to
evaluate LOP measurement accuracy and merged receiver tapes used for side-
by-side analysis and differential accuracy analysis will be prepared in the
packed binary format compatible with the software provided for the CDC-6600
system.
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7.3 Recommendations for Experimental Plan
As the schedule of data accumulation on the ground based experimental
plan is completed these analysis results will be needed to assist in final
design of the airborne tests. In the airborne tests essentially all the
parameters affecting navigation accuracy in the ground based tests will be
relevant. Local environmental effects should not be significant aboard the
aircraft but additional parameters must be considered, including:
1. Receiver time constants and loop averaging time,
2. Data averaging time,
3. Differential update date, and
4. Aircraft accelerations.
Having previously determined OMEGA error sensitivity to those parameters
which affect the ground based operation, i.e., receivers in a stationary
configuration, it should be possible to more readily evaluate the effects
peculiar to the airborne operation. Primarily because of receiver/antenna
motion and velocity of this motion with respect to the OMEGA transmission,
rate error incurred due to limitations on loop averaging time, data averaging
time, and update rates can be more significant in attaining desirable
navigation precision in an airborne environment. Additionally, aircraft
accelerations require that some means of velocity aiding will be necessary
to reduce the phase-locked loop receiver error (see ref. 33). The resulting
experimental plan should be designed to encompass these additional factors.
In conjunction with development of the necessary parameter considerations
on which to base a test plan, aircraft antenna configuration should be
investigated. For example, in ref. 34 there is some background information
and'analysis of several antenna configurations including the blade antenna
and crossed ferrite loop antenna with consideration given to antenna place-
ment aboard the aircraft. The complex electronic and electrical systems
used on modern aircraft demand that great care be taken to prevent inter-
ference from on-board locally generated noise. An added consideration in
antenna selection is the susceptibility of the antenna to precipitation
static. This is wide-band corona discharge noise which can be potent on
high-speed vehicles.
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In designing flight tests the actual area in which the tests will be
conducted must be selected with due consideration given to the availability
of other navigational means. A tracking radar such as the MPS-19 system
available at NASA-Wallops would be a prime candidate to provide an alternate
position fixing means on which to base the OMEGA navigation accuracy results.
The scheme for selecting basic flight paths should be based on obtaining
statistically valid results from data analysis much the same as in designing
the ground based tests (Chapter 2). Confidence in analysis results is directly
relatable to the adequacy of the data plan to cover the full range of
individual variables. Thus the plan should be flexible so that additional
data can be gathered as needed as the plan and associated data analysis
progress.
With respect to the receiver equipments used in the flight tests it
is recommended that extensive laboratory tests be conducted to determine
the magnitude of inherent system error. Comparison of the ground station
receiver and the airborne station receiver phase measurement should be made
to determine the repeatability of these receivers. With the system provided,
a direct connection of the two receivers can be used so that a correction
channel output applied to the airborne unit phase measurement can supply
this output directly. Computer simulation studies such as those presented
in Appendix D can prove useful in this evaluation.
A final recommendation concerns the direct usefulness of the present
OMEGA receivers used in the ground based tests. Considerable experience
has been gained with these equipments and the receiver repeatability and
tracking error will be quite well understood at the completion of the present
experimental program. These receivers could prove a valuable addition to
the airborne tests and it is highly recommended that provision be made to
include these equipments. The two major problems to be overcome will
probably be the antenna configuration and adaptation of the power supply.
These should be relatively minor and the advantages of using these equip-
ments should be the deciding factor.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
STATISTICAL DECORRELATION ERROR IN DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA
In defining the error associated with differential OMEGA, some of
this error occurs even though propagation paths to each receiver are
highly correlated and some is attributed primarily to ionization irregu-
larities and is termed statistical decorrelation error.
Let A<J> be the LOP measurement at the base station for a selected
a
pair of transmissions. Let A<j> be the LOP measurement of the same pair
of transmissions at some remote site within the conventional differential
region. Let $„ and <{>„ be the chart value of the respective LOP's taken
o K
as the true value here. The differential error can then be calculated as
ED = (A<f)B - V - (A*R ' V * (A-1}
Some of the error in (A-l) can be attributed to the fact that the paths
between each transmitter and each receiver are not exactly the same length.
Since the receiver separation is small compared to the separation of the
receiver area from the transmitters, this error should be small and would
be predictable assuming the uniform phase velocities over each transmitter
receiver area path. Other components of this error would be basically
attributable to differences in the respective transmitter to receiver area
paths and to dispersion error when operation is without skywave corrections.
In addition, a portion of this error will be random because of ioniza-
tion irregularities which will contribute to time varying differences
between propagation velocities over the transmitter-receiver paths.
In ref. 27, Rasper used statistical analysis techniques and
autocorrelation functions on a large volume of recorded OMEGA data to
describe the spatial correlation of OMEGA error. Assuming a stationary
process, one of the autocorrelation functions heuristically derived is
(A-2)
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2
where Ax is receiver separation and a is the variance of the error at a
given location. The R (Ax) in (A-2) is an autocorrelation defined as
« E {6<|>(x) 6<Kx + Ax)} (A-3)
where £{•} is the expected value operator and 6<|>(x) is the uncorrelated OMEGA
phase error at receiver position x and 6<j>(x 4- Ax) is the uncorrelated OMEGA
phase error at receiver position x 4 Ax where Ax is the receiver separation.
Evaluating (A-3) for all Ax yielded an expression shown in (A-2).
Consider the base receiver at position x and the user or remote receiver
at position x. After correction the uncorrelated differential OMEGA error is
Calculating the rms error of (A-4) where
[£fl(x)]2 = [6<Kx) - 6(f.(xo)]2
and defining the rms error as
and using (A-2) then
- (A-5)
where Ax is in n.mi. If a is set to 1 n.mi. (1.85 km) then a plot of (A-5)
for receiver separations up to 300 n.mi. (555.50 km) from the base receiver
can be made as in Figure A-l. Note that for receiver separations within
200 n.mi. (370.40 km) of the base receiver the rms decorrelation error is
less than 0.5 n.mi. (.93 km) without consideration for inherent receiver
errors .
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Assume that this decorrelatlon error is not only a function of
receiver separation but is also a function of the azimuth of the separation
line with respect to the LOP measured. Angular variation is assigned so
that this decorrelation error is maximum for receivers separated along a
given LOP and minimum along a line perpendicular to this LOP. This is a
result of arguing that decorrelated errors are more likely to appear when
paths from a given transmitter to each receiver are more dispersed than
when they are essentially identical except for the short distance difference
within the receiver area.
Assigning a variation of sina where a is the angle between the LOP
perpendicular and the receiver pair baseline as illustrated in Figure A-2,
the rms decorrelation error becomes
= osina [2 . Z e ' j 1/2
This equation is plotted in Figure A-3 for various values of a and can be
directly compared to Figure A-l.
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APPENDIX B
OMEGA FIELDS NEAR THE GROUND
At large distances from a source the best treatment of VLF propagation
is by waveguide theory. The relative constancy of the earth-ionosphere
system allows for formulation of the problem in terms of waveguide modes;
and, as in the case of most waveguides, there is one mode which is dominant.
So at great distances from the transmitter, propagation can be described in
terms of a single propagation factor, namely the one for the first trans-
verse magnetic mode. The parameters of the earth-ionosphere guide change
with time and distance but never enough to change the principal mode of
propagation.
Near a transmitter the fields are much more complex and although they
could be expanded in terms of the infinity of allowable modes in the earth-
ionosphere guide there are easier ways to calculate the fields. But among
these ways there is not just one dominant field solution and so at any one
point a sum of solutions must be taken. These near-fields are not considered
here because OMEGA navigation should never be dependent on a close trans-
mitter. In the vicinity of a transmitter (conventionally within 600 n.mi.
(1111.20 km)) fields are present that are called skywaves, ground waves,
trapped surface waves, and space waves and these are not waveguide type
solutions.
B.I Mode Generation
Following J. R. Wait (ref. 35), the relevant mode theory for OMEGA can
be understood by considering the case of a parallel plate perfect conductor
with a dipole source as shown in Figure B-l.
The dipole and its images all radiate in phase so the fields due to all
of them will add when the phase front is an integer number of wavelengths from
each one. The zeroth order mode would be described by the phase front being
the same number of wavelengths from each source, in which case the propagation
direction would be parallel to the plates. This mode is actually transverse
electromagnetic and is allowed in the earth-ionosphere guide, but is attenuated
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Front
Dipole
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Images
Direction of Ray
Fig. B-l. Ray geometry of dipole images showing first order mode between
parallel plates.
by lossy waveguide walls, even though it would be the primary mode in the
perfectly conducting case. The rest of modes are resonant when 2hcos6 =
nX, as can be seen from Figure B-l. The more general form of the resonance
condition that is applicable for the imperfectly conducting earth-ionosphere
guide is
R (cos6) R.(cos6) exp {- i2hkcos9} exp {- i2irn} = 1
which reduces to 2hcos6 = nX when R
g
R. 1.
R.(cose) and R (cos6) are the angle dependent plane wave reflection
O
coefficients for the ionosphere and ground respectively, k is the free space
propagation constant, and h is the ionospheric reflection height.
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B.2 Perfectly Conducting Case
The fields in the guide far from the source can be thought of as the
sum of two plane waves, one traveling up at angle 6 with the perpendicular,
and one down at 180°-6. In the case of perfectly conducting walls this will
result in a field distribution of
_ . . TTX „E = Asm — cosgz
z a
_ .a . TTX . .E = - B— A cos — sinflz
x IT a
0 irx . .H = cos — smgzy TT a
where
e =l/l:rL] - If1 , n = i for TMIQ
3
a = 60 to 90 x 10 meters
8.85 x 10~12 F/m
Close to the ground x is small with respect to the height of the guide
. TTX
 n , • 7TX -sin — = 0 and cos — = 1
a a
and so the fields may be approximated by
E = 0
z
E = - 3- A sinBz
X IT
H = -y *
In the perfect conductor case, then, the fields near the bottom of the
guide will be like those of a plane wave moving horizontal to the ground
with propagation factor singz and with wave impedance
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where f is the OMEGA frequency.
At night the ionosphere will be at about 90 km and at day 60 km
resulting in wave impedances of
n night = 371Q
ri day = 3640
for the equivalent plane wave at 10.2 kHz.
B.3 Imperfectly Conducting Case
The actual earth and ionosphere are of course not perfect conductors
and in the case of the ionosphere there is no clearly definable height at
which reflection takes place. But these difficulties are overcome by
assuming reflection occurs at the point where a particular electron den-
sity occurs, and then assuming an equivalent sharp boundary at that point.
At the ionosphere the reflection coefficient is dependent on the
angle of incidence, the relative direction and magnitude of the earth's
magnetic field, and the shape of the electron density profile. The angle
of incidence and the electron density profile are pretty well fixed by
the time of day and year, and the effect of the earth's magnetic field is
fixed by the latitude and direction of propagation. At OMEGA frequencies
the ionospheric reflection coefficient behaves more like a magnetic bound-
ary than an electrical boundary which means that R. is better approximated
by -1 rather than +1 as in the perfectly conducting case. Typical daytime
reflection coefficients at 10 kHz vary from .8 for propagation from west
toward east to .7 for east toward west. The phase of the coefficients
will differ by 3 or 4 degrees. The results of this are a larger phase
velocity and a higher attenuation rate for propagation from east to west.
At night, attenuation is lower because the ionosphere is more sharply
bounded and the reflection coefficient magnitudes are about 10% greater.
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Both sea water and land are conductors at OMEGA frequencies. Land,
however, at the high angles°of Incidence characteristic of the first order
mode, is much more lossy than seawater. For example, at an angle of incidence
of 85°, seawater, with a = 4 and e = 80s,, has a reflection coefficient very
_0
nearly equal to 1 while leached land, with a = 10 and e = 10e,, has a
reflection coefficient equal to .55 at a phase of -24.8° for OMEGA waves.
To focus attention on the shape of the fields near the ground, a
first order approximation for the ionosphere will be assumed, namely a
reflection coefficient equal to -1. Also flat earth approximations will
be used since the fields to be discussed are far from the
transmitter.
The TMin mode bounded by a perfect magnetic boundary above and a per-
fectly conducting boundary below will have a resonance equation
-2ikhc -2iimR R. e = e
g i
with R = 1 and R. = -1 and n = 1
8 i
c = cose =
for h = 70 km (daytime) c = .107, 9 = 83.8°
for h = 90 km (night) c = .083, 9 = 85.2°.
The equation for these fields will be, using notation Consistent
with Figure B-l,
« rcx „E = A sin -r— cosBz
z 2a
_ „ 2a . ITX . „E = - B — Acos •=— sin3z
x TT 2a
H
y
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The impedance of the equivalent plane wave will be formally the same
as in the perfectly conducting ionosphere case
Hy COEo
where
2
- to ye
and so
E \l-^r/ -iT^J
nighttime
"y 2u>fe0
= 374J} daytime-
Sea water is a good conductor at VLF while land, though it is a con-
_3
ductor, is not a good conductor. Low conductivity land will be about 10
mhos/meter and have a permittivity of about 10 times that of free space.
As a result the reflection coefficient for ground is not 1 but a complex
function of the angle of incidence. The flat-earth resonance equation
cannot be simplified as before and no real-angle solution can be obtained.
To illustrate this, consider the ground described above. Because the
conduction current is large compared to the displacement current for 10.2 kHz
— = 176.23 » 1 ,
we
the displacement current in the earth may be neglected. The wave impedance in
the earth is therefore
z =
g e-ioo) ° /2
12.871 = 9.06
The Fresnel reflection coefficient for the ground will be
ZoC-Z
\ ' ..c +
 2 '
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where z0 - 377Q is the free space impedance, C is the complex cosine of the
angle of incidence, and z is the ground impedance. In a conductor the
O
planes of constant amplitude and constant phase are nearly parallel to the
surface and so the cosine which would normally accompany z is approximated
O
by 1. The resonance equation is
R R exp {-2ikhc} = exp {-2iirn}
where the variables have been previously defined. Approximate R with -1
and set n = 1 for first order mode. Then
R (-1) exp {-2ikhc} = R exp {-2ikhc -
6 6
Rearrange the terms and substitute for R from before, and
o
z0C - z
—=—,—£ = exp {2ikhc -iir} •
z0C + z
O
This equation can be solved by graphical means to obtain C but an approximate
solution will be done here because the exact method is no simple matter since
C is complex. |z | will be about 9 and |z0CJ will be approximately 37.7 so
O
that z0C + z is approximated as z0C in the second term of the expansion:
O
z0C - z 2z 2z
z0C + z 1 ~ z0C + z ~ X ~ z0r ~ 6Xp ^  ~g g
This approximation is better for land that is not so dry since the conductivity
will be higher and therefore z lower. Taking the log of both sides and re-
O
arranging, yields
z _/ze
This can be solved to yield
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(1 -
1/2
6 =
1/2
- ii--£kh z0
-1/2
For daytime 70 km ionospheric height
C = .0924 + i .0177
and the reflection coefficient is
R = .5572 /-24.8C
For nighttime 90 km ionospheric height we get
C = .0689 + i .0184
and
R = .4449 7-31.4°
g L
B.4 Fields Near the Ground
The fields near the ground in the imperfectly conducting case may now
be calculated. The field in the direction of travel, E , will no longer be
z
zero as in the perfectly conducting case. Postulate the form of z component
as
E = Acosgz
z
Then H , which is composed of an incident and reflected wave, will be
But,
H = H T + H = H _ + R H Ty yl yR yl yl
-£= z , H =-H g ' y zy s g
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and E = E sin6 + E_sin6
X J. iv
= nH sine +
 nH1 R.
+ R)
= nsin9H .
_3
In the case of a = 10 h = 70 km (daytime),
E = A cosftz
H = |- cosBz = .078 /-45° AcosSx
= 377 (.9959 + i.0177) -^^ ^ cosgz
= 29.3 /45.1° A cosgz .
And for a = 10 h = 90 km (night)
E = Acosgz
z
H = — cosgz = .078 -45°Acos6z
,-... (.9978 - iO.0013) .
Ex = 37? 9.06(1 + i) A
= 29.36/45.1 .
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APPENDIX C
GEODETIC RANGE AND AZIMUTHAL CALCULATIONS
In calculating range and azimuth between receiver sites and between
each receiver site and transmitter stations a computer algorithm has been
obtained from the Hydrographic Center of the Defense Mapping Agency which
is now responsible for generating the published skywave corrections for
OMEGA.
The computer algorithm is a method devised by E. M. Sodano and is
described in the GIMRADA research note No. 11, April 1963, and is termed
the Fifth Inverse Method of Sodano. The distance between any two points
described in terms of latitude and longitude is calculated along the
geodesic between the two points. The azimuth of this geodesic at the
first point measured clockwise from geodetic south (180° from geodetic
north) is also provided.
Input parameters include equational earth radius (EQRAD), polar
earth radius (PORAD), latitude and longitude of first point in radians
(RLAT1, RLON1) and latitude and longitude of the second point in radians
(RLAT2, RLON2). The variables DIST and AZ output the geodetic distance
in the same units as the spherlod constants (EQRAD and PORAD) and azimuth
in radians respectively.
The earth radius values used in OMEGA related calculations are*
EQRAD = 6378166 m
PORAD = 6356784.283 m.
A FORTRAN listing of this subroutine is provided in Fig. J-l, Appendix J.
The argument CFLG is a flag which must be zero upon initial entry and
should be set to zero thereafter each time the spheroid constants are
changed.
*These are the Fischer earth parameters based on EQRAD and a flattening
rEQRAD - PORAD, 1parameter [ *
 EQRAp ] = ^g^ -
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APPENDIX D
ANALYSIS OF NASA OMEGA DIGITAL PHASE-LOCKED LOOP
The NASA-built OMEGA receiver employs a digital phase-locked loop
for each of stations A, B, C, and D for each OMEGA frequency (total of
12 loops). Originally the loops were implemented as second order loops
shown in Figure D-l.
The discriminator characteristic is illustrated in Figure D-2.
Considering only the range of phase differences from lock on the interval
+_ 25 cec the effective discriminator output is linearly related to the
average phase difference from lock so that a difference of + 25 cec results
in an output count of + 16.32 counts or 4.08 cec (4 of the 4.08 MHz counts
equals 1 cec of phase at 10.2 kHz) correction output to the feedback channel,
Thus the gain of the phase detector is 16.32/25 = 0.6528 per 10 seconds or
correction output is 0.6528 times the phase difference for phase differences
in the range + 25 cec. Analyzing the discriminator characteristic further
it can be seen that the correction count v, is related to the phase dif-
ference by
vd = Kd (*R - V + a (D~V
where Kd is. the detector gain (= 0.6528), $ is the received signal phase,
<J> is the effective loop phase (both in cec) and a is a constant determined
i_i
from the discriminator characteristic. Over the range + 50 cec the values
of a and K , are as follows :d
- 25 < (*_ - +T) < 25 : K, = 0.6528; a = 0
— K. Lt — a
25 < (* - *T) < 50 : K = - 0.6528; a = 32.64
— K ij a
- 50 < (<{>., -*,)<.- 25: K , = - 0.6528; a = - 32.64K -L* a
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RECEIVED SIGNAL
LOOP SIGNAL
(LOCKED STATE)
LOOP SIGNAL
(90° LEAD)
LOOP SIGNAL
(180° LEAD)
LOOP SIGNAL
(90° LAG)
200 4.08 MHz
Clock Counts"*1
COINCIDENCE
INTERVAL
200 4
Clock
Down
•100 ~ 10
Up
0
08 MHz j
Countsn
U— Up 200 J
j«— Down 200 »j"
r
j i
(a) One Cycle Examples of Relative Loop Phase
+200 ..
-100 -75 -5C -25
-200 ..
Counts of
4.08 MHz Clock
Down Counts = 100
JJp Counts = 100
Discrimina-
tor Output = 0
1 *• loo »p 100 — * 1
Down Counts = 0
Up Counts = 200
Discrimina-
tor Output = 200
Down Counts = 100
Up Counts = 100
Discrimina-
tor Output = 0
Down Counts = 200
Up Counts = 0
Discrimina-
tor Output = -200
25 75 00 Phase
Difference,
cec
(b) Discriminator-Characteristic
Fig. D-2. Characteristics of loop phase discriminator.
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It should be noted that if the phase difference from lock is exactly + 50
cec or - 50 cec no discriminator output will be present. Otherwise the
loop discriminator output will tend to drive the loop phase toward the
stable zero point. Also note that <j> represents the effective loop phase
l_i
which is 25 cec displaced from the actual loop phase since the loop is
locked when the loop phase is 25 cec out of phase with the received signal.
Thus (<J> - (j) ) represents a phase difference from lock in cec.K L
The discriminator prescaler acts as an accumulator since the feedback
channel will only be affected in any one 10 second period by an integer
number of counts. This "accumulator" in the prescaler saves any fractional
counts and adds these to the discriminator output at the next measurement
interval.
The discriminator output in whole counts is input to a two channel
feedback line in the second order loop. Since the output of the feedback
line is such that one count of feedback changes the phase of the loop
signal by 1/4 cec (one count) then the control gate/divider is effectively
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) with a gain of 1/4 cec per count.
The phase-locked loop diagrammed in Figure D-l can be represented in
terms of the feedback line using more conventional phase-locked loop com-
ponent terms as in Figure D-3. Note that if the term "counts" is replaced
by the word "voltage" then v, in (D-l) conforms to a conventional analog
discriminator equation in which a feedback voltage is used to drive a VCO.
For an analog or "perfect" second order phase-locked loop the diagram
would look much like that of Figure D-3 except the prescaler in the
integrated feedback channel would be replaced by an amplifier with a gain
of 0.1. The operation of the digital prescaler-counter matches the
operation of an analog amplifier-integrator except that counters integrate
in discrete steps. The operation of the prescaler in the digital phase
detector, however, is not associated directly with an integrator in this
second order loop so that the overall feedback channel does not match the
perfect analog second order channel exactly. To illustrate this analyti-
cally consider the digital phase-locked loop with x the 10 second average
phase difference between the loop phase and the received phase at the ith
measurement interval measured in counts. The accumulated feedback output
at time k from the direct channel is
135
(£ xl\-ira JE ^
where IFIX {•} represents "integer portion of" which is the prescaler out-
put in the digital operation. The corresponding accumulated VCO input
considering all feedback up to time k is then
+ IFIX
where Z^ is the portion contributed by the direct channel output and
( k Z j
IFIX | £ -r^ V is the accumulated integrator channel output. The VCO
output at time k is shifted in phase by the accumulated feedback and
this shift can be expressed as
y. = IFIX \ 7 . F/ f JL*i.A \ ?, T^ J-rj-A | / , 2: | ^ (D-2)
1C
where y, is in counts.
The perfect second order analog phase-locked loop would have a VCO
output at time T of
o X^
(T) dt}
*
and can be represented digitally at time k as
136
!k X. ) ( k i X )
£ -M + IFIX{£ £ -M - (D-3)
1=1 1(T ) (i=l j=l 10° )
Comparing the two loop feedback equations (D-2) and (D-3), it can be seen
that they are equivalent iff
i x f i x. I
2^ ~fi = Tn IFIX Z) -^ • (D~4)j=l 10 |_j=l 10 J
/X4 \
By inspection (D-4) does not hold except when the sequence I J,. J ,
j = 1, 2, ... i, is a sequence of integers which is not, in
general, the case. In fact from (D-4)
i x
E-J-l 10
for each j such that the feedback given by (D-3), y', is greater than or
equal to the feedback given by (D-2), y, . For the gain constants used the
quantities
in general
x
 — J-r have zero probability of always being integers so that
y; > yk k > i
for any given noiseless signal.
This means that the second order digital phase-locked loop as described
and represented in Figures D-l and D-3 actually has reduced gain in the feed-
back channel from that associated with the perfect second-order loop. This
causes the response of the loop to a phase ramp input to be slightly under-
damped. That this is the case has been shown using receiver simulation
results run on the RTI PDP-8/e digital computer. Figure D-4 provides
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response of the digital loop described in Figures D-l and D-3. A phase
-4
ramp input of 0.01 cec/sec (10 Hz) was provided as input and output
plotted over one period of the oscillatory tracking response in the
steady state situation. The average phase lag is zero but the instan-
taneous error is as large as 1 cec. This can lead to low frequency
distortion in tracking a received phase with the oscillatory period of
the response dependent on the slope of the ramp, and this oscillation would
be very difficult to remove from the data.
An implementation of (D-3) is given in Figure D-5. The phase
detector simply accumulates counts during a measurement interval, its
output is dumped into the feedback channel and it is cleared before the
next measurement period. Only one prescaler is used at the output of
the feedback channel. The response of this when implemented on the digital
computer is given in Figure D-6. A ramp input of .01 cec per sec (10 Hz)
is used and the output is shown for 600 seconds of 10 second measurement
intervals. The track is almost perfect. There is some evidence of an
underdamped response which should be the case since the VCO phase can only
be shifted in discrete steps; however, the response is considerably better
than that shown in Figure D-4.
The first order loop derived from the receiver represented in
Figures D-l and D-3 was also investigated. This is implemented by simply
disconnecting the integrated feedback channel. Figure D-7 provides the
response of this first order loop to a simulated ramp input of .01 cec/sec
-4(10 Hz). As is true of the first order analog loop the receiver will
not track a phase ramp perfectly. The loop ramp has the same slope as the
input ramp but there is a constant offset or lag in the phase response.
For the ramp input used, the phase lag was measured to be 0.612745 cec in
the steady state. This corresponds to a time lag of 61.27 seconds of loop
operation which is slightly more than six 10 second measurement intervals.
This lag is a function of the slope of the ramp input. Table D-l presents
results for six different ramp inputs from .0075 cec/sec (75 x 10 Hz)
-4to 0.025 cec/sec (2.5 x 10 Hz) showing a tracking error of from 0.4596 cec
to 1.5318 cec. The tracking error Ae is related to the ramp phase
ss
rate, Aw by
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Ae = 61.27 AOJ (D-5)
ss
where AUJ is in cec/sec and Ae is in cec.
ss
Table D-l. Tracking Error of First Order Digital
Loop with Phase Ramp Input
Ramp Loop
Input Ao) Tracking
in cec/sec Error
Ae (cec)
ss
0.0075 0.4596
0.010 _• 0.6127
0.0125 0.7659
0.015 0.9191
0.020 1.2255
.025 1.5318
The simulation results that have been presented have assumed a noise-
less situation. The phase detectors are considered perfect and there is
no error in presenting the "received" signal to the detector. All digital
operations have been considered to be perfect.
D.I The Analog Phase-Locked Loop
Consider an analysis of the first-order and second-order analog
phase-locked loops (PLL) which use the same gain constants as the NASA
built digital loops. Analysis is restricted to phase tracking errors of
25 cec or less because of the discontinuity in the digital phase dis-
criminator characteristic.
Figure D-8 illustrates the analog PLL using the 10 second constant
values. To change this to a real time model each s is replaced by 10s so
143
Phase Detector
0.65280
<25 cec
Fig. D-8. Analog model of digital phase-locked loop (PLL) receiver.
Note that all constants are 10 sec values.
Phase Detector Loop Filter VCO
F(s)
Fig. D-9. Classical PLL model.
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that the classical PLL model of Figure D-9 is valid where K = .6528
and KQ = 0.025, and the loop filter function is
_, » , . 1 100s + 1
 /T
F(S) = 1 +
 1007 = 100s • (
In Figure D-9 <|>T represents the loop phase and $„ represents the inputLi K
phase (received phase) so that in the s domain the basic loop equations
are
(S) K«KHF(S)
H(s) = °A
 v
*R(s)
and
(D-8)
where $ is the error phase, i.e., <(> = $ - $ . The loop transfer function
C £ K Li
of (D-7) written using (D-6) is
K K,
K K .a
o d T-
H(s) -- X _ _ (D-9)
s + K Ks +
^
o d TI
where T. in (D-9) is the value of 100 in (D-6) which is the inverse of the
effective integrator channel gain.
In terms of the natural frequency, u> , and damping factor, £, the loop
transfer function can be expressed as
2
26to s + to
H(s) = 2 2
s + 26u s + oj
n n
where
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. • _
 Tl/KoKd \ _ 1 1/2
and o = -5—1 I = -^ •(T1K K J
z V T, / 2 1 o a
with KQKd = .01632 sec"1 and i^ = 100 sec. This yields
oj = .0128 rad/sec
n
and
6 = .639 •
For the second order loop the loop noise equivalent bandwidth is
BL=lT(6+fe)Hz'
It can be noted that loop gain and noise bandwidth can be specified
independently since T is a free parameter.
This receiver can be operated as a first order loop by discon-
necting the integrator channel in the feedback loop. Based on the
analysis presented in the previous section, it is of interest to
examine the resulting first order PLL receiver. For the first order
loop the loop filter function
F(s) = 1
so that the loop transfer function is simply
K K,
H(s)
s + K K,
o d
In the first order loop there is a trade-off between loop gain (K K ) and
loop bandwidth (B ) such that increasing the gain will cause the bandwidth
J_»
to become large. This means that narrow bandwidth and good tracking are
incompatible in the first order loop.
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For the first order loop
cu
oj = K K , and BT = -~ Hn o d L 4 z
where B is the noise equivalent bandwidth. The time constant of this
1first order loop is j. „ = 61.27 seconds.
The receiver of Figure D-9 operated as either a first or second
order loop has parameter characteristics as defined in Table D-2 (see
ref. 29). As can be seen from this table the steady-state phase error
of the first order loop is Au/K K, where Aio is the frequency shift of the
received frequency, i.e., a ramp input. This yields an error of 61.27Ao>
cec when tracking a ramp which is the same relationship that was
determined using the digital simulation model and given in (D-5) . This
relationship is plotted in Figure D-10 and the points identified in
Table D-l fall on this line.
D.2 Received Signal With Noise
Noise in the received signal can be described as phase jitter at
the input to the phase detector. This is inversely proportional to
the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the detector.
-2
Let 6 . be the variance of the input phase jitter noise, P be the
total noise power in the input, P the input signal power so that the signal
s
to noise ratio at the detector input is
P
(SNR) . = 10 log ~ = 10 log — 5—
1
 n 20Z.
ni
For _,
 1/2
[9 J ' =2.5 cec, then
ni
(SNR)± = 13.067 dB.
Figure D-ll is the simulated response of the first and second order digital
PLL receiver based on the implementation of Figures D-l and D-3 and the
modified second order PLL receiver of Figure D-5 with an input signal-to-
noise ratio of 13.067 dB. An initial offset phase is followed by a ramp
input of 75 x 10~ cec/sec (27cec/hour). Since the loop noise bandwidth
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Fig. D-ll. Digital phase-locked loop response to input phase ramp of
27 cec/hr with phase jitter standard deviation = 2.5 cec.
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of the second order loop is greater than for the first order loop the
noisy response of the second order loop is somewhat poorer. Initial
lock- in damping is better for the second order loop.
D.3 PLL With Limiter
With a bandpass limiter in front of the phase-locked loop phase
detector such that the input signal is limited prior to phase detection
the receiver can adapt to varying signal-to-noise input conditions.
Output signal-to-noise ratio can be approximated as
1 + 2 (SNR)
(SNR)o = (SNR)i
At low (SNR). the signal is degraded only by a factor ir/A and at high
(SNR) it is enhanced by 3 dB.
Signal voltage delivered to the phase detector will be reduced as
noise increases. This reduces the effective phase detector gain and loop
gain. Loop bandwidth and damping are also affected. The limiter suppres
sion factor
(SNR)
a < 14/TT + (SNR)±
will modify the loop gain K K, wherever it appears in the phase-locked
loop expressions, consequently affecting other loop parameters.
The modified expressions for the loop natural frequency and damping
factor for the second order loop become
a)' - 01 /a and 6 '
n n
The noise bandwidth becomes
ctK K, + 1/T.
n _ o Q 1BL * 4 '
With the limiter as input to the phase detector the first and second
order loop characteristics are as summarized in Table D-3.
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Consider the situatbn as described in Section D.2 where phase
jitter has a standard deviation of 2.5 cec .corresponding to a limiter
output (SNR) = 13.067 dB. Using (D-10) this yields a corresponding
input signal-to-noise ratio to the limiter of
(SNR) 10.34 dB
In this case the limiter actually enhances the input signal- to- noise ratio
by about 2.7 dB. Corresponding loop characteristics are given in Table D-4.
Table D-4. Loop Characteristics with- Limiter Input and Noise
(SNR) = 10.34 dB, Phase Jitter S.D. = 2.5 cec
LOOP a w
TYPE n
6 Gain
aK K.
o d
N.E. BW
BTL
'
89467
 -
00233Hz
.01460 .00365 Hz
.89467 .00192 Hz .6044 .01460 .00615 Hz
Tables D-3 and D-4 provide PLL characteristics for two ranges of
input signal-to-noise ratio. It can be noted that the loop characteristics
do not change significantly over.this range of input levels.
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APPENDIX E
RAW DATA CONVERSION TO PACKED BINARY PHASE READINGS
The raw data tapes created at each receiver site generally contain from
3-5 days of ten-second relative phase readings which are recorded in terms
of clock counts. The raw data tapes contain recorded data from both the
digital phase-locked loop receiver and the TRACOR 599R receiver in an even
parity BCD format at 556 ips (1.412 m/sec). Sixteen relative phase readings,
including phase from transmitter stations A, B, C and D at 10.2, 11 1/3 and
13.6 kHz from the PLL receiver and phase from these transmitters at a
selected frequency from the TRACOR receiver are recorded on a seven-track,
1/2 inch (1.27 cm) magnetic tape. To complete a logical record of 61 digits,
a receiver unit code and a time code with day, hour, minute and second
are recorded along with a received signal strength measure to complete the
format given in Figure E-l. Eight blocks of identical format (8 10-sec
sample points) compose one physical record of 488 digits. Each physical
record is separated by an interrecord gap (IRG).
Phase data from the digital PLL receiver are recorded as a number of
4.08 MHz clock counts so that at 10.2 kHz the recorded phase is in the
range + 200 for a 0-100 cec relative phase measure. The 11 1/3 kHz
measure is in the range ;+ 180 counts and the 13.6 kHz measure is in the
range + 150 counts. All phase data-are relative to the internal oscillator
phase and are measured within one full cycle to the nearest approximately
0.25 cec of 10.2 kHz. The TRACOR receiver phase data are recorded in
408 kHz clock counts. The TRACOR receiver uses a 1 kHz intermediate
frequency to represent the phase of the incoming signal (regardless of
frequency) so that clock counts are + 204 representing a 0-100 cec relative
phase measure. It should be noted that the sign of the counts which
represent the digital PLL phase measure is assigned in the reverse sense
from that used for the TRACOR receiver. This point will be discussed in
more detail in Section E.2.
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I
R
G
61 Digit
Data Block
61 Digit
Data Block
61 Digit
Data Block
I
R
G
8-Data Blocks of 61 Digits Each
Comprise One Logical Record (488 Digits)
Word No.
Data Block
of Digits Content (Note:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
10
Sign is In last
digit.)
Norway 10.2 kHz
Norway 13.6
Norway 11.3
Tracer Chan 1 (Norway)
Trinidad 10.2
Trinidad 13.6
Trinidad 11.3
Tracor Chan 2 (Trinidad)
Hawaii 10.2
Hawaii 13.6
Hawaii 11.3
Tracor Chan 3 (Hawaii)
North Dakota 10.2
North Dakota 13.6
North Dakota 11.3
Tracor Chan 4 (North Dakota)
Signal Strength (Variable Stas.)
Receiver I. D. Digit Minute - 2 Digits
Day - 3 Digits Second - 2 Digits
Hour - 2 Digits
Fig. E-l. Digital raw data tape format (7-track tape)
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E.I Packed Binary Format
To provide for statistical analysis of the data, the raw data are
converted to phase measurements in centicycles at each respective
frequency. New tapes are created during this process and formatted in
a packed binary format on a one-for-one basis. The packed binary format
provides for three data words per 60-bit computer word so that input to
the computer is facilitated, thus minimizing I/O time and required memory
for the data. Each phase measurement appears as an integer in the packed
form which when unpacked and divided by 100 yields a phase reading in cec,
correct to two decimal places.
The packed binary tape is formatted in physical records (block) of
at most 512 60 bit binary words. There are from 1 to 34 logical records
within each block, one record per sample time. Two words at the begin-
ning of each block identify the tape and the sample time of the last
record in the block. All times are in seconds since the beginning of
the calendar year plus 86,400 (number of seconds per day). Figure E-2
illustrates this format. This format is used consistently for various
forms of the data.
The raw data tape is used directly to create a single station (single
receiver station) data tape. The first word contains information in bits
0-4, 5-14, and 30-39 initially according to Table E-l. After the tape is
edited, an edit key is inserted in bits 40-43 and in bit 56 of each
logical record according to Table E-2.
Table E-l. Single Station Packed Binary Data Tape
Identification Word
Word No. 1 Meaning
Bits 0-4 1 - Base Station
2 - Mobile Station #1
3 - Mobile Station #2
Bits 5-14 Tape Number. These are assigned consecutively
beginning with 1. The site schedule log must
be used to determine the actual receiver
position for Stations 2 and 3.
Bits 30-39 Year (Last Two Digits)
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BIT 0 4
STATION
NO.
5 14
TAPE
NO.
15 19
STATION
NO.
20 29
TAPE
NO.
30 39
YEAR
40 43
EDIT
KEY
44 54
OPEN
SAMPLE TIME OF LAST SAMPLE IN THIS BLOCK
1 TO 34 LOGICAL RECORDS
(a) PACKED BINARY TAPE ORGANIZATION
BIT 0 19 120 39140 59
SAMPLE TIME IN SECONDS SINCE BEGINNING OF YEAR + 86400
NORWAY 10.2 kHz
TRINIDAD 10.2 kHz
HAWAII 10.2 kHz
N. DAKOTA 10.2 kHz
TRACOR CHAN 1
TRACOR CHAN 4
NORWAY-TRINIDAD 10.2 kHz
NORWAY- HAWAII 10.2 kHz
NORWAY-N. DAKOTA 10.2 kHz
TRINIDAD-HAWAII 10.2 kHz
TRINIDAD-N. DAKOTA 10.2 kHz
HAWAII-N. DAKOTA 10.2 kHz
TRACOR CHAN 1 - CHAN 2
TRACOR CHAN 2 - CHAN 3
NORWAY 13.6 kHz
TRINIDAD 13.6 kHz
HAWAII 13.6 kHz
N. DAKOTA 13.6 kHz
TRACOR CHAN 2
AMPLITUDE
NORWAY-TRINIDAD 13.6 kHz
NORWAY-HAWAII 13.6 kHz
NORWAY-N. DAKOTA 13.6 kHz
TRINIDAD-HAWAII 13.6 kHz
TRINIDAD-N. DAKOTA 13.6 kHz
HAWAII-N. DAKOTA 13.6 kHz
TRACOR CHAN 1 - CHAN 3
TRACOR CHAN 2 - CHAN 4
NORWAY 11.3 kHz
TRINIDAD 11.3 kHz
HAWAII 11.3 kHz
N. DAKOTA 11.3 kHz
TRACOR CHAN 3
EDIT KEY (56) AMP KEY (57-59)
NORWAY-TRINIDAD 11.3 kHz
NORWAY-HAWAII 11.3 kHz
NORWAY-N. DAKOTA 11.3 kHz
TRINIDAD-HAWAII 11.3 kHz
TRINIDAD-N. DAKOTA 11.3 kHz
HAWAII-N. DAKOTA 11.3 kHz
TRACOR CHAN 1 - CHAN 4
TRACOR CHAN 3 - CHAN 4
All values are integer, e.g., 99.87 carried as 9987.
OPEN areas are not currently assigned bits.
Tapes are written and read as unformatted.
(b) LOGICAL RECORD
Fig. E-2. Format for packed data.
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Table E-2. Data Bits For Editing
Word No. 1* Meaning
Bit 40 1 - Norway Transmitter Operating; 0 - Norway Down
Bit 41 1 - Trinidad Transmitter Operating; 0 - Trinidad Down
Bit 42 1 - Hawaii Transmitter Operating; 0 - Hawaii Down
Bit 43 1 - N. Dakota Transmitter Operating; 0 - N. Dakota Down
Word No. 7 of Each Logical Record
Bit 56 0 - Record Contains No Bad Data; 1 - Record Contains
Some Bad Data
Bits 57-59 0 - Norway, 1 - Trinidad, 2 - Hawaii, 3 - North Dakota
*If all bits are 0, tape has not been edited.
The single station packed binary tape format is also used for special
skywave correction data which have been obtained for each receiver station
(see Appendix G) and calculated for each ten second sample. These data
tapes use the same header information as in Table E-l except that bits
0-4 of block word number one are 10, 20, or 30 depending on whether the
corrections apply to data taken at the base station, mobile Station #1,
or mobile Station #2, respectively.
The data of the packed binary tapes from individual receiver
stations can be merged with other data or with skywave corrections either
in edited form or non-edited form. The format of the packed binary tape
does not change; however, the information in the block header of the newly
created merged tapes is modified to reflect the contents of the tape.
Table E-3 shows the information content of block word number 1 of a merged
packed binary data tape created by subtracting each data word of the
packed binary tape associated with the second station identified from the
corresponding data word of the first station identified. The bits assigned
for use as editing keys are set at the time merging takes place provided
that the individual tapes have been edited. The bits in the block header
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word number one are set only if both individual tapes have data taken
with each transmitter on the air according to Table E-2. The record
edit key of bit 56 word 7 is set if either tape has bad data in that
record. A bad data word on either individual tape will cause a bad data
word to be indicated on the merged tape.
Table E-3. Merged Packed Binary Data Tape Identification Word
Word No. 1 Meaning
Bits 0-4 1 - Base Station
2 - Mobile Station #1
3 - Mobile Station #2
Bits 5-14 Tape Number from First Single Station Tape
Bits 15-19 1 - Base Station
2 - Mobile Station #1
3 - Mobile Station #2
Bits 20-29 Tape Number from Second Single Station Tape
Copied from first
single station
tape.
Copied from
second single
station tape.
A second category of merged tapes results from adding data from a
single station tape to data from a skywave correction tape. The informa-
tion in the merged binary packed tape block header word number 1 will be
created according to Table E-3 with the station identification number
of the second tape being either 10, 20, or 30 instead of 1, 2, or 3.
A third category of merged tapes is created from two previously
created merged tapes. This would occur, for example, when merging
two skywave corrected packed binary tapes. The resulting merged packed
binary tape will have station number identifiers 11, 21 or 31 for
station 1 corrected, station 2 corrected, or station 3 corrected, respec-
tively. When the tapes to be merged have been edited, the resulting
edited merged tape conforms to the format previously described.
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2.2 Conversion of Raw Phase Data To Centicycles
The output of the digital phase-locked loop receiver is phase infor-
mation from each transmitter station at each frequency in counts of the
4.08 MHz clock. The individual phase measurements are relative to inter-
nally generated square-wave signals at 10.2, 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz derived
from a 8.16 MHz local oscillator. In the Tracer receiver a 1 kHz inter-
mediate frequency square wave is locked to received phase for each channel
and this is compared to a 1 kHz square wave from the local oscillator.
Phase comparison is in counts of 408 kHz clock pulses .
The method for determining phase is essentially the same in each
receiver. Phase measurement in counts is derived by comparing positive
half cycles of two square waves at the same frequency. Figure E-3 illus-
trates the situations which can occur. In Figure E-3(a) the reference
signal is shown. In Figure E-3(b) the loop signal (synchronized to the re-
ceived signal) is shown in phase with the reference signal. In Figure E-3(c)
the loop signal is lagging the reference signal and in Figure E-3(d)
the loop signal is leading the reference signal. The shaded region
illustrates the coincidence measurement interval. Clock counts are
accumulated in a counter which represents the degree of coincidence of the
loop signal and the reference signal. The sign of the number of counts is
assigned according to whether the loop signal is leading or lagging the
reference signal. The sign convention used with the digital phase-locked
loop receiver is reversed from that used with the Tracor receiver. The
counter outputs are recorded at 10 second intervals.
E.2.1 Digital phase- locked loop receiver (PLL).— In- each digital
PLL, comparison of positive half cycles yields a number, Nf , where
and the frequency is either 10.2, 11 1/3, or 13.6kHz. If the loop estimate
of the received signal is as is shown in Figure E-3 (b) there is no phase
difference and
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(a) Reference Signal
4.08x10
2fj
(b) In-Phase Loop Signal
(c) Lagging Loop Signal
N. (d) Leading Loop Signal
Coincidence
'Measure- —
ment Interval
Fig. E-3. Counting relative phase of loop signal.
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(b) i J4.08 « 106)
fi ~~ 2 I fi 1
where f,(j = 1, 2 or 3) ±s the frequency of the received signal. If the
loop signal is lagging the reference as in Figure E-3(c) then
0 < N < C > < + 1 J 4 . 0 8 x l 0 6 j f
j C *j I
i.e., the sign of the counts is positive. If the loop signal is leading as
in Figure E-3(d) then
_ 1 J4.08xl06j (d)<Q §
< J ' J
To obtain a phase reading from the signed counter value Nf in cec at
i.e., the sign of the counts is negative.
the given frequency
A<j, = 50 - —L (E-2)
j 4.08 x 106Tr..
 10Q x f
and A<(i . is the phase lag of the loop signal relative to the reference signal
in the range 0 £ A<J>. «= 100. The j subscript indicates frequency and the r.
J J
values are given in Table E-4.
Table E-4. Phase Measurement Counts Per cec of Phase for Each
OMEGA Frequency using 4.08 MHz Clock
J = Freq. (f ) r^
1 10.2 kHz 4
2 11 1/3 kHz 18/5
3 13.6 kHz 3
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Table E-5 illustrates the relationship between counter readings and
centlcylces of phase lead of the loop signal at each frequency.
To obtain phase differences or LOP phase measurements for a given
station pair i, j, let 8$ (i,j) be the phase of station i minus the
phase at station j at some frequency k. Then
(B-3)
[4>k(c) - REF) - (<(.k(j) - REF]
- A<J>k(j)*
where A<J>,(i) and A<J>, (j) are found as in (E-2). Expressing (E-3) in terms
of phase counts
Nf (J) - N£ (i)
fi*k(l,J) — (E-4)
where - 100 _< 6<|>k(i,j) <_ 100. It should be noted here that even though
these phase differences cover a two cycle range, the represented phase is
in the range 50 cec lagging to 50 cec leading. Thus 6<j>, (i,j) = 75 is the
K
same phase relationship as 6<j>(i,j) = - 25, i.e., station i phase lagging
station j phase by 75 cec is the same condition as station i phase leading
station j phase by 25 cec.
E.2.2 Tracer receiver.— In the Tracer 599R receiver the phase
coincidence counter reading records counts of a 408 kHz clock. Since all
measurements are made at the 1 kHz intermediate frequency which is
*Note that LOP phase difference is a positive measure of relative phase
lag in physical terms.
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phase coherent to the OMEGA signal at the selected received frequency
the measured relative phase is
NfA* = 50 + -±- (E-5)
J
 J
where N- > 0 if the received signal leads the reference signal and Nf < 0
if the received signal lags the reference signal. With the Tracer receiver
0
 ^ lNfI _5 2°4 where 204 clock counts represent 50 cec of phase and
r =s 204/50 regardless of the OMEGA frequency selected and the phase A<fi in
(E-5) is in cec at the frequency selected.
In the 599R receiver if the received signal phase leads the reference
then the coherent 1 kHz signal is made to lag the reference, i.e., the
coherent signal is actually phase inverted from the received signal. This
in effect changes the meaning of the sign of the counts although the method
of counting phase difference and determing the sign of the phase counts is
the same as for the digital PLL receiver. This phase inversion of the
intermediate frequency in the Tracer receiver is responsible for the sign
difference in (E-5) and (E-2). When computing LOP phase differences as
in (E-3) with the Tracer data the LOP of station i minus station j becomes
Nf (i) - Nf (j)
where the number of counts associated with each transmitter can be subtracted
in order and scaled. Again in (E-6), - 100 <_ 6<|>.(i,j) <. 100 cec at the OMEGA
frequency selected.
E.2.3 LOP phase measurement.— The LOP phase measurement using data
from the digital PLL receiver is obtained using (E-4) whereas using the
Tracer data (E-6) is used. To obtain a unique representation of this phase
measure the range should be changed so that 100 cec of phase variation are
uniquely represented. This would be done if any analysis or plots of the
data were to be made. To scale the data on a range (0, 100) cec
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6 < f > ' (i,j) = {6<j>k(i,j) + 100} mod 100.
To scale the data on a range (-50, + 50) cec
5 < f > ' ' ( i , j ) = {6<(. (i,j) + 100} if 6<f> (i,j £-50
6
*k'(i,J) = {6<frk(i,j) - 100} if S<f>k( i , j ) > 50
6<|>k '(i,j) =' {6<J>k(i,j)} otherwise.
E.2.4 Difference of LOP phase measurements.— On merged packed binary
tapes resulting from two packed binary data tapes, whether skywave corrected
or not, each data word in the format is the result of subtracting the
corresponding words of the second designated data tape from the first
designated data tape. This yields phase data which represent in words
2-6 and word 7 field 1 the difference in relative phase measurement of
a given transmitted signal between two receiver stations. In words 8-15
the merged data represent differences in LOP measures at two different
receiver stations. This is the differential OMEGA type data, but is on
a range of (-100, +100) cec at each frequency. To enable analysis of these
data each data word is scaled so that resultant phase variations are
in the range (-50, +50) cec about the true value. The true value repre-
sents the difference in chart LOP of the two receiver stations or some
other suitably defined value.
To scale the data for analysis the LOP phase measurement difference
is first scaled by the true value yielding
A(p ™ A(p —. ~" A©
LOP LOP XRUE
where A < f > ' is the data LOP difference. The variable A<(> may now be in
the range - 200 < A<J>Trm < + 200 cec and is scaled to (-50, +50) cec using
— LOP ~~~
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A
*LOP
and Af = A' - 100 if A > 50
A
»
= A
*LOP+ 1°° l f
A
»LOP = A*LOP ±f - 5° < A*LOP
Under the assumption that the resulting variable A<j>' '' does not vary
from the true value more than one-half cycle (50 cec) then any statistical
analyses will be valid.
For normal differential OMEGA analysis this procedure is used where
corresponding times on the.two packed tapes are matched to the nearest
10 second sample point. To obtain data on time correlation, data sample
times are displaced in time before LOP phase differences are calculated.
E.2.5 Phase value for edited data.— Whenever data words on a packed
binary tape are to be edited out, the corresponding phase measure is
changed to -500 which is outside the normal range of any meaningful phase
data. Bit 56 of word #7 in a logical record which contains any data
word of - 500 is set so that during analysis of the data each data
word in that record is checked and, if found to contain -500, is neglected.
Appendix F describes the data editing program used to edit the packed
binary tapes. Data editing is accomplished using the single station packed
binary tapes.
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APPENDIX F
DATA EDITING PROCEDURE FOR OMEGA PACKED TAPES
Currently the OMEGA raw data tapes taken from each receiver tape re-
corder are reformatted and rewritten creating a packed binary tape for each
data period (normally 2-4 days). The packed binary tapes contain relative
phase readings in centicycles of the particular frequency at which phase
is measured. Additionally each packed tape contains phase differences be-
tween all possible transmitter pairs (LOP phase). Also included are quanti-
tative measures of received signal strength of each OMEGA signal taken from
the Tracer receiver, one transmitter each ten seconds and repeated every
fourth record. From the individual packed binary tapes, merged packed tapes
are also created, as desired. For example, to evaluate side-by-side
receiver performance (repeatability) the packed data for each receiver are
merged for the time of the side-by-side test. This merged packed data tape
uses the same format as the individual packed tapes. The data represent
the difference in cec between the two receiver measurements. Merged packed
tapes may also be created for situations where the two receivers are not at
the same location. The resulting tape will then contain the differential
error plus the nominal phase difference between receivers. (Note that
nominal phase difference between receivers is the charted phase difference
between receiver locations and is zero if the receivers are at the same
location.) Other merged tapes may be desired which involve combining two
individual receiver tapes taken at different times to facilitate time
correlation studies of differential error. The format for these packed
tapes is described in Section E.I of Appendix E.
In order that the analysis include only valid data, some editing
is necessary. Invalid data can result from many circumstances. On
the gross scale, transmitters may simply not be operational as is
Hawaii (Station C) presently and was Norway (Station A.) for the early
part of the data gathering period. On the smaller scale, transmitters
sometimes may experience short term outages as was experienced on
September 23 at North Dakota (reference telephone conversation of
September 28, 1973, with Cmdr. J. D. Richardson, Project Manager,
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Omega Project Office (NESC), when lightning strikes caused the transmitter
to stop for several brief periods). At other times the receivers may lose
"lock" for any of a variety of reasons. Also there may be errors in the
digital tape recording which occur sporadically. Some data editing is
necessary so that the statistical analyses are valid.
To obtain the most objective editing the computer could certainly be
employed for this function. However, the task of analytically discrimi-
nating between valid and invalid data can often be such a complex task
that some visual "human" editing is necessary. It is apparent that experi-
ence and judgement are often involved when determining whether certain data
are valid. Machine editing will be accomplished on a first pass to eliminate
easily formulated bad data characteristics. Visual editing of time history
plots will follow to complete the task.
To accomplish data editing, plots of the individual packed tape will be
made for all times, frequencies, and transmitter stations of interest. Nor-
mally plots of each LOP measure at each receiver site for each frequency
and selected plots of merged data for a given transmitter at a given frequency
will suffice. A computer program designed to determine instantaneous shifts
that appear in the recorded data greater than a specified value will be used
to list all occurrences. These shifts are not possible in the receiver and
will be edited out. Using this list, a visual inspection of time histories
will be made to determine if there are other periods of data that should be
disregarded. As a result of this procedure a syllabus of time periods by
station and frequency for each bad data segment will be provided as input to
the data editing program.
The editing will be completed by changing the appropriate data words of
packed tapes by inserting -500*..--. in each bad data sample position to indicate
that the particular data word should be ignored upon analysis. The following
paragraphs describe the computer programmed procedure for accomplishing this
purpose.
F.I. Tape Format
The block header information would be appended to include information
in bits 40-43 of Word #1 which were previously unused. On an unedited packed
tape bits 40-59 of Word #1 of each physical record (logical block) are zero.
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When editing is done bits 40-43 will reflect a bit set (1) in each
bit position corresponding to a transmitter being operational according
to the following table.
Bit Position Station Bit Value
40 Norway 0 if not operational,
1 if operational
41 Trinidad -Same-
42 Hawaii -Same-
43 N. Dakota -Same-
This scheme allows a very simple check of whether any particular
packed data tape has been edited. If bits 40-43 are all zero no editing
has been done.
Any analysis program can then check the appropriate bits of the block
header Word #1 and cause printout of the fact that any station or stations
are not transmitting at the time the data were gathered. This will accom-
modate the gross situation.
In each record data words which are to be neglected according to the
editing syllabus will be indicated by time, station, and frequency on a
data card to the editing program. These data words will then be replaced
with the number -500,.^  which is outside the range of the data. At the
same time an indicator bit in the record will be set to indicate to the
analysis program that the record contains data to be neglected. This will
enable the analysis program subsequently using the edited data to check data
in only those records which contain some bad data. It is estimated that the
great majority of records will not contain data to be neglected.
Bit 56 Word #7 in each logical record is set to indicate that the
record contains data to be neglected. This segment normally contains signal
amplitude information in bits 57-59. For a good record bit 56 is normally
zero. For a record containing some bad data the amplitude information will
be modified by adding 8,,nv to the third 20 bit segment of Word #7 to set
bit 56.
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Following is a description of the input data to the editing program:
Data Card Contents
1 COLS 1-5 Tape Number of individual tape to be
edited or first tape of a merged tape
to be edited (ex. 1.32) using an F5.2
format
COLS 6-10 Tape Number of second tape number of a
merged tape to be edited. If editing of
an individual tape is to be done this
field is blank (F5.2 format)
COLS 11-18 Station number(s) of transmitter station(s)
that is(are) operational. 1-Norway, 2-
Trinidad, 3-Hawaii, 4-N. Dakota. If
station(s) is(are) not operational leave
blank. Each number is format 12 with cols
11-12, Norway, cols 13-14, Trinidad, cols
15-16 Hawaii, and cols 17-18 N. Dakota.
2-end COLS 1-11 Indicate time period (discrete and non-
overlapping) that data words are to be
flagged.
cols 1-3 day - format 13
cols 4-5 hour - format 12
col 6 blank
cols 7-8 beginning minute of segment
- format 12
9 blankcol
cols 10-11 ending minute of segment
- format 12
COLS 12-27 Station and frequencies to be flagged are
indicated by 'X' in appropriate column
as follows
Col
12 Norway
13 Norway
14 Norway
15 Trinidad
16 Trinidad
17 Trinidad
18 Hawaii
19 Hawaii
20 Hawaii
21 N. Dakota
22 N. Dakota
23 N. Dakota
24 Tracor
25 Tracor
26 Tracor
27 Tracor
10.2
13.6
11 1/3
10.2
13.6
11 1/3
10.2
13.6
11 1/3
10.2
13.6
11 1/3
1
2
3
4
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F.2 The Data Editing Program
Figure F-l provides a listing of the data editing program. The program
has as input the time periods by station and frequency to be flagged. A
packed binary tape is read and written onto a second packed tape with the
appropriate changes incorporated. The unedited packed tape can then be re-
moved from the tape library as desired.
There should be a separate data card for each time segment to be
flagged. Time segments can be up to one hour long and can not be over-
lapping. The beginning and ending minutes are inclusive.
Figure F-2 illustrates a sample sequence of data cards which might be
provided as input to the edit program.
In creating a merged packed edited tape either of two procedures is
available. The individual packed tapes can be edited and then merged with
each flagged data word of either tape resulting in a flagged value on the
merged tape. An alternate procedure allows for the merged packed tape to
be edited directly.
An input data sorting program is available which will have as input
data cards in the format specified for the data editing program (see ref. 29).
The sorting program will repunch these cards chronologically with non-over-
lapping time periods in a form as required by the data editing program.
Therefore data for two individual tape editing runs can be sorted by computer
before being used as input to the editing program to edit a merged packed
tape.
As output of the data editing run a listing is provided of all time
periods (by station and frequency) which contain flagged data on the edited
tape. Also the modified block header Word #1 is listed in octal.
The editing program should request 400 seconds of CDC run time, 40000
words of core storage and 6000 o/s calls.
Skywave Corrected Data
A second file on each packed data tape will contain the same data as
on the file described except that specially published skywave corrections
for the specific receiver location will be added to each data sample
(Appendix G). For each sample of bad data (-500,..--.) no correction will
be added so that analysis of the skywave corrected data will be consistent
with the uncorrected data.
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Fig. F-l. Data editing program listing
and flow chart
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TAP§10fjlAPEli,OUTPUT,INPy1r,.
_ _
* 5Jl2i» EOF It FLO
COMMON ''N'COUNTiiO'A>VlHR?'IHINyjMlNtITlMEI512l»lXS'<5'L'2i '_ ____
CGMMON/FLG/ IPT|3)~, IW«_IFIV INDX, PKT, BUF
CpMMdN/GENERAl./"ijRR, JENO
CbMHON/GROSS/ S T A P E < 2 » , TsfUP<4)
CpMMON/pELJTE/ ISTARjV JENOTM, ISTFQU6>
DATA XSECO/8640dr./» XSECH /3600. /t XSECM/60./
—!^??- 555^ *^ .1-1? TO EDIT PACKED S INGLE AND Dl FFERENCE TAPE S.
IENDTM=" 0 " "'" ' " " " ......
OF THE EDITING RUN FOR*, /, 53X,
TEND=0
CALL GETCPOISTAPE.ISTUPi
PRINT 6000t STAPE
6000 FORMAT I1H1, 51X, *RESULTS
2F6.2»//)
CHANGE HEAOER-RFCS
1 *RECEIVER(S) *,
c***** CALL GSEDIT TO
CALL GSEOIT
PRINT 700, PKT17 I
700 FORMAT!* OUTPUT FILE HFADER:*O22)
IF (IERR .EQ. 1) GO TO 1000
IF NEEDED.
100 IF( INCARDt ISTFO) .EQ. 0) GO TO 950
110 CONTINUE
X T M = ( F L O A T U C A Y » * X S E C D » + < F L O A T I IHR)*XSECH»
START= XT1*«FLOAT( IMIN)*XSECM»
ENOTf= XTM* IFLOAT(JMIN)*XSECMI * 60.
I S T A R T = S T A P T
" tEN'f)TM=ENnfM~ "" "~ "
PRINT 6010, IOAY, IHR,IMIN,JMIN,ISTFQ
6010 F O R M A T C / , * ED IT:*,15,I 3,* —*,2I3,5X,*[* 16A1,*]*»
C**** CALL EDIT TO FLAG THESE STAT-FPEOS WITH -500.
CALL EDIT
IF (IERR .EO. 1J GO TO 1CCO
IF TIE NO .EO. i) GO" "TO looo
GO TO 100
950 PKTCt)= 430*86400
If «60FT(PKT,BUF) .NE. 01 GO TO <)7C
GO fn 1000
970 PRINT 60?0
6020 F O R M A T " i / , * T A P E ' C O P Y " E R R O R * ) "
1000 REWIND 10
REWIND 11
STCP
END
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-QIMJENSION .C-KTAP_tmt lNF_g<5J.j
iNTEGER_PKTJL7_L» B.UFJ!5L_2_Lf .
JMMON/GENERAL/ IERR. IENO
I NAME 44. 1 ________
FL&, HE ACER.
EUF
COMMON/GROSS/ _STAPE I 2Lt ISJUPI41
CQMMCN/FLG/ lPff3.it IMt I.F~Q» INPXt PKT,
CAT A INAME/3HNQR, 3HTR1, 3HHAW, 3HNOK/
C**** CHECK ISJUP TO SEE IF AT J.EA.ST ONE STATION IS UP.
DO 1QO ,I=lj4.._ .....
__ IF... (ISTUP( I) .NE. OJ GO TO 2QQ ________ ____ __
100 CONTINUE
PRINT 6000 . ...
6000 FORMAT I // ,5Xf *INPUT SAYS THAT NO SIATS hERE ON. ERROR*!
GO TO 990
C***** INTIALIZE PKT TO SELECT 1ST. HEADER RECORD.
___ 2QQ .J».K.IJLJ,liLfl _____________________________ . ... -- .........
PKT«2)=-1
PKT(5)= I
PKT(6»=ll
R E A C 110) 8UF
REWIND 10
C***** ONPACK TAPE-NOS. AND FIELDS
IST1= FIDIO, 5, BUFIIM
ITP1= FtD« 5, lO.BUFt 1) J
. IS.T2=-JELOU5t5» .BU.FIIJJ. ........ .
ITP2= FLD«20,10tBUF(l))
INFO(1I= FLD(3Q,10tBUFU) )
C K T A P F ( 1 » = FLOATIIST1I »
C K T « P E ( 2 > = FLOAT( IST2 I *
40-43 FOR HEADER-CHECK .
.0 I*
.01*
FLOAT ( ITP1 )
F L O A T C I T P 2 )
. IFIX«CKTAPE(1|*100.+0.5I>
. _ .....
.NE. IF I X( CKTAPEf 2) *100.+0.5 I >
IF( IFIX(STAPE(1)*100.*0.5)
.. . GO TQ.950. _______________ ._
IFt IF1XISTAPEI 2>*100.*0.5J
. GC TP 950
C**** SET A 1-BIT FOR EACH STATION THAT«S UP.
PRINT 6002
6002 FORMAT « / / t 5 X f *THE FOLLOWING STATIONS WERE UP*»
DO J400 IFL=1»A.
DC 390 iSTel,4
IF USTUP(IFL) .EO. 0) GO TO 400
IF USTUPUFLI .NE. IST» GO TO 390
INFOt!ST*l )= l
P R I N T 6003t INAMEIIST)
6003 FORMAT « / , 5 X f A 3 )
_ __GO T0_400
390" CCNflNUE ........
C**** IF ISTUP NOT= C-4f HAVE AN INPUT ERROR.
PRINT 6005, ISTUP(IFL)
6005 FORMAT I//,5X, *STAT-UP CODE INVALID — *, 12)
GO TO 990
400 CONTINUE, _
EUF(l)= HEADER (~IS"f I, ITPl, IST2, ITP2t INFO)
PKT«7)= BUFUI
GO TO 1000
900 PRINT 6009
6009 FORMAT <//, *AN EOF FOUND AT BEGINNING OF TAPE*)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
P'RI'NT 60iorsTApe, CKTAPE
601 0 FCRVaT ( / / ,5X f *INPUT REC-TAPE-NOS . />RE — *, 2F6.2t
1 *TAPE PEC-TAPE-NOS. ARF — *, 2F6.2)
990 IERR=1
1000. RETURN
END
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_EDIT _. .
JNTEGER PKJI7J, BUFJL512J, E_CFT,_FLD, RACK
DIMENSION KSTAT(5l,Kf :Rj9<Ti,fwbll6{»|FLO{16l, lDlF(12lrIORpER(2»l6l
DIMENSION JORDERt32)
4H4 _/_,_
IBLK/1H /,
4,1, 4,2,
f GUI VALENCE H ORDER (_1 I , JCRDER 11 ) »
COMMON/GENERAL/ I ERR, I END
COMMON/DELETE/ I START, lEN'DTM, ISTFOU6)
COMMON/fLG/ IPT(3_J, IW, IFD, INDX, PKT, BUF
DATA KSTAT/3HNOR, 3HTRI, 3HHAW, 3HNDK, 3HTRC/,
I KFRQ/4H10.2, 4H13.._6_,4H11.3', »H1
2 IDIF/7,8,9, TilOtll, 8,10*12, 9,11,12/, ICHK/1HX/,
3 JORnER/1,1, 1,2, 1,3, 2,1, 2,2, 2,3, 3,1, 3,2, 3,3,
* <»,3, 5,*, 5,5, 5,6, 5,7/
C****« Cf-ECK FOR A STATION-NAME MATCH.
ICNT=0
CQ 300 J=l,16
IF USTFOJJI .EQ. 1CHK) GO TO 100
IF ( ISTFQ(J) .EQ. IBLKI GO TO 300
PRINT 6003, J, ISTFCifJI
6003 FORMAT < / / , 5 X , *ERR IN S T A T FIELD-* 12, *=*, All
G.O TO 950
ICNT=JJCNT*1
POINTS TO THE S'TAfV'ANO FPEO. "AND IORDER-ARRAY"
TO THE WORO-LOCAT. AND FIELD-LOCAT. ON TAPE.
JP_0
C****
C
THE ORDER OF X
PARALLELS THIS
lST=inRpEP«l,JI
IFQ=IORpER<2, J»
IMD(ICNT)=IST
1FLC(ICNT)=IFC "_
PRINT 6005, K S T A T l I S T ' t KFRQ(IFQ), IHOUCNT), IFLDfICNT)
6005 FaRMAT(5X,A3, i x ,A4 , * WCRD*,I3,* FIELO*,I2>
C**** IS THIS A TRACOR CHANNEL. IF SO, FIELDS 4,5,6 ARE 1.2,3,
C FIELD 7 IS WORD 6, FIELD 1.
IF IIFLDUCNT) .LT. 4) GC TO 300
_ !f tJFAJM ICNT1 .EO^ 7)_JSQ_TQ 200
IFLDUCNT) = IFLOUCNTI - 3
GO TO 300
200 IWDUCNTI= IHD(ICNT) » 1
IFLOUCNT)=1
3CO CONTfNUE
C *'**"*"
C
AND
.
THE CORRESP. WORD AND BIT-FIELD HAVE BEEN FOUND FOR EACH
STAT-FREQ THAT NEEDS TO BE FLAGGED.
PKT<4)= ISTART
390 IF (EOFT (PKT .BUFJ I 950,900,400
400 NTM= PKT(2 )
. . IF JBUf(NTM) ^.LT.. IENDTM.I. GJD...TO 500
PKT(5 )=0
GO TO 1000
C**** SET AMP-KEY TO I FOR THIS RECORD AND
500 INDX=PKT(2» » 6
IPTM)= FLD(0, 20,BUF( INOX))
THEN SET FIELD TO -50000.
IPT (3 )= FLD»4b,20,BUFIINDXM
CALL TEST
IF ( I P T J 3 ) .LT. 8) I P T < 3 » = IPT(3) * 8
8UF< INDX>= PACKdPTtU , IPTI 2) , IPT( 31)
KTM= BUFINTM) - 22809600
CALL TEST _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _
SET THE FLAGGED FREQS TO -500, AND REPACK WORD. CALL FLAG.
00 350 1=1,I MAX
IW= IWDII)
IFC= IFLDU)
INCX=PKT(2) * IW
._CA.IJL.IE.SI ..* _.£Akt FLAG. „ . _ _ $ _ ._CALL..TEST
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C *»***. MUST .ALSO SEJ EACH CORRE.SP»_OLFF JO .-50Q.
00 600 K=l,4
If UW .GT. 41 GO TO 710
IF U« .EQ. K) GO TO 610 .
600 CONTINUE ______ ... . . .
6030 FORMAT <//,5X, 'WORD-COUNT IS INVALID — *, 131
GO TO 950 .
C***** L POINTS TO THE 1ST POSITION OF THE CDRRESP DIFFS.
610 L=(K- l )*3 *. 1.
DO 700 M=l ,3
lNDJi=_£KT<2> * IQtF(L-L_ ____
CALL TEST $ CALL FLAG « CALL TEST
L= L+l ... ...... _
700 CONTINUE
GO TO 900
C***** THIS IS A TRACOR. MUST SET ITS CORRESP DIFFS.
710 IF UK .EQ. 6) GO TD. 750 _
IF ( IFO .EQ. 1) GO TO 720
IF UFO .EQ. 2) GO TO 730
IF ( IFD .EQ. 3) GO TO 74C
PR I N'T 6043, IFO
6040 FORMAT ( / / ,5X, *FLD-NO. FOR TRACOR INVALID — *, I3»
GO TO 950
.C*»**...-. F.CB_JRC.-lt-C.QRRES.,. .QIF£S_AR.i . .IN_ WOR.Q*13.t .FIEL.DS It 2i_..ANO 3,
720 IMOX= PKTl 2) * 13
DO 725 IT=1,3
IFO IT
CALL TEST * CALL FLAG $ CALL TEST
725 CONTINUE
QQ T.Q 800
C**** FCR TRC-2, CORRES. OIFFS" ARE IN WOPO*l3t FLDlt WORD»14» FLOSlt2.
730 INCXs PKTI2) + 13
CALL TEST
14
$
$
*
CALL FLAG
CALL FLAG
CALL FLAG
CALL TEST
CALL TEST
CALL TEST
C A L L TEST
IFD=2
CALL TEST
GO TO 800
FOR TRC-3t CORRES. DIFFS ARE IN KD* 13, FL02/ WD*14, FLOS! . 3.
740 INOX=PKTJ2) *13
CA'LL FLAG
CALL FLAG
CALL FLAG
C A L L TFST «
I N O X = P K T J 2 ) » 1 4
I F C = 1
CALL T E S T *
IFC-3
C A L L TEST .*
GO TC 800
C**** FOR TRC-4, CORPES. DIFFS ARE IN
750 INOX= P K T < 2 ) * 1 3
IFC=3
CALL TEST » CALL FLAG
INDX=PKT«2) *14
IFC=2
CALL TFST * CALL FLAG
CALL TEST
CALL TEST
CALL TEST
13, FLD3/ WD*14, FLOS2,
* CALL TEST
CALL TFST » CALL FLAG
800 IF (IERR .EQ. I) GO TO 1000
CALL TEST _. ______ _.
850 CONTINUE
GO TO 390
CALL TEST
CALL TEST
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. . 900.IEND=1 . _ .
PRi.N]L.6050_,_.IEND._. _
6C50 FORMA. T </,*IEND=*, 12, 5x, *END OF FILE OH INPUT TAPE*)
... _.GO TO.IOQO
1000 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FLAG
INTEGER PKT(7) , BUF(512), FLO, PACK
COMPCN/GENERAL/ IERR, IEND
CPMMON/JFLG/ I P T( 3) , IW, IFO
 t I NOX, PKT , 8JJF __
ipfri)= FLDiO, 20,BUFIINOX))
IPT<2)= FLD<2p,20,BUF(INOX))
IPT(3 )= FLD<46t20,BUFUNDX»)
DO 100 TMT=1,3
IF UFO .EO. IMT» GO TO 153
1QQ CONTINIJE_
PRTNT "6000, IFO " "
6000 FORMAT J / / , 5 X , *ERR IN .FlELD COUNT IN SBRTN FLAG—*,I3)
IERR=1
GO TO 1000
C***** FOUND CORRECT FIELD TQ FLAG
150.-1PI<.!M.I»= -5QOQO __
RUF(INDX1= PACKUPTI1) , I P f < 2 » , I P T < 3 I >
1000 RETLRN
END
SUBROUTINE TEST
INTEGER P K T ( 7 ) , BUF«512>, EOFT, FLO, PACK
COMMON/FLG/ IPTO), iw, IFD, INDX, PKT, BUF
RETURN _ _
IPT(1)= FLDCO, 20,BUF(INDX))
*************************#*«**
I P T < 2 ) = FLD(20,20,BUFJINDX))
IPT(3 )= FLD(^0,20,BUFUNOX))
PRINT 6000, INDX, IPT
6000 FORMAT_i'//,5X, *FOR WORD*, I4j _*VAJ-UE S=*, 3110)
" RETURN ~ "~"
END
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SUBROUTINE GETCROISTAPE, ISTUP1
COMMON N,IDAY, IHR, IMIN, JMIN?I TI HEC 5121 ,IXS«512I
0 1 ME NS I ON ST APE < 2 )_, I STU P ( 4 »
-INTEGER. PAjCKjFLCL _ _______ _
DIMENSION IXf 16),ICMMT<6)
READ 100. STAPE.ISTUP
100 FORMATI2F5.2,4I2)
PRIM 110
110 FORMAT 1*1 INPUT CARD DATA:* , / )
200
C
C
c
c
c
250
300
K=K*1
READ C A T A IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT
DAY-HOUR" START MIN. END MIN.
READ 300, ITIME(K), Il.JJ, IX, ICMMT
FORMAT! T5,1X,I2,1X,I2,16A1,5A10.A3)
IF<EOF,5) 400,301
EOITTING DATA
C
C PACK THE TIME AND THE A/N DATA
C £*CK~— JHJS_FyNcIJ°.N P_ACKS 3 20-BIT VALUES PER WORD
C NP3X16---" THIS FUNCTION PACKS 16 3-Bl"T VALUES PER WORD"
C
301 CONTINUE
PRINT 310, ITIHE«K»,I I ,JJ, IX, ICMMT
310 FORfATl I9 ?* -- * ,2 I3.5X ,*I *16A1 * ]*,5X, 6A10 J
IT IMEIK ) = P.ACK(_H IMEIKJ , 1 1 , JJ>
DO 350 1=1,16
IF ( I X C I) .EQ. 1H ) GO TO 325
I X U ) = l
GO TO 350
325 IXU>=0
350 CONTINUE _
IXSi"K)-=NP3X16IIXI
IF(IXS(K) .EQ. 0» GO TO 250
GO TO 200
^00 N=K-1
C
C ^ORTTHE._fiATA_-IN_ASCENpING ORDER RY 1TIME
r.
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1=0
1100 1=1*1
IF(I.EO.K) GO TO 1500
IFUTIMEUI .t.E. lTTME(I*m GO TO 1100
J 1= IT IMF (I) ___
" "
I T I M E J I » 1 ) = I I
I I - I X S I I )
I X S m = I X S U +
1400 FIJ .EO. l GO TO 1100
I F U T I M E U - 1 ) .LE. I T I M E ( J I ) GO TO 1100
1 1 =1 T I M E I J)
I T I M E J J ) = ! T I M E ( J- l l
I T I M F ( J-1)=I I
[J-ll
I X S ( J - U = II
J=J-l
GO TO 1400
1500 C O N T I N U E o
P R I N T 1550
1550 F O R M A T ( * i SORT EO"lNPuf C A R D CAT A:* I
DO 1600 I -1 ,N
I O A Y H R = F L n ( 0 , ? 0 , I T I M E J I )) $ I N I N = F L P < 2 0 , 2 0 , I T I M E ( II )
J M I N = F L D ( 4 0 , 2 0 , I T I M E d J I $ 1 t X - F L D t 0, 48,1 XS( I) )
1600 P R I N T 1650, I O A V H P , I M I N , J M I N , 1 I X
1650 F O R M A T M 9 , * * »2 13 ,5X ,016 1
R E T U R N
END
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FUNCTION INCARDIISTFRQ)
COMMON _N, lOAY, IHftvIMIN tJMIM tITIME(5i2» ,1X515121
EQUIVALENCE ( I SMIN, I Ml N) , ( IEMIN, JMIN)
__ _ DIMENSION ISTFRQIj&j "J ______ _____ _ _' __ _____
" D A T A i/i/
INTEGER PACK, FLO
100 IF<I - N) 200,6000,9000
200 J=I*l
C
_C __ COMBINE OUPt.ICATE_JIME. PERIODS _ _____ ___C~ "
IFUTIMEU) .NE. ITIMEIJM GO TO 300
IXS(J )= IXS( I ) .OR. I X S « J »
1 = J
GO TO 100
300 IDA YHR =FLD ( 0 . 20 , 1 T I HE (I ) > ____
ISHlN=FLpl2p,"20t if IHEll)) ~ ..... '" '" ........ '
IEMIN=FLbl40,20,ITIME« II)
I X = 1 X S « I I
C
C IF pis- JOINT TIME PERIODS, RETURN A VALUE
C '__ __ _ __ __
IF«FLO'(0,?0, ITIMEI J)» .NE. lOAYHRJ GC TO 7000
JSNIN=FLD<20,20,ITIMFUM
IFUEMIN .LT. JSMIN) GO TO 7000
C
C BRANCH IF IDENTICAL START TIMES
C
I F I I S M I N .EQ. JSM'lN) ~GO~ TO 1000
C
C PROCESSING FOR IOAYHR .EQ. JDAYHR, ISMIN .LT. JSHIN ,LT. IEHIN
C IT SUFFICES TO RETURN THE PERIOD ISM IN, JSMIN-l
C AND ORDER THE REMAINING PERIODS
C _ ...... _ ... .
ITI«E( I I=?ACK< IOAYHR, JSMIN, IEMINI
I EM IN= JSMIN- I
C ORDER
K=I
600 IFtK .FO. N) GO TO 7100
IFIITIMEW .LT. ITiM_EIK*llljSO TO 7100
I I= iT lMEfK)
ITIMEIK*1)=II
I l = I X S « K )
IXS(K I= IXS(K4 l |
IXS(K*1)=I I
GO TO 600
C
C PROCESSING FOR IOAYHR .EQ. JDAYHR, ISMIN .EQ. JSMIN, IEMIN .LT. JEMIN
C IT SUFFICES TO FORM DISJOINT PERIODS
C AND ORDER THE REMAINING PERIODS
C _
1300 ixs<n=ixsm .OR. ixsu)
ITIME( JI=PACKUDAYHR,IEMIN*l,FLD(40,20,ITIME<J)>»
K=J
1100 IF(K .EQ. Nl GO TO 200
IFHTIMEttO .LT. ITINE(K»D) GO TO 200
ITIME<K)=ITIME1K + 1
ITIME(K*1)=II
II=IXSIK|
IXSfK | = IX
IXS(K+1)=II
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GO. TO 1100 ____ ...... . _.
60.QO 1SAYHR:=FID(0_,2-0, ITIMEJ 1 1 I
_ ISM IN= FLDJ 20 * 20, IT IHE ( IJ »
TOOO 1=1*1
7100 IPAY=JDAYHR/100
JHR=!DAYHR-IDAY*100
._K=0 ..
00 7250 t=lt!6
JSTFRQ(LI=IHX
iJEJLFJLQLKtif.lxj_ifja,_OA. ISIFR.QILJ.-Ib ._
7250 K=K+3
INCARD=J . . . . . .
RETURN
9000 INCARO=0
RETURN
END . . _ . - .
ING VARIABLES EQUIVALENCED BUT NOT REFERENCED
INTEGER FUNCTION EOFT»PKT,BUF»
INTEGER PKT(7» tBUF(512),TIME.TAPE
OAT 6 LOOP/0/,NFwA/3/,NWPB/512/,NRLT/l5/,RLT/l5./
c pKT_il> INPUT TAPE. NUMBER
c (2» S T A T U S " "INPUT":" - BEGIN SEARCH w/ BLOCK'READ-SEARCH
C 0 INPUT YAPE IS ALREADY SETTING ON EOF
C * BEGIN SEARCH H/ RFCORO READ-SEARCH
C OUTPUT: - INVALID (WILL NOT HAPPENl
C C EOF DETECTED ON INPUT TAPE
C _' _ * POINTER TO FIRST WORD OF THE NEXT LOGICAL
"C ' - - •" " RECORD W/ TIME GE SEARCH TIME "
C N.B. THE FUNCTION VALUE CN RETURN IS THE SAME AS THE STATUS
C (31 READ BLOCK COUNT
C <4) SEARCH TIME IN SECONDS SIPCE THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR
C <51 RE-READ KEY C = BFGTN SEARCH M/ LAST LOGICAL RECORD FOUND
C +1 = SKIP I LOGICAL RECORDS OR TO NEXT PHYSICAL
C " " "RECORn (WHICHEVER IS LESS) TO BEGIN
C SEARCH (FROM LAST LOGICAL RECORD FOUND I
C N.«. THIS MAY BE OVEPP.IOOEN BY THE INPUT STATUS
C (6) OUTPUT TAPE NUMBER; IF NOT POSITIVE, NO OUTPUT IS DONE
C «7) OUTPUT HEADER REPLACEMENT; IF OUTPUT IS DONE, THE HEADER
C WORD OF EACH OUTPUT BLOCK IS SET TO THIS VALUE
l i=(PKT(2) » "300,^00, 100~ "
100 N D E X = P K T ( 2 ) + I F I X ( P K T « 5 ) * R L T )
P K T ( 6 ) = 1
200 IF I N D E X .GT. 512) GO TO 300
250 IFCBUF(NDEX) .GE. PKTI4)) GO TO 600
NDEX=NDEX»NRLT
GO TO 200
300 I F ( P K T ( 6 I .EO. 01 GO TO 350
I F ( P K T ( 3 ) .EO. 0) GO TO 350
BUFU j=PKT(7)
T A P E = P K T ( 6 )
t»!UTE<TAP<E) BUF
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350 REflCiPKT) BUF _
l_Fj[egF_,PKT»_ 500,375 I _ J _
375 PKTm = PKT(3 ) + l
"f'BUfm. .LT." PKT14J) GCTfq 300
NnEX=NFHA
___ GO TO 250 __ ' ' __ 11 _ ___ _ .'-.' __
400" PRINT 450 , PKT
450 FORMAT!* RF-READ EOF > ' J»KTl*_tI2 Lv2l*» !13« J 2» I3l!.02p« *)*)
LOOP=LOOP+l
IF (LOOP .GT._.lp» STOP
500 NDEX=0
EnFT=PKT< 2 I^NDEX
END
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APPENDIX G
SPECIAL SKYWAVE CORRECTION
Currently the OMEGA skywave corrections are calculated for publication
by the Hydrographic Center of the Defense Mapping Agency. Upon special
written request by RTI the Center has agreed to supply a special set of
these corrections to be used in the analysis of data collected during the
NASA conducted experiments.
Receiver sites are surveyed and all latitude and longitude values are
correct to within approximately + 2m. Most of the sites are survey markers
placed by either U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey or respective State survey
teams and the markers provide latitude and longitude to the nearest ten-
thousandth of a second. Skywave corrections have been requested for each
receiver site for the period of time during which data are actually collected.
Additionally corrections have been received for one full year for the Langley
Research Center site at Hampton, Virginia. Corrections are provided in
groups as the times and locations are specified to the Hydrographic Center.
The corrections are unique in that they are calculated for each half
hour during each day for the duration of each approximately 3-5 day col-
lection period for each OMEGA frequency (10.2, 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz) for
four transmitter stations (Norway, Trinidad, Hawaii, and North Dakota).
Upon receipt the skywave corrections are cataloged, reorganized and placed
on 7-track digital magnetic tape in a BCD format. On each catalog tape
one or more files are written. Each file has corrections applicable to one
receiver site with a file header record to explain the periods and location
of the corrections within that file. A Fortran READ statement with a format
of 10 (25A4) is used to obtain the file header information. The data are
retrieved using a format of 2(110, 1214) to get two half hour sets of
corrections indexed by a time which is represented in seconds since the
beginning of the year plus 86,400. Figure G-l illustrates this format.
Using the catalog tapes, skywave corrections are generated on a 10 second
sample basis from the half hour values for actual use with the recorded
data. These are placed in the packed binary format compatible with the
recorded data (Figure E-2 in Appendix E). To get 10 second sample values
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from the half hour values for a given receiver site, a given OMEGA frequency,
and a given transmitter, linear interpolation between each consecutive pair
of half hour values is used.
To illustrate the procedure let SWC (t.) be the correction, at say 10.2
n. 1
kHz, for the phase of signal A at a receiver site,and SWC (t.) be the
B i
corresponding correction for transmitter B at a half hour time t.. At time
t. + 180, 30 minutes later, let SWC (t. + 180) and SWCB(t + 180) be thei A i ij i
corresponding corrections for these two transmissions. Note i indexes
ten second values with 180 ten second periods in 30 minutes. Then ten
second correction values for A and B are calculated according to
SWC (t. + 180) - SWC (t.)
swcA(t.) = x 180 *-±- (J - i) + swcA(t.)
where j = i, i + 1, i + 2 , i + 179 and
SWC (t. + 180) - SWC (t.)
swcB(t.) = X 180 ^-^ (J - i) + swcA(t.) .
This provides a set of 180 ten second values to fill the half hour starting
at time t. and ending ten seconds prior to time t. + 180. This procedure is
repeated to provide a correction value for each data point in a given data
period. For an LOP correction the values for each transmission are formed
in the usual manner as
SWCA-B(tJ) = SWCA(V - SWCB(tj)
The skywave corrections are merged with the data by adding the appropriate
correction to each data word in a data record using a MERGE routine developed
at NASA Langley. Ten second clock times at each data record are matched to
the nearest five seconds with the clock times associated with the record of
corrections.
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Figure G-2 provides a FORTRAN listing of the program delivered to
NASA at Langley to generate skywave correction values at ten second
intervals in the packed binary format using a catalog tape of half hour
values which are made at RTI. Input data and format of these data are
provided in Table G-l.
Table G-l. Input Data for Packed Skywave Corrections Program
(PKSWC)
Input Tape
Input Data Cards
CARD 1 COL 1-40
COL 41-45
COL 46-55
CARD 2 COL 1-15
7-Track BCD Tape of Half Hour SWC Values
for Desired Time Period.
Start Time:
Stop Time:
Day
Hour
Minute
Second
Day
Hour
Minute
Second
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
Tracer Receiver Frequency F5.0
Header Flag: Print Input Header
Record if Set =1 15
Detailed Printout if Set
Receiver No. 15
Output Tape No. 15
Year 15
15
The program (PKSWC) should request 226 seconds, 50,000 words of
core storage, and 7,800 0/S calls when run on the CDC-6600 system.
200
Fig. G-2. Program to create 10 sec skywave corrections
from special corrections received from
Defense Mapping Agency.
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PROGRAM PKSWC (TAPE 11 .TAPE 10, INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE 5=1 NPUT fTAPE650UTPUT»
O**** PROGRAM — PACK-SWC — A. MURRAY
C THIS PROGRAM !$ DESIGNED TO CREATE A PACKED TAPE OF SWC-VALUES
C .... FOR .ANY.. GIVEN. J1M£-P1RIQO,._ _______ .. _ ______ ______ ___________ ______
DIMENSION IREGU), JEND14I
DIMENSION i n A T A < 2 6 ) , XOATK16) , XOAT2116) ,
* SWCU6) , S W C C I F < 2 4 ) , S V A L C 4 0 ) , IOUTI512)
COMMON/MAIN/ IEND, IERR, ISECS,JSECS,TRCFO,IHOG,KOUT, ISECHH,
*.. I T.I Ml ,t IT IM2_, X O A T l , X C A T 2 , IPI,..ICATA, IT,
* swc, swcniF, JTIM,
* IFST, T R C V R , ITAPE, IYR, IOUT, ITAPN, ITAPO, IHEND
D A T A ISECS/0/, JSECS/0/ , TRCFQ/C./, IHDG/0/, KOUT/0/,
* ITIM1/0/, IT IM2/0/ , XDAT1/16*0. /, XDA T2 /16*0. / , IDATA/26*0/,
* SWC/16*0./, SWCOIF/24*0. / , JTIM/0/,
* I.FST/0/, I.OUT/5_12*P/, lIAPN/lO/t . ITAPO/11/, IHENO/4H9999X
EQUIVALENCE t SWC< 1 ) , S V A L f U )
IN IT IAL IZE V A R I A B L E S .
IENO=0
IFPR=0
ISErHH=1800
C
C
C
C
C.
ISECH=3600
ISFCM=60
IFST=0
REWIND ITAPN
READ INPUT DATA.
IRFGU) — S T A R T TIME IN DAY-HR-M IN-S ECS
JENOm — END TIME IN D-H-M-S
TRCFQ — FREQ TP USF FOR TRACOR-CHANNFLS
It-DG — FLAG=l S A Y S PRINT OUT HEAOER-RECS ON TAPE
IOUT-- FLAGM S A Y S G I V E DETAILED PRINT-CUT
TRCFO, IHDG, KOUT
I 8EG< 31 *I SECM
J ENCl 3) * ISECM
R E A D 5000, IBEG, JEND,
SCOO F O R M A T C8I5.F5. 0,215)
ISECS= IBFG( l ) * ISECD f IBEG( 2) *ISECH
JSECS= JENO«H*1SECD * JENO ( 2 > *I SECH
PRINT 5100, !REG, JEND, ISECS, JSECS
5100 FORMAT (1H-.5X, 29HTIME CF RUN ( DAY-HR-M IN-S EC )=,
* //, 5X, fiHIN SECS=, 110, 3H TO, 1101
"FAD 5000, I R C V R , ITAPE, I YP
CALL SURROUTINES.
+ IBEGJA)
*JEND<4)
415, 3H TO,
CALL GETSWC
IF (I E R R ) 200,50,200
50 CALL COMPUT
?00 REWIND ITAPN
STTP
END
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SUBROUTINE GETSHC
DIMENSION TRCMTI3> , IHEADt 25)
DIMENSION l O A T A C 2 6 ) t X O A T U l 6 ) « XDAT2U6),
^ _*_ SUC (JL6 V. SW CO IF « 24 I . S V AL < VO ) , 10UT (5121
CQMMON/MAfN/ IEND.IFRP, ISECSt JSECSifRCFOtlHDG.Kbuf. ISECHH,
* ITIM1, ITIM2, XDAT1, XCAT2, IPT, IDATA, IT,
* SWC, SWCDIF, JTIM,
* IFST, IRCVR, ITAPE, I YR , IOUT, ITAPN, ITAPO, IHENO
EQUIVALENCE (SWC(1 I ,SVAL(1 I)
C***** _ THIS SUBR™ SEARCHES THE^SWCHHASTE R-f I LE UNTIL IT LOCATES THE
C HALF-HR RFC" THAT WOULD INCLUDE THE START-TIME. TAPE" IS ORDERED
C CN CONSEC. HALF-HRS WITH VALUES FOR THE 12 FREQ-STATS
C***** INITIALIZE VARIABLES.
TRCMT«l)=10.2
20
16
100
C
C T F M P
130
5000
150
5100
170
190
5200
C****200
230
250
5500
270
290
TRC ^ MT I 3 » =TlV3 ....... '" ...... " .................
IPT=-12
READ INPUT TAPE ITAPN, 5000, I OUM
IF|EQF,10) 10,20
CONTINUE
STOP 001 _ _ ___CONTINUE' - - •- - ..... - •
DETERMINE FREQ TO USE FOR TRACOR.
DO 100 IT=1,3
IF ITRCFQ - T R C M T ( I T J ) 100,130,100
CONTINUE
NO MATCH. USE 10.2 DEFAULT OPTION.
IT=l"
READ HEADER 8LK. AT LRC, <.EO.) WILL RFPLACF I.XfJR.)
DO 190 IH=1, 10
READ INPUT TAPE ITAPN, 50CO, IHEAO
FORMAT (25A^»
IF (IHOGI 150,170,150
PRINT siooi IHEA'O
FCRMAT 41HO, 10X, 25A^ )
IF UHEADJ1) .EQ. IHFND) GC5 TO ?00
CONTINUE
P R I N T 5200
FORMAT ( 1HO, 35MNO 9999-FLAG FOUND AT END OF HEADER)
READ TAPE UNTIL T I M E C S E C S I IS WITHIN HALF-HP. OF START-T I^E
T S E £ K = 1
5500, IDATA
300
CTEMP
310
6005
6000
CALL
IPT,
350
CTEMP
370
6100
390
I P T = M O Q (
IF U P T - l l 250,25C,?70
R E A O INPUT T A P E ITAPN,
F O R M A T ( 2 ( 1 1 0 , 1 2 U ) )
GO TO (290 ,250) , ISF.FK
IOIF= ISECS-IOATA( IPTJ
IFUOIF - ISFCHH) 300,23C,230
THE 1ST HALF-HP HAS BFEK FOUND.
CALL GETDST ( I D A T A , XOAT1, ITIM1,
ISEEK=2
OlAG. PRINT.
IF (KOUTJ 310,230,310
PRINT 6005, IDATA
FORMAT (1H0.5X, 9HUSE REC — ,/, 2X,
PRINT 6000, ISECS, ITIM1, X D A T 1
FORMAT (1HO,5X, IflHSTART-T IME ( S E C S ) =
* //, 6X, 16F7.2)
GO TO 230
THE 2ND HALF-HR FOUND.
CALL GETDAT I I DATA ,XDAT2 , ITIM2, IPT,
01 AG PRINT.
IF (KQUT) 370,390,370
PRINT J>10D,_ ITIM2, XDAT2
FORMAT TlHO,5X, i2H2NO HALF-HR=, I10,//
RETURN
END
GETCAT
IT)
?( 110 , 121 < » ) , / )
I ID, 13H 1ST HALF-HR = , 110,
ITI
6X, 16F7.2I
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SUBROUTINE COMPUT
DIMENSION YVALUU6)
DIMENSION IDATA(26) , X D A T K 1 6 ) , XOAT2( 16) ,
* SWCU6) , SWCDIF(24) ,_Sy_ALI40) , IOUTJ512)
COMMON/MAIN/ 'lE~ND, IFRR, ISECSt J SECS.TRCFQ , IHDGt KO~UT,~ I SECHH, "
* I T I M 1 , I T I M ? , X D A T 1 , X D A T 2 t I P T , I O A T A , I T ,
* SWC, SWCOIF, JTIM,
* IFST, IRCVR, 1TAPE, IYP, IOUT, ITAPN, ITAPO, IHENO
EQUIVALENCE ( SWC ( 1 > , SVAL ( I ) »
C***** THIS SURRTN COMPUTES INTERPOL ATEO-SWC VALUES FOR EACH 10-SECS
c " BETWEEN" A HALF-HR" PERIOD. ....... "
C T N T P L T X D A T 1 + < I X D A T 2 - X O A T 1 ) / ( IT IM2- IT IM1 ) ) * < J T I N - I T I M I )
C*****
XTPLTI SWCl ,SVALU,TMDIF )=SWC1 » ISV ALU*TMD IF)
IN IT IAL IZE VARIABLES.
I T V A L = 1 0
X T V A L = I T V A L
JTIM=ISECS
CtMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR IKTERPLTN.
TME=1TIM2-ITIM1
IF«JSEr.S-JTIM)-ISFCHH) 102,103,103
IF( ITIM2-JSECS) 103,10<V,1Q^
J M A X = ( F L n A T ( IT IM2-JT IM ) /XT VAL )* 1.
GO TO 106
J ^ A X = ( F L O A T U S E C S - J T I M ) / X T V A L ) + l.
I F t K O U T ) 110,130,110
PRINT 6000, JMAX
FORMAT (1H0.5X, I4,??H INTERPOLATIONS NEEDED)
00 150 Nl = l ,16
Y V A L U ( N 1 ) = ( X O A T 2 ( N 1 ) - X O A T 1 ( N 1 ) ) / TME
CONTINUE
100
102
103
106
110
6000
130
150
JCNT=1,JMAX
T M D I F = J T I M - I T I M 1
DO 2CO N 2 = l , 1 2
S W C ( N 2 ) = X T P L T < X H A T K N 2 ) ,
200 CONTINUE
JTPC=IT
00 25C N3=13,16
S W C J N 3 ) = S W C ( J T R C )
JTPC=JTPC*3
250 CONTINUE
Y V A L U I N 2 ) , TMDIF)
CTEHP OIAG. PRINTS.
IF tKOUT) 270,2<»0,270
?70 PRINT 6100, JCNT
6100 FORMAT IlHO, 6HINTPLT, K, 1H= )
PRINT 620C, SWC
6200 FORMAT f1HO, RF12.5)
290 C A L L CMPDIF
CALL PRTREC
JT I^JT IM+ITVAL
300 CONTINUE
CTEMP
IF ( K O U T ) 310,330,310
3 1 0 P R I N T 6205, J T I M
6205 FORMAT UNO, 20MAT END GF LOOP JTIM=, 110)
C***** cf TO NEXT HALF-HP IF LESS THAN JSECS ( F.NDTM)
330 IF( IT IM2-JSECS> 400,1000,1000
4CO ITIM1=IT|M2
' no 450 I M V = l , 1 6
X D A T U IMV)= XHAT2I IMV)
450 CONTINUE
IPT=HDDIIPT+13,26)
IF UPT-1) 470,470,500
470 R E A D INPUT T A P E ITAPN, 5500, T D A T A
204
5500 FORMAT (21110, 1214))
500 CALL GETDAT ( I O A T A , XDAT2, HIM?, IPT, IT)
CTEMP CIAG PRINT.
IF tKOUT) 510,100,510
510 PRINT 6305, IDATA
6305 FORMAT (IHO.JJx, 9HUSE REC«,/, IX, 2( I 10, 121 4) ,/)
PRINT 6300," iTIMi, I~TIM2, XOAT1 , XDAT2
6300 FORMAT I1H-, 25HNEXT TIME INTERVAL—Till*, 110, 5HTIM2=, IlOi
* //,5X, 16F7.2,//,5X,16F7.2)
GO TO 100
1000 lENf^l
JTIM=JTJM-ITVAL
CALL PRTREC
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GETfUT ( IDATA, X C A T A , IT IM, IPT, IT)
C***«* THIS SUBRTN LOCATES THE LOGICAL RECORD.
t f ) A T A ( 2 6 ) , X D A T A J 1 6 ) , CONSTOI
C***#* IN IT IAL IZE VARIABLES.
C O N S T ( l ) = l .
C O N S T ( 2 ) = 1 .
CONST(3)=1 .
JPT=IPT
IT IM = IDAT /V( JPT)
JTPC= iT
DO 100 IMVM.12
IF (I f) 50,30,50
30 ir=3
50 JPT=JPT*1
X O A T A d M V U FLQATt l O A T A ( J P T ) ) * C O N S T ( I C )
100 CONTINUE
FIIVJQ SWC S FOR TRACOR.
CO ?00 IMV=13,16
X D A T A ( I M V ) ' X O A T A ( J T R C )
JTRC=JTPC*3
200 CONTINUF
KETUHN
ENH
205
c*****
c
c'~
c
c
c
c
c
"c
f.
c
SUBROUTINE CMPOIF
DIMENSION IDAtA<26), XDATll 16), XDAT2t 16),
* SWCI16), SWCOIFI24), SVALI<tp), IOUT<512)
C_ 0_M HCN /MAI N> f END , 1FRR,ISECS, JSJCS, J RCFOt J^HOG, KOUT^ ISECHH,
* TTIMI", ITIM2, XD/TTI, X D A T 2 , 'IPT, IOAf&t it,
* SWC, SWCDIF, JTTM,
* IFST, !RCVP, ITAPE, IYR, ICUT, ITAPN, ITAPO, IHENO
EQUIVALENCE ( S W C < 11,'SVALI 111
THIS SUBTRN USES THE INTERPOLATED SWC-VALUES TO COMPUTE THE
H*1L°_^~PAIR §*"c*VAJLUES ._
FOLLOWNG COUNTFRS MUST" BE "lNITZ"b~ EACH "TIME""
IOIF—COUNTS NO. OF ELEMENTS IN SWCDIF (SHCDIF(l) TO S W C O I F < 2 4 > »
IPRS—SETS LOOP TO MATCH ALL POSS. S T A T S . WITH 1ST ONE THE SAME
I S T R T — L O C A T E S SINGLE SWC-VAL IN S«C-ARRAY FOR TERM1 OF DIFF
JSTRT—LOCATES SWC-VAL IN SWC-ARRAY FOR TFRM2 OF DIFF
ORDER OF Q1FFS-- i-W2-5/3-6/_ j-7/2-8/3-9/ 1-10/2-11/3-12
"
4-7/S-8/6-9/ 4-10/5-11/6-12/ 7
n-14/13-15/13-16/ 14-15/14-16/ 15-16/
INOS. MUST BE PRESET FOR EACH CALL TO THIS
I O I F = 1
TS'TRTM
SUBRTN.
100
200
OH 200 fM=l,3
DO 100 IP=1, IPRS
S W C O ! F l t n i F ) = S W C U S T R T ) - SWCUSTRT)
SWCniF I IQIF*1)= S W C U S T R T M ) - S W C I J S T R T t U
SWCOiFTiOIF* ;?)='SWC'riS7 rRT*2)' - SWCUSTRT*2 )
J S T R T = J S T R T * 3
CONTINUE
IPRS=IPPS-1
ISTRT_=ISTRT*3
JSfPT= ISTRT *3
CONTINUE
S W C C I F ( 1 9 ) =
S W C D I F ( 2 0 ) =
SV»Cn iF«21) =
S W C C I f l 2 2 > =
SWCDIF < ? 2 ) =
SHCCIF«24)=
S W C U 3 l -SWCd-t )
S W C I 1 3 ) - S W C ( 1 5 )
S W C I 1>) -SWCU5)
swci i^ )-s"wcfifef
swc r i5) -swc( 16)
CTEMP
210
600C
23P
IF (KOUT) 210,230,210
PRINT 600C, SWCCIF
FORMAT (1H0.5X, HHSWCDIf
.RJEJURN ... .
END
VALUES=,/ ,
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SUBROUTINE PRTREC
DIMENSION IPARTm
DIMENSION I D A T A ( 2 6 J i XOATH16) , XDAT2U6I,
..... * .SHC(16), SM.CPIFI2A.).t.. 5W.ALJ.*3.).f._.IQUU5l2J
COMMON/MA IN/ i E NO, i ERR , I SEC sf J SEC s, TRCFO , I HOG , KOUT , is ECHH,
* ITI 1 , I T I M 2 , X O A T 1 , X O A T 2 , IPT , I T A T A , IT ,
* SHCt SWCDIF, JTIM,
* IFST, IRCVR, I T A P E , I Y« , I CUT , ITAPN, ITAPO, IHENO
D A T A IFLG/73,0,0,0,0/
-.INTEGER ..PA.CKj HEAOER ... __ .. ..
EQUIVALENCE I SMC ( 1 ) ,SVAL ( 1 ) )
C***** THIS SUBRTN PACKS AND STORES EACH 10-SEC PEC. UNTIL 512-8UFFR
C IS FULL. IT THEN W R I T E S THE THE PACKED RECORD.
r, *****
I F ( I F S T I 100,50,100
c***** I N I T I A L I Z E V A R I A B L E S .
50 IZEPO=0
11-= 2
IREC=C
IFST=1
C NEED TO USE LRC-HEAOER RTN TO PACK 1ST WCPO.
f-********«t4*****<.***#<.*«*****<I«:***********««i)I*******«l* ***** **********<!«(•
C
IOUTIH= HEADER II RCVR , I TAPE, 0, C, IFLG1
IF (KOUT | 70, ICO, 70
70 PRINT 6000, IRCVR, ITAPE, IYR
6000 FORMAT (1H-, 5X, 28HIOUT 1 — RFCV, TAPE-NC, YR=, 315)
100 IP U E N f l J 500,150,500
C***** INCREMENT WORO-CNTR (III AND LOGIC AL-REC-CNTR ( IRECI.
150 11=11*1
IRECMREC*!
IOIJT( II) = JTIH
IF (KOUT) 170,190,170
170 PRINT 610C, (I, lOUT(I I )
6100 F O R M A T (6X , AHMUT.IA, 3H= , I1C)
r****«, LHCP TO PACK 40 SWC AND SWC-DIFF. VALUES FOR THIS 10-SEC TIME.
190 JSEG=1
Or 300 JJ=l,2
00 2CO JPK=jf)EG, JENO, 3
1 1=11*1
C***** RCUNO OFF BEFORE CHANGING TO AN IfvTEGER.
SVAL(JPK)= SVAL(JPK) » S IGN< .005, SVAH JPK ) »
SVAL(JPK*1)= SVAMJPK*!) » SIGN(.C05, SVAL(JPK*ll)
SVAL( JPK+2) = SVAL(JPK»2) *SIGN(.005, SVALCJPK*2))
IPART(1)= SVALI JPK)*IOO.
IP4RT(2)= SVALI JPK*1)*10C.
IPART(3)= SVAL(JPK»2)*100.
C NEFD TO USE L Rt S PACK RTN TO PACK 3 SWC-VALUES AT A TIME.
f****************** *<.«** *«$«=*****«******* ************ ******* ************£
r
IOUT(II I= P A C K * I P A R T ( i ) , I P A R T ( 2 ) , I P A R T ( 3 ) )
IF (KOUT) 195,200,195
l<55 PRINT 6200, II , IPART
6200 FORMAT (6X, AHIOUT, I ft, 3H= , 31 10)
'200 CONTIN'UE '
IF ( J J - l l ?50,250,300
2 5 0 I I = I I » 1
^ ( S V A L ( 1 6 ) » SIGN( .005,SVAL(16I I I * 100.
207
LSE PACK FOR HORD~~i6 WHICH CONTAINS" ~2 ZEROES^
IOCTni) = PACMITR4, IZERC, IZEPOI
IF (KOUT) 270,290,270
2J_Q_ PRINT 6j2q.OjL_II,_!TR4j I ZERO, I ZERO
290 JBEG=17
JENC=40
300 CONTINUE
IF (IREC-34) 600,330,310
310 PRINT 5000
 f |_RJC_
5000 FORMAT <1HO, 32HERR IN
GO TO 590
330 IF UI-512) 350,^00,350
OF IOUT-ARRAY=, 15)
350 PRINT 5100, fl
5100 FDPPAT _<1HO, _3QHEPR IN WORjVCNT OF tgUT-ARRAY=, 15)
GO "TO 590 ..... " " ~" ......... ....... ""
STORE FINAL BLK-TM AND WRITE RECORD TO TAPE.
400 IOUT(2)=JTIM
IREC=0
11=2
C
C'
C
C (
C
BINARY TAPE OF INTERPOLATED SWC-VALUES.
W R I T E C I T A P O ) IOUT
IF CKOUTI 410,600,410
410 PRINT 6300, I O U T < 2 )
6300 FORMAT JIHQ, 25HRFCOPD COMPLETED AT TIME=, 110)
GO TO 600
***** HAVE COMPLETED TIMF-PER1OD. MUST PAD IOJT W I T H ZEROS
500 ICCfPL=II+l
DO 55C KK=!CnMPL,512
10LT(KK)=0
550 CONTINUE
GO TO 400
S90 IERR=1
60C RETljRN
END
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PMSRBH PKSHCI TflFtlt .TBPE10. INPUT .OUTPUT .TBPES= INPUT .THPEfeOUTPUT I1
i-SKC— fl.
. _S DESIGNED 10 I
! flNY GIVEN TIltt-PERIOO.
HIE fi POCKED TflPE Of SWC-VBUJES
PlnENSlON IBEEim.
DIMENSION IDflTfliaSl. XDRTUlSj. XOflT9U6l.
ISMCI16). SUC01R2HI. SVflHtO). 10UTIS12I
. SUCOIF.
"F5T. 1RCVR.
.
PE. 1VR. IQUT. trflPN. 1TBPO. 1HM)
1IVTR ISECS/0/. JS
nuii/0/. nirc/
IFST/O/.'lOUT/Sl
ICS/Q/. TRCFQ/0-/. IHDG/0/. KOUT/0/.
V. M»Tl/t6^)./. XCBT2/16O-/. IOBTB/26«Q/.
F/24«0./'. JTln/0/.
NO/. ITBPN/10/. THPO/11/. IHENO/HH3933/
^
EOUIVRLENK IS
\
j
IC( 1 ) .SVBLt 1)11
».... IHITlflUZE VHRlHBLfSTI
RERO IhPUT OBTB.
IBEGO)-- STBRT TIME IN DflV-tR-MIN-SECS
IHDG--[OUT--F „_. JVS PRINT OUT HEROER-FECS ON TBPEfcl SflYS GIVE OETBILEO PRINT-OUT
BtERO SOM. 1BEG. JEND. TRCfa. 1HOG. KOUTI
IISECS- [BEGU I-ISECD V [BFE15I«
USECS= JENDtlioISECO •» JE^Pi^'
ECH - [BEG131-ISEO1 •> IBEGI4II
ECH - JEND(3)«lSECn <JEMO(H) I
C..... CHLL SUBROUTINESH
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FUSE J
C SUBROUTINE 6ETSMC")
TROl(3 l . tHESDTgsTI 1C—.. RCBO IflPE UNTIL TlnEISECSI
blttENSION lOBTflieB). XOBTH16). XDfiT8U6l,
ISMCII6I. SMOHFiyil. SVaL(HO). IQUTISlgl
w
IN/ [EMJ.IERR.ISECS.JSECS.TRCFO.IHOG.KOUT.ISECHH.
Mini. [Tin?. XOflTl. XDBT8. IPT. [OflTfl. !T.
S C V R : HfiPE. 1VR. 10UT. ITflPN. ITflPO. iHEIC
IBS IPS^ 1
IBS IPE.I .<) 1
§00 i
IISEI
!?3Q '
7
Ki
IIPT=flOOlI '!••
]
13.26)1
ISUCdl.SVBUllll
THIS SU6RTN SEfiRCHES THE SHC-MflSTER-FlLf UNTIL IT LOCBTES THE
HBLF-HR REC THflT WOJV.O [NaUOE THE STBRT-T1HE. TfiPE IS ORDERED
ON CONSEC. HflLF-HRS HUH VflLUES FOR THE 18 FREO-STflTS
250 ^
IREBD INPUT TflPE i
210 \
0
1
'flPN. SSOO,
7
IDflTfll
SO TO (890.350). ISEEK I
UDIF= sEcs-ioflrm ipTH
|C»»««- THE 1ST HBLF-HR HflS BEtN FOUND- CRLL CETDHT.1
300 T
XCflULEETDflT (1DRTH. XDflTl. ITtnl. IPT. 1TI/
PRINT 6005. IDflrfl
rPRINT 6000. ISECS. IT1H1. XDSTl
REBO HEHDER BLK. M LRC. ( .EQ.I HIU REPLflCE ( .XOfTTj
\CflLLGETDflT UDBTfl.XOflTS. ITIH2, IPT. IT)/
I
IPRINT 5100. IHEBDl
IPRINT 6100. ITin?. MMT2I
210
PSG£ J
i. LRCVK! ITBPE. IVR. JOUT. ITBPN. two.
.**m*m THIS SUBRIN COnPUIfS lNTtRPOtfiTE&-S«C VM.JES FOR ffiCH iO-afS
: TNTPL?" Bxwi« ( ixoA'p-xnu'ii / i intu-inrnj ) • (jiin-uii
UHBX=lFVOBTIITIt1?-Jtlni/XTvm.ul.|
•Rim two! ii'im. 'iin?. xcnri.
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PRGE 1 PAGE
( SUBROUTINE GCTORT HORTfl, <CRTR. it in. !PI. TT>~)
. 32
£«•»»THIS SlfiRTN LOCfiTES THE LOGICfiL RECORD-
E--•
ic--— F^^p sue s FOR TRBCOR.I
_ ,
( SUBROUTINE crippir"T:
tnENSICN IO£TR(26>. X B f i T l l l S J . XDHTZM6IbHCi i s i . swccinasi. SVHLISO). ICUTCSI?!
T)tVU)M/nA!N/ [fro. IERR. !SiCS. JSECS .TRCfO. IH3G.KGUT .(5CCHH.
mm. !Tin2. xcfiM. xt»r?. rp r . (DSTS. ;r.
c . yccif. j T .
ST. IRCVR. Hfi°t:. 1YR. !OUT. IIS°N. ITSPO. iHEUD
'.SHCI1 ) .SVfll 11 illU
THIS SOBTRN u'SEE THE (NTESFQU'tO SWC-VfilJfS TO COfPL'TC THE
SWION-PSIR i-e-VRUJK
COUNTreS 1USI Bf [NITZ 0 ERCH TIMf
JTS NC- Of Elf lENTS IN SUCOIf 'SHCDIPIlDIf--CCUJ . F IFM! TO SUCOIFI2H))
IPRS—St'S IOGP TO ,1fiTCH BU PCSS STftTS MITH 1ST ONE THE Sfi.1t
ISTRT—I OM'tS SINSIE L^;-Vfil IN S«C-fiRRfiY FOR TERT1! OF OIFF
JSTRT—I.Ott'ES SHC-V-L IN SWC-fifRfiV FOR TCW OF CIFF(SCES Gf QlfFS— 1-V5-S/3-6/ l-1/?-8/3-3/ l-td/J-im-U
4-7/S-8/6-3/ 4-tO/S-UA-l?/ 'J-lO.'S-U/9-lSC
13-14/13-lb/13-lS/ IH-lS/ll-lS/li-IS/
IICS. NjST BE PRELE' tBR ESCH CRLL TO THIS SOBRTN-
I S T R T . l
JSTRT -4
DO 2CG ,'fl-l.l
DD IOC .'P.I .'FRS
SWCCIMIOIFI- SUC( ISTRT] - SHCIJS'RT)
3 U C D [ 5 ( I O ! F - l > j S i ta is rRT-l ! - SrfC(J
SWCCIFt ia iF .O) . - Srf[DlFvIDir.3
^TRT -J5TRT.-J
ICONHNJEI
w
^ SHC!131-S>IC(14!
iXCCIf.'EO!--jiCDinsii. sj;ii3i-s>icii6)
i«ICOI!':22l- SUCI ill-SUCUS)
OJCDIFI23I- SHC!!4)-SUC(16)
5i<C01f ( - I- 3IC!15)-SKCI16)
PWE
PRINT 6000. SHC01FI
2L2
PfiGE PflGE 3
( SUBROUTINE PRTREC
, _
IQlriENSiON'lPBRnill
IIOUT( 111= PflCKIIPHRn 11. 1PBRT12I. IPHRTODI
DIMENSION IDfiim26). XDflM(16). XOflT2U6l,
ISHCI16). 5HC01F(21I. SVBU10!. iOUT(S12l.1FLGI5I
w
WinON/HfllN/ IEK>.!ERR.!SECS.JSECS,TRCFO.!HDG.KOUT.[SECHH.
IT! 1. ITIH2. XDST1. XDHT2. !PT. IDflTB. IT.
SMC. SHCDIF. Jlld.
IFST. iRCVR. ITflPE. !YR. [OUT. iTflPN. 1TBPO. IHEND
INTESER PBCK.'HEBDER '
EQUIVfiLENCE I SUCH I.S
>.«. THIS 5UBRTN PflCKS BNO STORES/EflCH 10-STC REC. UNTIL 512-BUFFR
: IS FULL'- IT THEN WRITES THE THE PRCKEO RECORD-
INlTlflLIZE
NEED TO USE LRC-HEflDER RTN TO PSCK 1ST WORD.
I10UTI1)- HEflOER (IRCVR.JTSPC.Q.Q.JFLGll
PSGE '
PRINT 6000. iRCVR. ITflPE. 1YRI
1C-*"- INCREMENT HORD-CNTR (III BND LOSICBL-REC-CNTR 11RECI-I
no ^T
IPRINT 6100. II. lOUTHlTI
j .
g»— LOOP TO PHCK HO SUC HNO SHC-DIFF. VflLUES FOR THIS 10-SEC TmE"H
130 *
JBEG-1
JEW>=1S
DO 300 JJ=1.2
00 200 JPK~XK. JEND. 3
II-II-l
1C..... ROUND OFF BEFORE'CHfiNGING TO BN INTEGER,
•g
SVBLIJPKU SVflLlJPKI » SIGN! .COS.SVHL(JPK))
SVBLIJPK^1)= SVflLlJPK^l) . SIGNl-OOS. SVBL(JPK-I)
" "1= SVBL(JPK-2I » SIGNI-OOS. SVflL(JPK»2))
,PRRT(1)= SVBLIJPKJ-tOO.
PHRTI2I- SVRL(JPK-1)-100.
;PBRT(3d SVflL(JPK-21«100•
E.»...,
NEED TO USE LRC S PBCK RTN TO PRCK 3 SUC-VflUIES RT fl TWE.
ITR4=*ISVflU16l - SIGm.OOS.SVHLliei))- 100
UOUT1II1-PflCKlITRH. 12ERO. 12ER01I
MRITE 11TRPO) IOUTI
213
PB6E 5
HflVE OnPLETED TIME-PERICD. BUST PBO [OUT HUH ZEROS.I
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APPENDIX H
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RECORDED OMEGA DATA
The OMEGA receiver data are recorded on digital tape in 10 second inter-
vals at each receiver complex. The raw data contain relative phase measure-
ment of each transmitter signal from stations A, B, C, and D for all three
frequencies as measured by the NASA-built digital phase-locked loop receiver
and each transmitter station for the selected frequency on the Tracor
receiver. The data are subsequently reformatted and rewritten onto packed
binary tapes and edited (Appendix F). Various types of analysis are possible
using the packed tapes as input to the statistical analysis program. These
include: LOP measurement accuracy analysis, side-by-side receiver
(repeatability) analysis, and uncorrected differential OMEGA error analysis
and skywave-corrected differential OMEGA error analysis.
The Analysis Program
The analysis program is written so that the starting and ending times
between which the analysis is to take place can be indicated as a data entry.
The program assumes that the packed binary tapes which contain the data to
be analyzed exist in edited form. Data cards are used to indicate the total
time period, the sample average time, if desired, and the type of analysis
(i.e., 1—Side by Side Receiver Analysis, 2—LOP Measurement Accuracy Analysis,
3—Uncorrected Differential OMEGA Error Analysis, 4—Skywave Corrected Dif-
ferential OMEGA Error Analysis). In addition, a set of chart phase values
for each station pair is read in. (See Figure H-l for the data card format
instructions.) The output statistics referenced to each chart value of LOP
phase include hourly mean, an unbiased estimate of hourly standard deviation,
hourly rms error, and number of sample points included in each hourly
statistic. A seasonal (normally 24 hours) statistic for the period of interest
is also included as output.
Incorporated in the analysis routine is the ability to specify a sample
averaging time over which ten second samples are to be averaged before the
215
(4 cards for TYPE 1 and 2 Analysis; 7 cards for TYPE 3 or 4 Analysis)
Card 1: FORMAT(715)
Words 1 and 2: Start analysis hour and day (GMT)
Words 3 and 4: Stop analysis hour and day (GMT)
Word 5: Year
Word 6: Number of samples over which to average data points
Type 1 or 2 Analysis
Cards 2-4: FORMAT (8F10.0)
Words 1-24: Chart LOP phase
Type 3 or 4 Analysis
Cards 2-4: FORMAT (8F10.0)
Words 1-24: Chart LOP phase for (receiver 1 - receiver 2)
Card 5: FORMAT (II, A3, 12, 14, 2A3, F7.4)
Word 1: Type of Analysis (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) [II]
1 - Side-by-Side Receiver Analysis
2 - LOP Measurement Accuracy Analysis of RCVR 1
3 - Uncorrected Differential Omega Error Analysis
4 - Skywave-Corrected Differential Omega Error Analysis
5 - LOP Measurement Accuracy Analysis of RCVR 2
Word 2: Month of Analysis Run [A3]
Word 3: Day of Analysis Run [12]
Word 4: Year of Analysis Run [14]
Word 5: Location of RCVR 1 [A3]
Word 6: Location of RCVR 2 [A3]
Word 7: Frequency of Tracer Receiver [F7.4]
Cards 6-11: Print-out labels (these are always the same)
Figure H-l. Input data format for analysis program (OMEGA).
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Fig. H-l. Continued.
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various statistics are calculated. This can vary from no sample averaging
up to 10 minute averaging. Averaging is accomplished using a sliding window
type sample average. The last N raw data samples are averaged to provide a
new smoothed sample at each 10 second sample point. For each successive
smoothed sample a new raw data sample is accumulated into the average as
the earliest of the N raw data samples is dropped. Whenever bad data are
encountered, the average sample output is interrupted for an N sample time
duration. Thus bad data do not bias the sample averaging process. The
resulting sample set represents the result of low pass filtering of the raw
data. Appendix I describes this sample averaging filter in more detail.
The LOP phase measurements on the packed binary tapes are scaled on the
interval (0,100) centicycles (cec) at the particular frequency of measure-
ment. The true value of the variable of Interest, (0,100) cec, is input to
the particular analysis program and unbiased measurement are calculated. The
resulting unbiased measurements on the interval (-100, +100) cec are then
scaled to the interval (-50, +50) cec. The assumption made in the statistical
analysis is that the deviation of the measurement from the true value will
be less than or equal to 50 cec. The mean calculated is then an average
difference between the data and the assumed true value. The standard de-
viation is a measure of the deviation from the mean of the data and the rms
difference is a measure of the deviation from the assumed true value.
Requested run time should be 400 seconds on the CDC-6600 machine. Re-
quested core is 42000 words and 0/S calls are 3000.
Figure H-2 is a listing of the analysis program. Figure H-3 summarizes
the various types of analysis that can be made with program OMEGA.
218
Fig. H-2. Analysis program listing and flow chart.
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PROGRAM OMEGAlTAPE10»INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5rINPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE7)
C
C TAPE 7 WILL BE A MAGTAPE HQUPING RESULTS FOR IBM 370.
C
C*** ************************************************ *******************CC_ THIS PROGRAM IS OESIGNEO TO READ IN COMPARISON DATA AND FIND C
C HOURLY AND SEASONAL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS. C
C THE MAIN PROGRAM JUST READS IN TIME PARAMETERS AND THEN CALLS C
C VARIOUS SUBROUTINES. C
C »»»»«**»»*»*»*»»*»**»*»»»*»*»*****«**»*«»»»***»**»****»»»»*»***»* *»***c
...... COMMON/SUV IREAC, TPRINT t ITAPN, MEND, lERR, ~
1 IHR, FOAY, JHR, JOAY, IYR, ISAMP, E S T M N J 2 4 ) ,
2 IFLAGIZ't), ITRAN(4I,NSEND,I80
COMMON/SUB I/ IOLD, I STOP, ISECH, I SECO
C*****
C READ IJl_START_TIME-jMHR_,_lpjSiY __ 1JOP JIME— ^ HR , JDAY AND YEAR — IYR
~c"~ " THEN "CHANGE" >fME~To SECONDS.
C ALSO READS IN NO. OF M FNUTES 11-5) FOR AVERAGE SAMPLING.
REWIND 7
READ ( IREAD,5000» IHR, 10AY, JHR, JOAY, IYR, ISAMP
,R E A n t J R E A 0
 t »?<> Q.| 130 __ _ ____
4990 FORM ATI 15)
5300 FORMAT (615)
READ UREAO,5001) IESTMN(K ),K=l
5001 FORMAT (8 F 10.0)
IOLD= IDAY*ISECO * !HR*ISECH
ISTPP=JPAY*ISECD
CALL GETSTR
CHFCK FOR SUBROUTINE ERRORS.
IF (IERR) 200,50,200
50 IF IIEND) 200,150,200
150 CALL STAT
IF" (IFRP) 203,300,200
200 WRITE (IPRINT, 50101 IHR, IHAY, IYR, JHR, JOAY, IYR
5010 FORMAT ( 1H , 5X, ISHDESIREO TIME SPAN WAS UN HR-DAY-YR)
I I?,IH-,I3,1H-,K, 4H TO , 12, 1H-, 13, 1H-, 14)
30J CALL FX IT
END
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SUBROUTINE GSTSTR
C**********************************************************************cC THIS SUBROUTINE READS"THE FIRST INPUT RECORD CALLS UNPACK- C
_L _ __JL!N TO UNPACK HEADER INFO CHECKS THE .HEADER THEN FIJNOS C
C THE FIRST GOOD RECORD_THAT STARTS AT THE BEGINNING HOUR." ~ " C
C**********************************************************************cCOMMON/SU3/ IREAD, IPRlNT, ITAPN, IF.NO, IERR,
1 IHR, IOAY, JHR, JOAYt IYR, I SAMP, 6STMN<24),
2 IFLAG<24), ITRAN(4),NSENO,ieO
.cgjy*ON/syBI/_!QLJJ^ JSJTQP t_UICH, js ECO
COMMON/SUB2/ IBLM512). IAI5), IB(5), IC t5> , IDI5), NO, IHAX
COMMON/SUB3/ O A T A C 2 4 ) , IT ME, IREC, IUNPK, IEST
COMMON/SUB*/ X M N C 2 4 ) , X S T O ( ? 4 ) , RMS(24) , IFST,
1 ICNTt24), ITOTI24), ISE6S, NHR, NOAY,KEY
INTEGER FLO,EOF
I_NEW» lOLD » 1SECH
100 RE40 ( ITAPN) IBLK
IF (EOF,ITAPN) lOOtlSO
C********************************************************************#*cC
C
_c_
C
C
C
C
C
GET HEADER-INFO. FROM UNPACK-PTN. DATA FIELDS ARE
1.ID OF RECV1/ 2.TAPE NO. OF RECVl/ 3.ID OF R6CV2/
.*»IA?f.'_M32 °f BECV.2Z. ?«DATJ JN Y E A R S .
"PARAMETERS "ARE " " "~ "
IAI51—BEG. BIT OF EACH CATA FIELn— 0,5,15,20,30.
IBC5I—LENGTH OF EACH FIELD— 5,10,5,10,10.
IC<5)—DATA WORD CONTAINING THIS FLO — I, 1, I, 1, 1.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
NC=5—NH. OF FLD-CALLS. IUNPK=0—GOES TO 1ST. PART OF UNPACK. C
150 CALL UNPACK
IF (10 (3 ) ) 200,1000,200
200 IF ( ID(5I - |YR) 1100,250,1100
250 IENDTM= IRLKI2)
C * ** **C__ _ CHPfK FINAL TIJ'E IN THIS BLOCK W I T H STARTING TIME.
" i n i p p = IFNOTM" -""loto"
IF UOIFF) 100,350,300
IF (IOIFF-9) 350,350,310
IF U E N O T M - I N F W ) 320,320,1200
I R E C = I
GO TO ^GO
IREC= I MAX
PJNPK=l
300
310
320
350
400
410 CALL UNPACK
C*****C IF THIS IS THE 1ST. GOOD RECORD, RETURN
IF UFNO) 2000,450,2000
ft5_Q..lF UTIMF-l.QLO) .500.1150.0., 1500.
500 I«EC= IR»?C + I
GO TO 410
ELSE CONTINUE TO READ.
C ERROR CONATIONS.
1000 W R I T E U PRINT, 60001 < I D « I ) , 1=1,4)
6000 FORMAT (1HO, 4X, JbHINCORRECT TAPE WAS MCUNTEO RECVl — , 15,
I 10HTAPF NO. — , 17, 7HRECV2— , 15, IOHTAPE NO.— ,17)
C***** TEMP. STEP. IF TAPE ISN T A MERGED TAPE, PROG. SHOULD END.
GO TO 2CO
1100 WRITE (IPRINT, 60101 !YR, 10(5)
6010 FORMAT (IHOt 5X, 40HIMPUT YEAR AND YR. ON TAPE DON T MATCH — ,217)
J10 JTO.L3QJ ..... _ .. ........
WRITE ( IPRINT.6020) IHR
FORMAT ( 1HO, 5X, 32HNO DATA FOUND FOR STARTING HR. — , 110)
1200
6020
1300
1450 ITAPNREWIND
RETURN
150Q CONTINUE.
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KEY=ANJH.FLDJ'VO,4, IBLKmj.t 151.
4^**««*******~ - ~^- ...
HAS TAPE BEEN EDITED IF KEY=0 THEN. NO.
C.
C.
.C
_
SE_T ALL TRANSMITTER INDICATORS TO ON. CNSEND=0).
THEN STATIST ICS CAN BE RUN ON UNEDITED DATA. PRINT OUT
WILL INDICATE RESULTS ARE FQR ILNEDIlio__pATA_. _
C
C
C
C
. ... C
C*^**************** ************************************ ****************CDO 2015 K=i»4
2C15 t T R A N < K » = 0
RETURN
C* *»***«»««*»*»»««»»***»«»»*****»**»»»***<'*»*»<•«»«»«**»**»»»«»**»* *»*«»c
"" ..... " ............ " "" "" """ "~ "" ........ ' ......... "c
C EDITED TUPE. SET ANY I TRAN=l FC« TPANSMITTFR NOT ON.
c
C
2020 LOC= 39
0
_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
LTtC= LOG * I
INn=AND«FLn(LOC,l , ieLK«l)
IF (IND) 2025,2030,2025
2025 I T P A N « K I = 0
GO TO 2035
..
2035"lSUM= I SUM » l NO
2040 CONTINUE
r.
C
c
SET MSEND=0 IF ALL T R N S H I T T E R S ON. OTHERWISE NSENO=1.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
C*** ************* ************************************ ********** *********C"
IF (ISUM-4) 20A5,2050,20A5
20^5 NSF.ND= 1
RETURN
2050 NSEND* 0
RETUPN_
"END" " ..... ""
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. SUBROUTINE UNPACK ..... _. . . _ .
C******* ********************************************************** *****CTHIS SUBROUTINE. UNPACKS DATA FIELDS, USING THE
LLALSO READS THE INPUT TAPE WHEN .MORE. DATA JJL
ARGUMENTS FOR FLp-FUNCTiaN ARE
APG1— FIRST BIT OF DATA.
FLO-FUNCTION.
NJEDjEDi ___
ARG2 — LENGTH OF DATA .
ARG3 — NO. OF THE WORD THAT CONTAINS THE DATA.
IUNPK=Q — UNPACKS HEADER FIELDS. IUNPK=1— UNPACKS CECS-FIELDS.
c*** ***** ** *_* ****** **** ******* ***? ** **_*; ********************************Q
COMMON/SUB/ I READ, IPRINT, ITAPN, IEND, lERR, .......
1 IHR, IDAY, JHR, JOAY, IVRt ISAMP, ESTMN(2A) t
? IFLAG(2^I« ITRANI^J ,NSEND,I80
COMMON/SUR2/ IBLK(5l2»t IA(5) t l R « 5 ) t I C ( 5 ) t ID<5» t N0 t I MAX
COMMON/SUB3/ D A T A ( ? 4 ) f ITIME, IREC, IUNPK, IEST
100
D A T A P l V / l O O . / t I M U L T / 1 5 / , I S K I P / 3 /
IF ( I U N P K | 1000,100,300
00 150 1=1, NOj=icm
10(11= F L O I I A ( I ) , I B ( I ) , I B L K t J I I
_____ L50_ -
300
310
320
C*****
C
C
C
c*****400
GO TO 1500
IF U M A X - I R F C ) 310,400,400
R E A D U T A P N ) IBLK
IF C E O F , I T A P N ) 1400,320
I R E C = 1
IN EACH BLOCK, WORDS"I ~2~ ARE HEADER- INFO." THEN THERE ARE
34 15-WORD RECORDS. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STATION PA IRS ARE
STOPEO IN WORDS 8-15.
I M U L T I S K I PIWORD= (IREC-H *
lTIMe=IBLK(.IWORp)
IWnRD= I WORD * 6
IF ST=AND« FLD( 56,1, IBLK< IWORD)),! )
00 450 J=l,24,3
IWORP * I
FLD( 0,20, IBLKUWORD))
FLD( 20^20, IBLKdWORD)!
TERM3= FLD(4P,20, IBLKUWORD))
OATA(J) = TERM1/OIV
I k,ORD
Tf*Ml
D A T A < J * 1 J = TERM2/DIV
O A T A ( J * 2 I = TE^M3/DIV
450 CONTINUE
00 451 J=l ,?4
I F f C A T A U ) .GT. -500.00) GO TO 451
451
t E S T = l
CONTINUE
GO TO 1500
GO TO 1500
1000
1400
1500
W R I T E
FORMAT
IERR=l
IENO=1
REWIND
RETURN
END
( IPRINT,5000) IUNPK
UHO, 5X, 14HERRCR— IUNPK=,I5)
ITAPN
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SUBROUTINE STAI
C JHEN_JFO_R _THE JOT At JEST-PER|OD. DATA IS .STORED AS FOLLOWS
c DATA] i»—NOR * TR 1*10.2.'_ OATAf? i--NbRVtRi*i3.6 O A T A < 3 J--NOR, TR 1*11.3
C DATAI4)—NOR,HAW*i6.2 ~DATA» 5 )—NOR, HAW*13. 6 DATAI6)—NOR»HAW*11.3
THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS MEANS AND STD. DEVIATIONS FOR EACH HOUR, C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
C "DATAJ 1)"N6R.»NPK* 10. 2_OATAJ_8l^-NORtNDK*13.6
C OAT Aj"lQ|-fRi,HAW*l0.2 P*IA.I_li )£TR I*HAM*13_.6
C DATA!13)-TR I , NOIK* "i 0 . 2 DATA tl 4)-TR 1 ,NDK*13".6
OATAC9)--NOR,NDK*11.3
"OATAl iZI-TRI ,HAW*il. 3
OATAC15 j-TRI,NOK* L1.3
OATAl18!-HAH,N9K*11.3
OATf t<2 i ) -TRACOR 1-4
OATAl2*t-TRACOR 3-*
C pATAa6>-HAW,NOK*l0.2 DATAJ171-HAW,NDK*13.6
C D A T A C 19J-TRACOR 1-2 _r"pATA(| 2p)-TRACdR 1-3
C pATA<22) -TRACOR 2-3 DAfA(23|-TRACOR 2-4
c '1 " _ "
c*********************************************************************$c
__'_ COMMON /SUR / IR E AD , TPR i NT
 T I TA PN, tiNOj_ijRR_,
1 IHR, rOAY," JHR, JDAY, IYR, ISA'MP, EStHNI2*4),
2 IFLAG»24|, ITRAN« 41,NSEND,I 80
COMMON/SUBi/ into, ISTOP, ISECH, ISECO
COMWN/SUB3/ O A t A ( 2 4 » , ITIME, IREC, IUNPK, 1EST
COMMpN/SUB4/ XMNI24), XSTDt241, RMSI 24), IFST,
'_'!_]_' JCW<24),T ITOTI24), ISEAS. NHR, NPAY,KEY
DIMENSION PART If 24), PART2I24I , SSllMf24f, SSQR("24» , ~""
1 "TSUMI24), TSQR<24», IPNT(24», KK(24), SAMPAC(24,601
DATA PART1/24*0.0/, PART2/24*6.0/, SSUM/24*0.OX, SSOR/24*0.0/,
fTSOfV24*6.O/, TSQR/24*p.o7, IPNT/24*!/,KK/24*l/
00 50 K=l,24
D0_50 J_=l,60
50 SA* !PAC<K t J )= 0.3
C**********************************************************************£c . . . . . . . . . .
 c
c nn WE WANT SAMPLE" AVERAGING c
C If SO THEN is AMP N.EO. 0. C
c_" 1 __'__ ' " __ _ _ c
C*******************>**************************************************£
IF f l S A M ' P - l ) 130,130,100
£ ****************************<.*******************************<:<:* ****<<<,<,(;
C C
C TO INITIALIZE, SET SAMPLE AVG ACCUMULATOR POINTERS OT 3NE. C
C _' _ _ C
c**********************************************************************c
100 CO 120 K * i , 2 4
120 I P N T J K ) = 1
130 I U N P K = 1 . ..
|NEXT= IOLO * ISECH
150 JF <ITIME-IOLO) 1000f250,200
C
C
C
C
C
c.
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
THIS RECORD SHOULD BE ACCUMULATED WITH PRESENT HOUR. C
PARTI—PARTIAL SUMS OF MEAN ACCUMULATOR. C
SSUM- HOURLY MEAN ACCUM. TSUM- TOTAL PERIOD MEAN ACCUM. C
PART2—PARTIAL SUMS FOR STD DEV. ACCUMULATOR. C
SSQRrHOURLJt STO ACCUf. TljQ«-TQT PE«IQO .STO. ACCUM. . C
FCNT/ TOTALS Of READINGS/HOUR. ifot— TOTALS FOR SEASON. C
IREC— RECORD COUNTER FOR UNPACK, C
ARRAYS- C
IPNTC24)- INDICATES THAT SAMPLE ACCUMULATOR IS TO BE C
STARTED. THIS OCCURS EITHER AT BEGINNING OF SEASON OR AFTER C
BAT) DATA. 0 ME AN S ACCUMULATORS ARE_WCRKING. 1 MEANS START C
~ICNTf24f- HOURLY SAMPLE COUNTER OF SAMPLES USED IN FORMING' C
S T A T I S T I C S C
IFLAG(24|- BAD DATA FLAG. IF 1 THEN DISREGARD DATA. IF 0 C
THEN DATA IS NOT TO BE DISREGARDED UNLESS TRANS IS DOWN C
KM 24)- SAMPLE COUNTER IN EACH SAMPLE AVG ACCUMULATOR. C
S_AMPACJ24, 60 ) - S AMPLE ACCUMUL ATOR S FOR SAMPLE _AVE RAG I_NG. C
C
224
200 _!F_UTI.ME-INEXTJ 250^500^50.0
*******'*********** ********* 4
'_'_ ~SCALE 'DATA~bN~-49.9.~"»sb.b RANGE.
250 CALL.XMEAN
If ( ISAMP-11 258,258,710
258 IF (IESTI 310,259,310
I******** «_**** ****
START HERE FOR NO SAMPLE AVG. AND NO BAD DATA.
C
C
C
C ""
c
c . . .. .
c
DOES THE CURRENT RECORD HAVE ANY PAD DATA
iFjso. THEN. JEST N"._EO.O. . .
c
c
c
c
c
c
259 00 300 K=i,2<»
260 PARTKK) = PARTKKJ + DATA(K)
"
270
_ . _ _ _ _
ICNT(K)= ICNT(K» V I
IF ( M O D ( I C N T ( K ) ,901 > 300,270,300
SSUM(K)= S S U M < K t * P A R T K K )
S S O R ( K ) = S S O R « K ) + P A R T 2 ( K )
P A R T 1 ( K » = 0.0
P A R T 2 < K » = 0.0
GO T-'l A<50
c c
C STAPT HERE FOR NO SAMPLE AVG. AND SOME BAD DATA. C
C C
C 4 *****«« *«i* ******* $*«*$********'**#* *********** ******* ************'*****C
310 DO 350 K=l,24
IF ( r F L A G C K M 350,320,350
320
350
~
P A R T l ( K I = P A R T K K ) * O A T A K )
P A R T 2 ( K ) = P A R T 2 1 K ) * <D ATA <Kl **2 )
f C N T « K ) = I C N T ( K ) + 1
IF" (MOD« I C N T ( K ) 790n 350,3*
S S U M ( K ) = S S U M ( K ) » P A R T K K )
S S Q R I K ) = SSOHIK) » P A R T 2 C K )
P A R T I (K) = 0.0
PART2<K)= 0.0
CONTrNUE
"tREC= IREC + 1
C A L L UNPACK
IF IIEND) 500,150,500
C ENO OF 1-OUK.
c" "
C
S T A T I S T I C S .COMPUTE HOURLY
MEAN= I 1/N) * SUM "OF XII)
STO DEV= SOPT l l l / «N- l» ) * (SUM<XU»**2» -U /NJ* ISUM(X{ I))**2»
C.
C
RMS ERROR= S O R T ( l / N ) * S U M ( X J I ) * * 2 ) )
C
C
C
C
c
c
.************************#£
500
503
00 600 K=l
IF ( iCNT<K)) "503,600,503
XCNT= ICNTIK)
CONST1= 1. / XCNT
CONST2= 1. / (XCNT-1.)
225
C**********************************************************************Cc~ "" "i r " " " c
C LF LSEAS= 0, HOURLY STATISTICS. OTHER WljSjE JSE_ASONAJL_ STAT. C
~" c
IF I ISEAS) 510,530,510
510 TEMTOT= TSU»MK)
TEH SQP = T S Q R t K )
GO TO 55 ji
530
553
TEMTOT* S S U M ( K )
TEMSO.R = SSUftW
X M N < K » = CONSTl
TEMP= TEMSQR -
STO = CPNST2 *
* P A R T l ( K )
t P A R T 2 ( K 1
* TEMTOT
CONST1 * J T E M T O T * * ? )
TEHP
590
600
. - _
*RMS«K)= SORTICONSTl" *
IF I IS6ASI 600,590,600
TSUM(K»= TSUM(KI * TEMTOT
T S O R ( K » = T S O R ( K ) + TEMSQR
CONTINUE
C
c
c
c
IF THIS IS END OF T I M E PERIOD, CALL PRTO AND EXIT .
OTHERWISE REPEAT.
C
C
C
C
.
"610 CALL PRTO
GO TO 1500
633 NOAY* IOLO / ISE.CD
NHR= IIOLO - ( N D A Y
CALL PPTO
.0.0 6J.2 K = 1,2A
632 I T O T « k ) = i fOTIK) » ICNTU)
IOLO= tNEXT
INEXT= INEXT * ISECH
IF HOLD- I STOP » 640,640,703
640 IF ( IFNO) 700,645,700
* I S E C O J J / ISECH
CLEAP ACCUMULATOR ARRAYS ANO BEGIN NEW HOUR
645 00 650 K = l , 2 4
I C N T { K ) = C
_ P A R T 1 < K | _ = 0 .0
PA'R f"2< K~) = o. c
S S L V ( K ) = 3.0
S S Q R ( K ) = 3.0
X«N(K)= 0.0
X S T C ( K ) = 0 .0
_ R M S ( K ) = C . O
650 CONTINUE
Gil TO 150
C
C
C
HAVE COMPLETED THE SEASONAL S T A T I S T I C S .
C
C
C
********** *'****£700 PO 705 K = l , 2 4
7 0 5 I C N T ( K ) = I T O T ( K )
I S E A S = 1
GO TO 500
713 IF ( I E S T ) 801,71l,8Cl
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C»**»*»*******»**»*»*««»**»»***««***«*»*****»**«««*»*»**«*«»»»»»«»»»»«:»C
--_. .
C START HERE KITH SAMPLE AVG. NO BAD DATA; C"
"c " " " " " " " " " . . . . . " ' " -~ - - - c
7U lcT75b'~Tc=i;24
IF JIPNTIK.J)
~
GO TO 745
720 N
' ' 725,73^7^0;
= D A T A ( K l
KK ( K)_= I KM K) + 1 )
"GO TO 745 ~
SA'MPACtk',N')» DATA<K) "
SUM= 0.0 "
00 740 I=1,1 SAMP
SUM* SAMPAC1K,!) .
NK= I + 1
IF (I - I SAMP) 733,735,735
733 SAMPAC<K,n= SAMPACIK.NKJ
735 S f t K P A C ( K , I ) = 0.0
740 CONTINUE
P A R T l t K ) = P A R T K K ) * ISUM / ISAMP)
P A R T 2 ( K » = P A R T 2 ( K | * ! (SUM / ISAMP)**2)
ICNT(K)= ICNT(K» * 1
l"* PARTl'lKI " "~" " " ........ ..............
SSQR(K I= SSQRIKI » P6RT2IK.)
PART1«K)= 0.0
P A R T 2 < K ) = 0.0
745 IPNT(K)= 0
750 CONTINUE ___ _ __ _ _
GO TO 490
C**4>******4»f*4>4i ****»> *********************** ***************************£C C
C START HERF WITH SAMPLE AVG. SCME BAD DATA. C
C C
IF ( I F L A G I K J ) 804,805,804
804 I P N T « K ) = 1
GO TO 850
805 IF ( IPNT IK ) ) 820,820,810
__SIO. JCKiK»-l.. ....._. __________
N= KKtKI
S A M P A C « K , N ) = O A T A ( K )
K K ( K J = K K « K ) * 1
GO TO 845
820 N=KMK >
. JF ! N-IJ5 A. M_P1_J2 5.^ 93.0, 830
825 S A M P A C I K , N » = D A T A ( K )
KK(K)= KK(K) + 1
GO TO 845
830 S A M P A C « K , N ) = O A T A 1 K )
SUM= 0.0
DO.' JftQ_J_=L»LlAMP ____
'SUM="SUM * SAMPACIK , ! )
N K = 1 * 1
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IF ( I - ISAMP) 833i835,835
833 SAHPACIK , ! )= SAMPACJK,NK»_
GO TO 840 ~'_" _
835 SAHPACtK,n = Q.O __
840" CONTINUE
P A R T H K | = PARTI IK) *_j_SUM / ISAHPI
PART2«Kf= PART2(Kr> _< TSUM / ISAMP»**2)
I C N T ( K ) = " l C N T ( K ) * 1
IF (MnD(iCNTfK)'*90n 845,841,845
841 SSyM(K)= S S U M t K l * PARTIU)
S S C R ( K ) = S S O R C K ) * P A R T 2 C K J
PARTHKI= 0.0
P A R T ? « K ) = 0.0
845 IPNT<K)= 6
850 CONTINUE
GO TO" 490
C CANNOT FIND DESIGNATED HOUR. REWIND TAPE AND FLAG. C
C C
C************************>M^*** ***************************************** C1000 WRITE UPRINT.SOCO'l ITIME,ICLD
5000 FORMAT ( jjjl «44HT IME ON T A P E LESS THAN CURRENT (-OUR ._ END JOB, 2110)
" "" " - - - - - - - ..........
GO TO 500
1500 REW IND ITAPN
RETURN
END
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.SUBROUTINE XMEAN
COMMON/SUB/ IREAD, IPR INT, ITAPN,, IENO, IERR,
1 IHR, IDAY, JHR, JDAY, I YR , ISAMP, ESTMM24I,
2 __ LFLAG(2»UtTRAN(ji,NSENCt 180 ____ __ _ __ __ _
COMMON/SU83/ D A T A t 2 4 > » ITIME, IREC, IUNPK, IEST
DIMENSION NTRAN(4,12)
DATA NTR AN/ 1, 1,4,7,2,2,5,8,3,3,6,9,4,10,10,13,5, 11,11,14,6,12,12,1
15, 7, 13,16, 16, 8,14,1 7, 17, 9, 15,18,18, 19, 19, 20, 2 1,20,22, 22, 23,21, 23,
224,247, XMIN/-50.0/, XMAX/*5Q.O/
«»
_
C ARE THERE ANY TRANSMITTERS DOWN C
C " ' ' . C
C*^ ******** ******# ft************ ************* ***************************C
IF (NSENO) 110,170,110
C******* ********** *********j********************************************C
c~ ...... ...... " " "" ............. " " " ...... "' ~ ..... c
C IF ANY TRANSMITTER IS DOWN. ENTER HERE. C
C ARE THERE ANY OTHER BAD DATA C
C C
c*************** ************************************************** *****c
_JUO IE_±JFST) 115^,145,115 ___
c******************** ************************* v************************c
c c
C SOME TRANSMITTER DOWN. SDME OTHER BAD DATA. START LOOP HERE. C
C C
c ********************************************************************* *c
115 CO 22C K=l,?> .
DO 135 J=l,4
IF UTRANUI) 120,135,120
120 DO 130 L=1,12
IF IK-NTR/SN(J,tn 130,125,130
125 IFLAG(K)= 1
GO TO 220
130 CONTINUE
135 CONTINUE
IF ( O A T A ( K ) + 4 0 0 I 1*0,140, 190
140 I F L A G < K ) = I
GO TO ??0
190 OIFFR= J AMOD«OATA< K) , 100. » » - ESTMN(K)
IF JOIFFR) 195,215,205
195 IF IDIFFR-XMIN) 200,200,215
200 OIFFR= DIFFR » 100.
GO TO 215
205 IF C D I F F R - X M A X ) 215,215,210
210 DIFFR= DIFFR - 100.
--215 P A T A J K ) = DIFFR __ __
i 'FL*G«k) = 6
220 CONTINUF
RETLRN
C ' C
C SPMF TRANSMITTER DOWN. NO OTHER BAD DATA. START LOOP HERE. C
c ..... " " ...... " ..... c
c *************************************************************** *******c
145 00 320 K=l,24
DO 165 J=l,4
IF HTRANi iJS) 150,165,150
150 DO 160 L=1,12
"IF (K-NTRA"N(J,L)) 160ti55tl60"
155 IFLAG(K)= 1
IEST= 1
GC TO 320
160 CONTINUE
165 CONTINUF
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J90 D I F F R = IAMgpJLDALAjKlilOO._JJ_ 1
_ LF-iPlJifKJ 295,315,^05jJ2- __ "
If' (0 If PR.rJ(M ™ J J300, 300 , 3 15 "
" * ~ ~
_ _ _ _ _
__ GCLin_3_15 . _ ____ " __
305 IF IQIFFR-X M A X ) 315,315,310
_-_ log.
315 OATAJIO* _OIFFR _ __
0
R E T U R N
C _ ___ _ " 7 " c
C _ NO T R A N S M I T T E R _OOWN. E'NTER HERE._ - ^
c _'_ ... . . . . . . . ^ A R E THERE'ANY JAD D A T A " ... . . . _ c
"c" ..... - - -^- -- ..~ c
170 IF I IFSTJ ITS, .185, 17J5 _ __ _
C*** ************************************** ***!»*•** ** it'*******'*** ********cc.',".". ' "_"_ _ L " . !'.!..'_..' !".'._.'.'_ ""."1". r.".".".I"l ".... '" . . . ..... .c
C . NO TRANSMITTER DOWN. SCME OTHER BAD TATA. START LOOP HERE. C
C _ . . . . . . . . _ . _ . _ . C
£*************************************** +« ************************ «****£
. 175..DO 42.0.. K»l"t2« ". . . _______ .. ....... ..._ .............. _______ '. . ...
_______ IF < n A T A ( K ) * » O O t 180.160.390 ______________
180 IFLAG(K)* 1
GO TO 420
390 OIFFR= <AMOD(DATA«Kl ,100.» l - ESTMN(K)
I F ( O I F F R J
395 IF . ( O I F F R - X M I N 1
- 4Q5. D.1 FFR= JJ1FFR
GO TO M5
405 IF I D I F F « - X M A X ) 415,415,410
410 OIFFR= OlFFR - 100.
415 O A T A ( K ) = * OIFFR
I F L « G ( K I = 0
. 4.20..jC.f)N.TJNU£ ______ ........ ________ ....... __________ ......... _. _ ..........
R E T U R N
C ******************************************************* *******c*******C
C C
C NO TRANSMITTER DOWN. Nf) OTHER BAD DATA. START LOOP HERE. C
C CC* *»*«*»**»*»*»**»»«*»**»»»«*»**»«»*»»»»******«*»»*»»»«****»****«««»»» »c
"l85 DO 520 K=l" f24 " "" "" "" " " " .....
490 OIFFR= lAMODCDATAW. lOO.M - ESTMN(K)
IF i n i F F R I 495,515,505
495 IF ( O I F F R - X M I N ) 500,500,515
500 O I F F R = O I F F R » 100.
_____ _GQ TO _515. _ _ _ -
505 IF ( O I F F R - X M A X ) 515,515,510
510 D I F F R = O I F F R - 100.
515 P A T A | K ) = O I F F R
IFLAG(K»= 0
520 COMINUE
RETURN ........ ________ ____ ___ __________ __________
END
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SUBROUTINE "RTO
COMMON/SUB/ IREAD, IPRINT, ITAPNt IEND, lERRt
| IHR, IDAY, JHR, JDAY, IYR, ISAMP, ESTMN<24»,
2... IFLAG(?4),IT.R.ANJ41,NSENn,I80
COHMON/SUB2/ IBLK(512), IA(5) , IB15), IC(5), 10(5), NO, IMAX
COMMON/SUB4/ XMN<24) , X S T D ( 2 4 l , PMS(24) , IFST,
I ICNT<24), ITOT(24J , ISEAS, NHR, NDAY,KEY
DIMENSION LAREL(5 ,24 I
c
c
c
c
c
c
c .
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
r
c
c
c
c
r * ** t ^
r.
c
c
THIS S
HEAOIN
i.
OR 2.
OR 3.
OR 4.
OR 5.
OUTPUT
HOUR A
RECEIV
INPUT
i
^$$*$******
PRINT
UBROUTINE READS PRINT LABEL POINTERS FOP FIRST PAGE
G. S T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S FOR EITHER
SIDE BY SIDE RECEIVER A N A L Y S I S
LOP MEASUREMENT ACCURACY A N A L Y S I S OF RECEIVER 1
UNCORRECTED DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA ERROR ANALYSIS
S K Y - W A V E CORRECTED DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA ERROR A N A L Y S I S
TYPE 2 TEST USING RECEIVER 2
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c.
c
c
c
c
i***************************************Cc
c
c
INCLUDES DATE OF RUN, TOTAL DATA
ID HOURLY S T A T I S T I C S , D A T A SAMPLE
:R POSITION LOCATIONS.
D A T A
LABEL(M.N) M=I ,5, J=l,?4 FORMAT
TYPF OF OUTPUT I CUT
MONTH OF A N A L Y S I S KMONTH
DAY OF A N A L Y S I S KDA Y
YFA" OF A N A L Y S I S K Y E A R
RECEIVER 1 LOCATION LOCI
C P I V F R 2 L O C A T I O N
TRACOR FREO T H A F Q
HEADING
PERIOD ANALYZED,
AVERAGING, AND
20A4
II
A3
12
I*
A3
A3
F7. 4
CENTER D A T A , / 3 4 <, 52HGRO'.JND-BAS
»OGRAM, /J
5001 FORMAT (1H1.46X.28HLANGLEY R E S E A R C H
1FD DIFFERENTIAL OMEG4 T f - T (G-OOT) f
<)9 WRI TE( IPRINT,5301 )
IF ( I f S T ) 110,103,110
100 "GAD ( IRF.AD.5002) IOIJT , KMPNTH, KDAY, KY FAR, LOC 1. LOC2, TH AFQ
5C02 FOPKAT (II ,A3, 12, I4,2A3,F7.4)
READ (IREAD,5033) ((LABEL(I,J>,I=1,5),J=1,241
5C03 FORMAT (20A4)
IF ( I S A M R ) 105,103,105
103 NSAMf '= 10
GO TC 110
NSAMP= ISAMP * 10105
C****************
C
C WHAT
C
;«r A N A L Y S I S
C
C
C
. i, 3HKHZ, / 33X, I 5HPCVR 1 —
110 IF ( I C U T - 2 ) 130,140,120
120 IF UOUT-4! 150,160,140
130 W R I T E ( IPRINT, 5017> IOCI, T R A F O , 10(21, 1014)
5317 FORMAT (1H ,45X,3CHSIDE BY STOE RFCEIVFP ANtLYSI S, /33 X.20HRECE I VFR
IS LOCATED A T , ? X , A 3 , 1 0 X , 1 2 H T R A C O R FRFO
2 T A P E NR, I7 .5X, 15HRCVR 2 — TAPE N R . I 7 . / J
GO TO 170
140 W R I T F ( IPRINT, 5004)
5034 FORMAT I 1H ,4:iX,33HLOP MEASUREMENT ACCURACY ANALYSIS)
IF (IOUT-3) 143,150,146
143 W R I T E ( IPR INT, 5005) LOCI, TRAFO, Ii>12)
231
5Qp5_F_qR.MAT IJH t37X,J4HRECjy VER_L AT ,A3_t 10X ,J[2HTRACOR FREQ= , F4. I, 3HKH
' 1Z,/37X.15HRCVR l--TAPE_NRf Lit/ > _________ _ '
QQ_ tPLllOL
WRITE nPRINT,5066I LM2S TRAJFQ,jpl4J " " - - -
5006 £QRMAJ_JLiH t 37X, 14HRJECE I VER 2__AT_,A3f_lOXt.l2HTRACOR F RE<K,F'f. * »?HKH
' lZ t/37X,15HRCVR'2--tAPE NR,I7,/ )'
150 WRITE (I PRINT.5007) _
5007_"F_OR_MAT..J.tH. • 37X,45KJNCORRECtEp .DIFFERENTJ AL .OMEGA EJtROR ANALYSI S)
GO TO 1.65 _ _
160 WlTE TfPRI^T,1008)"" - • - - — • • -
' 5008 FORMAT' (TH,34X,52HSKY-WAVE CORRECTE'D DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA ERROR ANA_
VLYUS)
165i_WR_JTE | IfRINT, 5009J LOC1,LOC21TRAFO, ID( 2|, 101 4)
5009 FORMAT <1H" ,24Xjl4HRECEIVER 1 AT ,A3,1OX,i4HRECEIVER 2 AT ,A3.10X,
n2£TRACgR"FRECN,_F4.U3HKHZ,/24X,15HRCVR 1—TAPE NR , I 7.26X, 15HRCVR
^22—tAPElNR.I7, / )
._ 170 1F UFST) 175.180,175
_175 IF i lSEAS) 180,190,180
.18_P. W R I T E '
5010 FOPHAT (1H .26X ,13HPAT£ OF ANAL , A3, IX, I 2. IX,
_ .1.0 ,.1 3^ l»*r t 1 2t IHr.f *H Ttt. i ! 3 , 1H- ,.I 2, 1H- , 1 4 , / »
IHRt Jt)Ay_, JHR, IY_R
10X, 13HTOTAI PERIO
_
IS HOURLY OR SEASONAL OUTPUT DES1RFP __ _____ C
C
c**********************************************************************c
190 IF ( I S E A S I 210,200,210
200 W R I T E ( IP*INT,501l) NOAY,NHR f I YR, NSAMP
5011 FORMAT « 1H ,5X,^HDAY , 13 ,5X ,5HHOUR , 12 t 5X,5HYEAR , K, 5X, 27HOUTPUT
II N CEC^_AJ EACH FREQ, 5X. 28HIO SEC SA_MPLES AVERAGED FjOR
 tI3,lX,4HSE
"
GO TO 220 ...
210 WRITE C IPR INT, 5012) NSAMP
5012 FORMAT IIH ,iox,2dHTOTAL PERIOO SUMMARY, sx,27HOUTPUT IN CECS AT EA
1CH FRE0.5X.28H10 SEC SAMPLES AVERAGED FOR , 1 3, IX.4HSECS, //)
224 W R I T E UPRINT,5013J
5013 FORMAT ( IH ,44X,29H«* — INPUT TAPE NOT EOITED — **,//)
c ********************************************************************* *ec c
C PRINT ANALYSIS HEADING C
_C ________ _______________________________________ ______ . . C
226 W R I T E (IPRINT.5014)
5014 FORMAT (IH ,5X,12HLOP AND FREQ, 13X,1IHCHART VALUE,6X,BHRELATIVE
19X,7HSTD nEV,lOX,«HCH VALUE,9X,5HNR OF, /47X,9HOATA MEAN.25X,
28HRMS DFV.,9X,7HSAMPLES)
1FIIBO.EQ.1) GO TO 98
GO TO 97
98 180=180*1
IPRINT=7
IFII8Q*E0.2) GO TO 99
97 IP PINT = 6
DO 300 K=l,.24
IF U C N T J K ) ) 240,230,240
C
C PRINT RESULTS FOR BAD OATA
C
C
c***~*^*^^^^«3^***?'^ ^^*^**^^**^^***
230 WRITE. UPRI NTj501_5V YLABfy.-'tK) .M=l ,5 ) , ESTMNf K ),XMN(K ), XSTDIK ),
232
5015 FORMAT «1H »5X,5A»«SX,F7.2,lOX tF7.2,10X.F7.2rlOX,F7.2,10X,
1 8HBAD DATA) •
GO TO 300
C __ _ _______ .. ________________________ __C
c _____ PJKJNT^JLSjJLT s_FQR_Ggoo OAJA __ _ _ _ _ , . -^ ^
c _ _ ________ "_ 1 _ ____ """ " "" I _ c
2*tT HR TTE~ Ti PRI'MT , soi 6 ) < LABEL ( H'iKT»»r»I't5'> « EST'MN< ^ k
1RMS(K>. tCNT(K) _ ~__
5C16_ FORMATJI 1H , 5Xf_5A»t 5X,F7.2 »10X :«f7«2t IPX, F7.2t IPX, F7«2t IPX, 16)
" ~
_ -Mi' TF(7«5019»K,NDAY t NHR t ( tABEL<H,K) .P I= t 5> .XHN<K» f X S T O C K 1 ,RMS« K)
5019 FORMAT _C3 I»r5 A4t 3F7. 2 ) _ _"_ _ ' _ " _ " _ _ ' _ Z_ _I1"~ ~ "
RETURN
END
..CDRKON/SJJAL..IRE'VCt_lPBlNTt_ LTAPN, IEND,. I.ERR.,.. _
..!__ ..IHRj... LQAJrj_J.HIL._.JB-AJf.t m». .1 SAMRt E..ST.MN 124.1 ,
? IFI AG174I. !TRANt»l .NSfND.180
CQPMON/S.UBl/._jnLpL l.SIQPji ISECHt ISECP
CQMMON/SU0Z/C I 8LKJ 5L2 )... _ LA < 5 | , _IB( 5 I, IC15), 10(5), NO, IMAX
CQMMON/SUB3/ OATAlZ^if ITIME, IREC» IUNPK, IEST
JtQMHQN/SUB4/. .XMN'lZ*lj..JcSLP(24»f R M $ ( Z * ) t IFST, .
1 I.CN.T_(Z*).i_J.IOT.(24.l.a. ISE.ASt.-NHRt NOAY. KEY • ..
DATA 1ERR/Q/. ISECH/3600/. fSECO/86400/. IREAO/5/. IPR[NT/6/,
I JAPN/l.Q/j_ I END/0/
_ C A T _ A IRFC/i)/j_NO/5/j l_UNPK/0/t I A / O t 5, l_5, 20.,3Q/, IB/5,10,5 ,10 tlO_/,
1 _ _!C./5*_L/i IO/5*.Q/i LM»X/M/» lEST/Q/ t ITRAN/^Q/
^AT_4 ?(M.N/24*g.O/t_XSTP./24*0£.py, _RMS/2^*Q. Q/». IFST/6/. ICNT/2**p/ t
1 ITOT/24*P/» I SEAS/0/,__NHR/P/, N O A Y / O / f IFLAG/2**6/, NSEND/0/
ENC
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PAGE 1
FROERRH OHEEfilTflPElO. INPUT.OUTPUT.TflPEfe INPUT. TRPEfeCUTFUT.TAPETTI
TAPE 7 UILL BE A MAGTAPE HOLDING RESULTS FDR IBM 370
«
XMIQN/SUB/ IRERD. I PR [NT. ITRPN. IEND. I ERR.
IHR. IOAY. Jtt. JOK1, IYR. [SRKP. KTHNiaj.
irUSGIgHl.lTRflNim.NSEMD.180
IN START Tire— IHR.IOSV STOP T[rt£—JH?.JtmV HMD YERR— IYR
IE TINE TO SECONDS.
IN NO.'Of HINUTCS Cl-S) FOR AVERAGE SAMPLING.
HIM) 7
AD IIREAD.8000I IHR. I DRY. JHR. JOAY. IYR. ISAHP
ADI IREAD.4330) ISO
fO IIREAD.SOOU (tSTHNIK),K=l.gM)
flY«ISCCO •> IHR«ISECHI
TY«15ECO a. JHR«ISCCH|
loci
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PRGE I PAGE 3
C SUBROUTINE 6ETSTR )
T
: THIS SUBROUTINE REBDS THE FIRST INPUT RECORD CULLS UNPRCK- C
: RTN TO IWBaj HEBOER INTO CHECKS THE HEflOER THEN FINDS C
: THE FIRST GOOD RECORD THBT STfiRTS HT THE BEGINNING HOUR. C IB8 IPG.g .2 .2 \
INT. ITBPN. IEN). IERR.isflnp
-
A.
IECH.ll/ IQED. ISTOP. IS  ISECO
I2/ IBLKIEISI, IBISI. IB1SI. ICIS). 10(51. NO. IHBX
M/SUB3/ DBTfllg4). 1T1HE. 1REC. IUNPK. IE5T
C "' IF THIS IS THE 1ST. GOOD RECORD .RETURN ELSE CONT1"JUE TO REBD.I
[INTEGER an .EOF I
UNEtfc IOLO •» ISECHI
Ifll IPG.2
BERD I1TBPMI I8LK1
...-INFO. FROH UNPRCK-RTN. DflTH FIELDS RRE C
RECVl/ 2.TBPE NO. OF RECV1/ 3.10 OF RECV2/ C
D- OF RECV2/ S.DBTE IN YEflRS- C
PflRBMETL._ ..
'fl(S)—BEG- BIT OF EBCH DBTfl FIELD— O.S.1S.20.30- C
IBISI—LENGTH OF EBCH FIELD— S.10.S.10.10- C
ICISI—DBTB WORD CONIBINING THIS FLD— 1.1.1,1.1. C
NO=S—NO. OF FLD-CW.LS. IUNPK=0—GOES ?0 1ST. PBRT OF UNPBCK. C
\CflLL UNPBCK/
PRGE 2 MilTE 1IPR1NT.60001 11D11). U1.H11
1C..... TEBP. STEP. IF THPE 1SN T fl HERGEO TBPE. PROG. SHOULTTENDTlr
PAGE 4
.
HR1TE I1PR1NT.60101 IYR. 1DISII
CHECK F1NBL TIHE IN THIS BLOCK HITH STRRTING TIME
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PflGE 5
EDITED TRPE- SET wV !TRflN=l EOR TRBNSMITTER NOT ON
SET NSEND=0 IF RU. TRNSnlTTERS ON- OTHERWISE NSEND=1
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ffCf
nee 3
DO ISO 1=1 .Wl
:IC(U
10111- (101IH(11. 18(11. [BLK1JII
110 ^
REBD I1TRPNI 1BLKI
^T PfCf !
I HRITE .50001
4>
IRSJPG. l .1~
4
I ERCH BLOCK. WORDS 1 2 RRE tCRDER-tNFO. THEN THERE RRE1
15-SoRO RECORDS. OIFFtREHCES BETlCiN S1RTION PRIRS RRE
OREO IN WORDS S-1S.
JOO 4?
REC-l l « IBULT •HORD= I IREC-1I  1SMP
TlrlE^lBLHIlMORDl
:re?=itiD(FLOis6.i .IBLKI IUOROI 1.11
'. 1
ft'RHU rCBTo^o. IBLKIIHOROII
NOI I5 .
2 fsoRg11:3
- FLDl 0.?_
iER'HJ= FLDIS0.20. iBLKiiUflRDll
TCRH3= fLDITO.OT. 1BUIHKBRD1I
OHIRIJ) = lEDMl/DtV
DRTBIJ<1I = TEWe/OtV
DBTRIJ^gl ^ lETffll/DIV
100 151 J=l.ai
ITESTH GO 10 15001
4S1
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PflGf
FINOS HERNS HMD SID. DtV BTIONS FOR EBCH rOUR. C
TRL TESTIER[00. OfiTB IS STORED RSFOUOHS C
2 OflTfiI2l-NOR.TRl.l3.fi OfilfllJI-NOrTRi.ll.J Cftigl- .TR ii3.fi fltfll JI-HORTT ill .t
RI5I--NOR.Hflml3.fi DBTBI6I--NO(;.HBU«U .1
AI8l~NOR.MM>:3.fi DRTAI9l--»Oi.>0»«;i.)
W*—i^.'-J 'RCBO. IPtflNT. [TBPM. !EM). 1ERR..jfa. Mi. '.YR. '.sure. fsinNi2si.lfUClgSI.HRmiSI.>.SEN0.190
/afK JHM.'JSTOPj.ISECH. ISff r. JSEC { fU}
. ni«. IRCC. iuir». IE
/ iiiwisi. 'ifeipijii'- n"5'.»ii. tf^».l. IToflM). ISCflS. MHR. M)Rr.«fY
! TO WITIBUZE. £Et SSWLf (W6 SCCUM-BrOR POWTfRS Or ONE. C|
[« irc.i 1
LQR 'ta 120
120 STIPNTT
Im IPG. i .1 1
ftp. ^
»•-! .^ il
Tm
tffl IPG73 14
'JCSLE OBTB ON -13.9. .50-0 RNN5E.
Ire.
|E digrcfsofti UNVFSS TR<*6 is oow
VMfSlo1 \! ^
TH9T MtKC (OS MO SfWLF HVE. ft»0 MO BBD ORTS
«I3|P|
! STRRT HERE (OR NO bflMPLf
3.! .11
»TUI,J
BVG. (NO SOBE 8PD OflTB. f
7
^Hili'nj- PW1!I1I * DHfHIH)
PmT?<H^ PRRTS'Kl • (OHTRIKI..2I
1CNTIKU ICNTII1I . I
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- SSLiniKI • PfWTKKI!HI- SSORIKI • PB8I2'KI
IKK) - 0.0
- 0.0
If IBEflS- 0. HOURLY sm'ISTIC'j. OTHC9HISF SCBSOMBL SFPT.
^\//^
0
510
ITErt'OTr T&tJMIKM
IrtnsoR: isoR'Ki!
A
530|TF.nTO'= ssumm < pwri'iii!TE«SOR= SSOR'NI « ^RTJIKI
5SO \?
IXrWIKI- CONSII « lEH'OT
nor- lEMEOfi - CONSII • iiE.iTOT««2i
BTD = CONST? • it«°SSTOIRI= SOSIISIOIRrtSIKU SORT 1 CONST 1 . U150SI
l?slfg.7 I
[H'J
CNKKl- 0
'WTI'KI- O.C
'(.S'2'K)- 0.0
iiQR'KI- 0.0
XMNIKI- 0-0KSTCIKU 0.0
;n£iKiv c.o
)bO <'
KOHT'lNUC!
f " " "• .............................u
;; HhvE cotn.fTfo THE UISONBL OTS'ISTICS.. c
IBllFt.T.T.Tl
590 1
ISUMIKI- ISJISOi^^KI- ISO
IW (PG.5 1 "
 n
soo_a
^0?
I '.KI t TtHTOri»RI -r 'tH£(«|
cl
z!_ liislK.i J
IF THIS IS f»t> OF TOIHERHISE REP£B'.
IMf PFR.'OD. CSU. P='D fi-O fXIT. J
: S,TfWI HERE WTH S(W°LE flVG- NO BfO OflTfl-
111 '
~8
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PfiGE t
STBRT HERE HUH aWU WG. MW BH!
l f l l» IPG.B .
HI '
Sow-':- yjf.gwi]Ki- c.q
? irn.4l 1
8-15 "
IIFNTl
C
7
"
 l
 ^"
:RI
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FREE 1J
IBIOIFB.7
: IflNNOT FIMD DESIGHflTtD HOUR- REWIND tfi?E KG fUffi- C
V.2 |
7
1600
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PfCf 1
C SUBROUTINE XHFRN~)
WHOM/SB/ IRESD. IPRINT. ITfFN. IEIO, !TO.
!HR. ICfiY. J«. JOfiY. IYR. !SFtt°. EiTMN(?4).[FLflGI 24). ITRRVI41 .NSEND. 180
.lON/SUB'S' DfiTR124), !HrtE. !REC. 1'JNPK. IESTI
NTRRM(4.1J)
KR MTRfiN/l.l.4.-;.S,i>.S.9.1.3.Q.3.4.10.I0.13.5.l!.n.I4.6.1?.l2.
,.).l3.I6.1S.9.14.n.n.9.l5.|8.l8.1S.13.SO.?l.SO.».».?3.2[.23.
!4.S4/. XMIN/-SO.O/. X(1SX/-SO.O/
HRE THERE SNV IRRNSfllTTERS DOWN
0 f |U/ [10- j |
: IF RNY TRRNSMITTER IS DOWN. fNTCR HERE.- C
: RRE THERE AfJY OTHER BfiD DflTfl C
C C
da
: SQTIE TRRNSniTTtR DOWN- SOhE OTHER BSD DflTfl. 6TRRT IDQp HERE-
;
h -1
1 J v '
fX 22Q K=1.24|(DO 13E J=1.4 |
'1
C
210
0
DIFFR-- D[FFR - 1CO-I
21S ^ ?
RTfilKI = B1FFRI
- 0
| fH4|PG.g .S I
-feo.
~ SOME TRRISmiTER DOWN. NO
C-! 1 ,,
145 4
OTHER BHD DfiTfl. &THR1 LOOP HERE. C
I 3SO K=1.24|
165 J=l.4
vim-. mnoDiDBrfliK3.ioo.)i - ESTHNIKII
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PRGE 7
EL .4 1
too I
FT!)-- OIFFS « 100.1
ImalPS.a I
I
blFFs DIF
.* .« A
FR - 100. |
I«LK>= OlFFRI
'= 0 I
Isi irc.«
: NO TRflNSmiTFR DOWN. NO
IS? IPC-« 1
19E
BO S
iisn
IHFF BBO OftTfl- STfiRI LOOP HERE-
\ 7
?.<] K--I .?ll
\7
""\
C
vmC
IGlfFlii 'PIOOldfl^iKT.lOO.I) - F.STHN1KII
NO IRfiNSMITIFR DOWN. IXTfR HfRf .
(WF THFRF BMV BM) Ofllfl
IBS IPC-T I
NO IRRNSnitTFR DOWN. SOnE OTHfR B'O OSTS. S'W! I OOF HFRF. C
r
[99 [PS-8 I
PRGE g
1ST. IPC.T'
°K.i
*
0 [31 |"-1_J
1 <^ 1 bl&.b
610
roifFR; Oil
lew \re.i .7 .7 1 ^
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5l5 "\
DRTfilKI
injiEix
651} •<
S.tlU J^
0
PR - 100-1
r
i-Pf™
p
IDIFFR- tRnOO?DBIfl!KJ.10Q.)l - ES'rtfJT
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C SUBROUTINE PRTO~)
1/ IREKD. IPRINT. ITRPN. IEND. !ERR.
CHS. !3«. JOt...JC*Y. IYR. tSJWP. ESIItMIHI.
misigi. (B'.si'.'tB'.si. icisi. IDISI. xo.
ftt/SQSH/ JUWlJFil. XSTOtZHt. RHSIZSI. [F5F.(CNTICT). ITOTIgHI. JSERS. NHR. !sg}PY.KrY
_L
: THIS SUBROUTINE RERDS PRINT UtSEl POINTERS FCS FIRSr FM5
: HERDING. SlflrtSTICRL RXRLYSIS EOS EITHER
C 1 . SIDE BY SIDE RECEIVER RNRLYS'S
OS 2. I OP MEfiSUSESENT FCCURSCY PMtYSIC Cf RECE'vfS l
; OS 1. UNCORRECTFO DIFFERENT IPl OHECK ERROR SSFLYCtS
: OS 4. SHY-WfiVE CORRECTED DIFFESENTIPL 0?1ECB ESROS KNRLYOli
: OS S- TYPE 2 TEST USING RECEIVES a
C OUTPUT INCLUDES OR!E OF RUN. tOIKL 3fi!R PERIOD BNfiLYZED.
C HtBfl RM) KOUSLY SIRTISIia,. OfiTfi SWCT E KVESKGING- "BC
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i
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SIDE-BY-SIDE RECEIVER ANALYSIS
VARIABLE OF INTEREST: LOP difference between receiver for each possible
transmitter pair at each frequency.
INPUT: 1) Edited merged packed binary tape with or without time
synchronization.
2) Starting time and ending time for analysis.
3) Sample averaging time.
4) True value of LOP difference (ZERO).
OUTPUT: 1) Hourly mean, standard deviation, and rms difference.
2) Number of samples, sample averaging time.
3) Seasonal mean, standard deviation, and rms difference.
LOP MEASUREMENT ACCURACY ANALYSIS
VARIABLE OF INTEREST: Difference between skywave-corrected LOP measurement
and chart value.
INPUT: 1) Edited individual packed binary tape with skywave corrections.
2) Starting time and ending time for analysis.
3) Sample averaging time.
4) True value of the LOP (charted value for particular receiver
location).
OUTPUT: Same as Side-by-Side Receiver Analysis above.
UNCORRECTED DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA ERROR ANALYSIS
VARIABLE OF INTEREST: LOP difference between receiver measurements less
the difference between chart values at each receiver site.
INPUT: 1) Edited merged packed binary tape with or without time
synchronization.
2) Starting time and ending time for analysis.
3) Sample averaging time.
4) Estimate of mean LOP difference using difference in chart
LOP values between the two receiver sites.
OUTPUT: Same as Side-by-Side Receiver Analysis above.
Figure H-3. Summary of types of analysis available.
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SKYWAVE-CORRECTED DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA ERROR ANALYSIS
VARIABLE OF INTEREST: Skywave-corrected LOP difference between receiver
measurements less the difference between chart values at each receiver
site.
INPUT: 1) Edited merged packed binary tape with or without time
synchronization.
2) Starting time and ending time for analysis.
3) Sample averaging time.
4) Estimate of mean LOP difference using difference in
chart LOP values between the two receiver sites.
OUTPUT: Same as Side-by-Side Receiver Analysis.
Figure H-3. Continued
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APPENDIX I
THE SAMPLE AVERAGING LOW-PASS FILTER
The "sample averaging low pass filter" is used on the OMEGA phase
data taken at 10 second sample periods to reduce the variance of these data.
This appendix compares the frequency response of this digital filter to
a one-pole RC analog filter with equivalent 3 dB points.
The sample averaging involves generating a sequence of sample mean
values at the ten second sample positions of the original samples. At
each point the original sample is replaced by an average of the preceding
N sample values. The value N does not change as the averaging is accom-
plished. Given an original sample set of M ten second values the output
of this digital filter will provide (M - N+l) smoothed ten second values.
The effect of the data averaging routine can be analyzed using a
filter described in the time domain by impulse response
h(t) = - [u(t) - u(t + T)] , T = ION sec ,
h(t)
Fig. 1-1. ImpuLse response of the sample averaging filter.
plotted in Figure 1-1. The frequency response of this filter can be
calculated using the Fourier transform method as
GO
*/ h(t) dt =
249
or
H(j«) = ["sin"T/21
[ UT/2 J
The amplitude response is A(u)
and the phase response is 0(u>)
where
H(JCJ) =
. UT/2
sin
UT/2 sinc(fT), plotted in Figure 1-2,
-COT
J6(ca)
-.5
Fig. 1-2. Amplitude response of sample averaging filter.
The first zero crossing is at u>- = — . The 3 dB point is at
-L T
as that oj for which
defined
A(w3dB) " 7= A (» - 0).
/2
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This occurs at
=1.39
such that
0)3dB
_ 2(1.39) _ 2.78
An RC filter used as a low-pass filter has a frequency response of
H(JOJ) = A(u>) eJ8(u)
where A(u>)
RC
a, +o>RC
, as shown in Fig. 1-3,
and 6(u>) = -tan
RC
with
 "RC = RC
A A(OJ)
-co
"RC ' RC
Fig. 1-3. The RC filter amplitude response,
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Here u>R(,
03 = 0 value.
represents the "cutoff" frequency where A(OL.,,) is — times the
KL /_/2
If the cutoff frequencies or 3 dB frequencies of the analog RC filter
and the digital sample averaging filter are equated then
J3dB 0).RC
and the sample averaging time of the digital filter can be expressed as a
function of the time constant of the RC filter as
avg 2.78 T seconds
where Tn_ = R-C is the time constant of the analog RC filter and T isRC e avg
the time over which samples are averaged.
1 —t/RCIn the time domain the RC filter has an impulse response — e
RC
which can be compared in the time domain to the impulse response of the
sample averaging filter for the equivalent pass band cutoff frequency.
These are illustrated in Figure 1-4.
RC Filter h(t)
Sample averaging filter with
equivalent cutoff frequency
Fig. 1-4. Impulse response comparison of RC and data averaging
filters.
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Comparing the frequency response characteristics, the sample averaging
filter has a better low pass characteristic than does the single pole RC
filter as illustrated in Figure 1-5.
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A2(o>)
.0
LOW PASS RC
FILTER
SAMPLE AVERAGING
FILTER
U)
(a)
LOW PASS RC
FILTER
SAMPLE AVERAGING FILTER>
0)
Fig. 1-5.
1-2TT
(b)
Comparison of sample averaging filter and one-pole RC filter
in frequency domain, (a) amplitude squared; (b) phase.
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APPENDIX 3,
PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATION OF OMEGA CHART VALUES
OMEGA LOP chart values used in the data analysis are calculated
according to the method used for the published OMEGA lattice tables.
The latitudes and longitudes for the four OMEGA transmitters from which
phase measurements are made and for the receiver sites used in the experi-
mental plan are listed in Table J-l. The geodetic distance between each
receiver and each transmitter is calculated using the Fifth Inverse Method
of Sodano discussed in Appendix C. Constants for relative phase velocity
of each OMEGA frequency were obtained from the Hydrographic Center of the
Defense Mapping Agency and are provided in Table J-2. Also in Table J-2
are the lane numbers assigned in the charts to the center lane between
any given pair of OMEGA transmitters at each frequency.
The LOP chart value at a given receiver location, for example the A-B
LOP, is calculated as
*chart(A-B) = WAVELENGTH + CENTER LANE VALUE
where AD(A-B) is the difference in distance from the receiver to transmitter
A and the distance from the receiver to transmitter B. The center lane value
and the wavelength would be the values from Table J-2 for the frequency of
interest. With distances in meters, resulting chart values are in whole cycles.
Multiplication by 100 converts these to cec at the frequency of interest.
Calculated chart values for each receiver site in the experimental plan are
given in Table J-3.
To determine differential chart values the LOP difference between the
chart values at the two receiver stations is determined. The whole cycle
count difference is neglected since it is assumed that any differential
error will be less than one-half cycle for the receiver separations used.
For example the differential chart value for the Hampton (LRC)-RTI receiver
pair is
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Table J-l. Site Position Coordinates
Site
Transmitter:
Norway
Trinidad
Hawaii
North Dakota
Latitude
66° 25' 15.0"
10° 42' 6.2"
21° 24' 20.67"
46° 21' 57.20"
Longitude
-13° 9' 10.0"
61° 33' 20.3"
157° 49' 47.75"
98° 20r 8.77"
Receiver:
LRC-Hampton, Va.
YKT-Yorktown, Va.
FEU-Ft. Eustis, Va.
FIS-Fisherman Island, Va.
AHO-Ahoskie, N.C.
WAL-Wallops Island, Va.
RTI-Research Triangle
Institute, (N.C.)
PGO-Prince George, Virginia 37'
37°
37°
37°
37°
36°
37°
35°
BDF-Bedford, Va.
NCC-Cheltenham, Md.
THV-Thayerville, Md.
BIS-Bodie Island, N.C.
PIF-Pisgah Forest, N.C.
37°
38°
39°
35°
35°
5' 54.50"
13' 0.30"
9' 4.01"
5' 36.243"
18' 7.9981
55' 41.6129"
54' 11.197"
10' 52.64"
31' 1.8"
44' 47.61"
31' 09"
50' 8.99"
17' 2.26"
76° 23' 6.383"
76° 28' 30.86"
76° 36' 36"
75° 58' 17.533"
77° 1' 38.8678"
75° 28' 33.4654"
78° 51' 59.59"
77° 12' 48"
79° 30' 42.96"
76° 51' 16.55"
79° 18' 06"
75° 34' 25.12"
82° 47' 46.64"
Table J-2. OMEGA Chart Constants*
Frequency Chart
Wavelength (meters)
Chart Center
Lane Value (cycles)
10.2 kHz
11 1/3 kHz
13.6 kHz
29468.087
26521.279
22101.066
900
1000
1200
*Values obtained from Hydrographic Center of the Defense Mapping
Agency.
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Table J-3. Calculated LOP chart values.
(Values in whole cycles at frequency shown.)
LRC
YKT
FEU
FIS
AHO
WAL
RTI
PGO
BDF
NCC
THV
BIS
PIF
LRC
YKT
FEU
FIS
AHO
WAL
RTI
PGO
BDF
NCC
THV
BIS
PIF
10.2
1001.6017
1000.8206
1001.2372
1001.6615
1006.7029
996.1632
1008.7575
1000.9652
998.2606
990.7871
985.4956
1009.9410
1010.4928
10.2
744.0052
744.8902
745.2278
742.1402
743.7079
743.4263
750.8093
748.0747
759.9998
752.7694
766.6302
735.1665
768.1742
A-B
13.6
1335.4690
1334.4274
1334.9829
1335.5487
1342.2705
1328.2176
1345.0100
1334.6203
1331.0142
1321.0495
1313.9942
1346.5879
1347.3237
B-C
13.6
992.0070
993.1869
993.6371
989.5203
991.6105
991.2351
1001.0791
997.4329
1013. 3331
1003.6925
1022.1736
980.2220
1024.2322
11
1112
1112
1112
1112
1118
1106
1120
1112
1109
1100
1094
1122
1122
11
826
827
828
824
826,
826
834,
831,
844,
836,
851,
816,
853
.3
.8908
.0229
.4857
.9573
.5588
.8480
.8417
.1835
.1785
.8746
.9952
.1566
.7698
.3
.6725
.6557
.0309
.6003
.3421
.0293
.2326
.1941
.4442
.4104
.8113
.8516
.5269
10.2
845.6069
845.7107
846.4650
843.8018
850.4108
839.5896
859.5669
849.0399
858.2604
843.5565
852.1258
845.1074
878.6670
10.2
940.4123
941.4168
941.5928
938.7509
938.5866
941.3626
943.8406
944.1650
955.3144
951.1568
965.0305
930.2072
956.7350
A-C
13.6
1127.4759
1127.6143
1128.6200
1125.0690
1133.8810
1119.4528
1146.0891
1132.0532
1144.3472
1124.7420
1136.1678
1126.8099
1171.5560
B-D
13.6
1253.8830
1255.2225
1255.4571
1251.6679
1251.4488
1255.1502
1258.4541
1258.8867
1273.7526
1268.2090
1286.7073
1240.2763
1275.6467
11.3
939.5633
939.6786
940.5167
937.5575
944.9008
932.8773
955.0743
943.3777
953.6227
937.2850
946.8065
939.0083
976.2966
11.3
1044,9025
1046.0187
1046.2142
1043.0566
1042.8740
1045.9585
1048.7118
1049.0722
1061.4605
1056.8409
1072.2561
1033.5636
1063.0389
10
1042
1042
1042
1040
1045
1037
1052
1045
1053
1041
1050
1040
1067
10
1096
1096
1096
1096
1094,
1097
1093,
1096,
1095.
1098.
1098.
1095.
1088,
.2
.0140
.2374
.8300
.4125
.2895
.5259
.5981
.1302
.5750
.9439
.5261
.1482
.2278
.2
.4070
.5267
.3650
.6107
.8787
.9363
.0313
,0903
,3146
,3874
.4003
,0408
.5609
A-D
13.6
1389.3520
1389.6499
1390.4399
1387.2166
1393.7193
1383.3678
1403.4641
1393.5069
1404.7667
1389.2585
1400.7015
1386.8642
1422.9704
C-D
13.6
1461.8760
1462.0356
1461.8200
1462.1476
1459.8383
1463.9150
1457.3750
1461.4538
1460.4195
1464.5166
1464.5337
1460.0543
1451.4145
11.3
1157.7933
1158.0416
1158.7000
1156.0138
1161.4328
1152.8065
1169.5535
1161.2558
1170.6389
1157.7155
1167.2512
1155.7202
1185.8087
11.3
1218.2300
1218.3630
1218.1833
1218.4563
1216.5319
1219.9292
1214.4792
1217.8781
1217.0162
1220.4305
1220.4447
1216.7120
1209.5121
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A
*chart = *LRC . " , „
chart chart
For Trinidad-North Dakota (B-D) at 10.2 kHz using the values from Table J-3
A<(> , (LRC-RTI) = 41.23 - 84.06 « - 42.83 cec @ 10.2
chart
or
A<J> , (LRC-RTI) = 57.17 cec @ 10.2
chart
where -42.83 is equivalent to 57.17. Normally the positive value will be
used by convention. This will not affect the sign of the differential error
since the error is always scaled to a value between -50.00 and +50.00 after
the true value is inserted in the data. Table J-4 provides the calculated
differential LOP chart values.
The differential error at a remote site, say RTI, is then the difference
in the correction at the remote site and the correction at the base site where
the correction at the base station is
4>corr(BASE) = - [*meas(BASE) - *chart(BASE) ]
«
with the chart value used as the true value.
This follows the convention that a correction is a value to be numeri-
cally added to a phase difference reading to obtain a chart value, i.e.,
f> , (BASE) = ij> (BASE) + $ (BASE)
chartv rmeas ycorr
as can be verified using the equation above. The differential error at the
remote site is then
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Table J-4. Calculated Differential LOP Chart Values
(Values in cec at Frequency Shown)
Differentia]
Pair
LRC-YKT
LRC-FEU
LRC-FIS
LRC-AHO
LRC-WAL
LRC-RTI
LRC-PGO
LRC-BDF
LRC-NCC
LRC-THV
LRC-BIS
LRC-PIF
^^^^^^
10.2
78.11
36.45
94.02
89.88
43.85
84.42
63.65
34.11
81.46
10.61
66.07
10.89
A-B
13.6
4.16
48.61
92.03
19.85
25.14
45.90
84.87
45.48
41.95
47.48
88.11
14.53
11.3
86.79
40.51
93.35
33.20
4.28
4.91
70.73
71.23
1.62
89.56
73.42
12.10
10
77
18
60
72
48
41
88
.2
.66
.40
.15
.45
.81
.59
.38
43.90
7
48
86
78
.01
.79
.58
.62
A-D
13.6
70.21
91.21
13.54
63.27
98.42
88.79
84.51
58.53
9.35
65.05
48.78
38.16
11.3
75.17
9.33
77.95
36.05
98.68
23.98
53.75
15.44
7.78
54.21
7.31
98.46
10.
99.
81.
66.
82.
4.
57.
24.
9.
25.
38.
20.
67.
2
55
95
14
57
97
17
73
79
55
18
51
73
B-D
13.6
66.05
42.59
21.51
43.42
73.28
42.89
99.63
13.04
67.40
17.57
60.67
23.63
11.3
88.38
68.83
84.59
2.85
94.40
19.07
83.03
44.20
6.16
64.64
33.89
86.36
LRC-YKT
LRC-FEU
LRC-FIS
LRC-AHO
LRC-WAL
LRC-RTI
LRC-PGO
LRC-BDF
LRC-NCC
LRC-THV
LRC-BIS
LRC-PIF
10.2
89.62
14.19
80.51
19.61
1.73
4.0
56.7
34.65
5.04
48.11
49.95
93.99
A-C
13.6
86.16
85.59
40.69
59.49
2.31
38.68
42.27
12.87
73.39
30.81
66.6
91.99
11.3
88.47
4.66
0.58
66.25
68.60
48.90
18.56
94.06
27.83
75.68
55.5
26.67
10
11
77
86
29
57
19
93
0
23
37
83
83
.2
.5
.74
.5
.73
.89
.59
.05
.54
.58
.50
.87
.10
B-C
13.6
82.01
36.99
48.67
39.65
77.55
92.79
57.41
67.39
31.45
83.34
78.5
77.48
11.3
88.38
68.83
84.59
2.85
94.40
19.07
83.03
44.20
6.16
64.64
33.89
14.56
10.
88.
4.
79.
52.
47.
37.
31.
9.
1.
0.
2
03
2
63
83
07
57
67
24
96
67
36.62
84.61
C-D
13.6
84.04
5.6
72.84
3.77
96.1
50.1
42.22
45.65
35.94
34.23
82.17
46.15
11.3
86.7
4.67
77.37
69.81
30.08
75.08
35.19
21.38
79.95
78.53
51.8
71.79
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A(|> (REMOTE) = <J> (REMOTE) - $ (BASE).Terror Ycorr ' ycorr '
This becomes
(REMOTE) = - [ < { > (REMOTE) - 4> . (REMOTE)]
error rmeas Tchart
+ [<J> (BASE) - 41 , (BASE)]Mneas Ychart
or
A<{. (REMOTE) = [<J> (BASE) - ij> (REMOTE)]
error Ymeas ymeas
-
 [
*chart(BASE) - *chart(REMOTE)1 '
The difference in chart values can then be an input to the analysis routine
which calculates the various statistics of the differential error (Appendix H).
A FORTRAN listing of the computer program used to calculate distances
and azimuths between receiver sites and chart LOP value is given in Figure J-l.
Input data are provided as one data card per site with the first four
cards providing latitude and longitude of the four transmitter sites A, B,
C, and D. Following are data cards with the positional information for up
to 16 additional sites (receiver sites). The last card has 999 in columns
1-3. Each card has latitude in degrees (110), minutes (110), and seconds
(F10.4), 10 spaces and then longitude in degrees (110), minutes (110), and
seconds (F10.4). Following the seconds of longitude is a three letter name
to identify the site (A3) in columns 71-73.
This program can be run on the CDC-6600 with a requested core of 40000
words, time of 20 seconds and 100 0/S calls.
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J-l. Chart value progra* listlng and flow
PROGRAM CHART! INPUT, OUTPUT)
DIMENSION PHASE<20 ,4 ) .D I$T<20 ,4 ) ,AZ IMC20 ,4 I ,AMDA«3) .OFFSET (
C S T A ( 2 C ) , R L A T < 5C),RLNGf 50) ,PHDIF<3)
FM./298.3
CFLG=O.
B=6356784.283
PI=2. 1415526
. SECS=1296030.
AMCAI2)=26521.279
AMCAI3 )=22101 .C66
CFFSETU)=900.
C F F S F T J 2 ) = 1 0 0 0 .
O F F S F T I 3 ) = 1 2 0 0 .
"=20
N=4
P R I N T 5
FOPMATI 1HI, *STA* ,23X,*LATITUOE* f 50X,*LONGITUDE* / )
INPl/T PATA LAT ITUDE THEN LONGI TOUF CF E A C H POINT OM SAMF C A R D
C F O R M A T IS 2 IlOf F10.4, 10X,2I10.FlC.4t A3, DECRFFS MINUTES SFCOND S( ^ f)EC
C ANC POSITION LOCATION IDENTIFIER- THREE LF TIER CODF.
C END D A T A SfT kl TH A LARGE P O S I T I V E NUMRF.R IK THE FIRST FIELD
C F IRST * COORDINATES ARE T R A N S M I T T E R COORDINATES
1 = 0
1000 I = I » 1
R E A D 10»L4TnEG,LATMIN,SECLAT,LNGOEG t LNr ,M lN ,SECLNG,STA( I»
10 F O R W A T ( 2 I l D f FlO.^t 1CX,.2IJP,F10.*»A3)
PPIN'T 1 5 . S T A J I l ,LATDEG,LATin,SECLAT fLNGnEG,LNGHIN,SECLNG
15 F Q R . M A T t l X , A 3 , 2 X t U , l X , 5 H D E G , I3,1X,5HMIN , F8 .4 , 1 X ,5HSEC
1I4,M,5HOEG ,I3,5HMIN » F9.4, IX, 3HSEC >
C GFT CAT A INTO SECONDS
OEAL=LATDFG*3600*LATMIM*60
RtAT(.I I = RFAL*SECLAT
P-LNO (I )
IF(LATOEr,-3f-OJ LOCO, IDOO, 1031
1C01 1=1-1
DO 1009 11=1, I
n f G L A T = R L A T ( I I ) /3600.
^)EGLNG=RL^^,^ I I 1/3600.
IC09 PRINT 1444, STM II) .OEGLA T ,,OEGL NG
lX ,A2 ,9X,F?0 . l4 ,3 f lX ,F20 . l41
PRINT 1999
1999 FORMAT(1H1,* FPDM * ,2X,* TO ^ . ^ X ^ D I S T METERS* , 1 6X ,*OI ST N.MI
C12X, *AZ IMUTH CW FRCK SOUTH*/ )
DO 1900 J=l, I
00 1900 K=l ,1
IF(K-JJ 1590t 1900,1590
1590 1F (RLNG(K) -SECS/? . ) 1601 , 16D1 , 1 6CC
16)0 PLNr , (K)=8LNG«K) -SFCS
1601 RLCN2=»LNG(K )*2 . *P I /StC S
IF (RLNGI JJ -SEC S/2.) 1603,1603,1602
1602 PLNG(J)= RLNG<J) -SECS
1603 RLON1=RI.NGU)*2.*PI/SECS
R L A T 1 = R L A T ( J ) * 2 . * P I / S F C S
R L A T 2 = P L A T ( K ) *? .*PI /SEC$
CALL INV( A,R,RL4Tl,RlONl,RLAT2,PLON2,rFLG,S,AZ)
ANGLF=
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OL/>T1=RIAT(J)/3600.
OLAT2=RLAT<K»/3600.
DLCN2=RLNG(K )/3600.
nLCNl=RLNG< JI/3600.
1700
1701
1705
2300
1900
3000
3001
!FIJ-4n7C5, 1705, 1700
~ " ""
3996
) 1701,1701,1705
O r S T < J M 4 , K | = 5!
A Z I M < J M < t , K ) = AZ
CONTINUE
SH= S/1852
PRINT 2CDO.STAI J ) , S T A « K ) , S , S M , ANGLE
FnRMATI3X,A3,5X,A3,3X,E2<f. l5,3X,F2<».15,3X,E2<».15)
CONTINUF
PRINT 30CO
FORMAT <1H1,*CHART VALUE LOP IN CYCLES AT INDICATED FREQUENCY*////)
PRINT 3001
FOPMflT(2X,*P.CVR*,5X,*LOP*,<»X,*l0.2*, 12X,*ll.3*,llX,*13.6*,//l
DO 3999 JJ=1,JM4
HO 3998 Ll=2,N
LIM1=L1-1
DP 3997 L2=l ,L1M1
CO 399fi LL=1,3
PHDIF<LL)= ( 01 STt J J ,L2» -01 STI J J,L1) » /AMCA ( LL I »OFFSET ( LLI
PRINT 3 9 C O , S T A ( J K ) , S T A < L 2 ) , S T A « L 1 ) , (PHDIFJ I), 1=1, 3)
3')00 FnRMAT(3X ,A3 ,3X ,A3 , * - * ,A? ,2x ,F l? .5 ,3X ,F12 .5 ,3X ,F l2 .51
3<)97 CONTINUE
3998 CCNTINUE
CONTINUE
STOP
ENO
501
SUBROUTINE I NV(EORA|) f PORAD,PLATl ,RLOM ,RL AT2 ,PLCN2 ,CFLG, 01 ST , AZ I
I F ( C F L G ) 5 0 l , 5 C l , 5 0 2
FLATM.-POHAIVEOKAO
F L A T 2 = F L A T * F L A T
F1=FLAT2*1. '>5
F2=FLAT2* .5
502
=Fl A T 2 * . l 2 5
F7=F6+1.
FS=F6*.S
PI =3.
T W O P ( = A . 2831853
CFLG=l.
8ETA1 = A T A < J « 1 . - F L A T » * S I N ( R L A T 1 )/CPSI RL AT 1 ) »
S B E T A 1 = S I N ( B E T A I )
C B F T A 1 = C O S ( 3 E T A 1 )
R E T A 2 = A T A N ( ( 1 . - F L A T I * S I N ( R L A T 2 ) / C O S « S L A T 2 I )
S B E T A 2 = S I N J B F T A ? )
C B E T A 2 = C O S ( B E T A ? »
OELL=RLONl-RLflN?
ftOELL=ABS(OELLI
IF( AOELL-Pl)506,505,505
AOELL=TWOPI-An( :LL
SIOEL=SIN( AOELL)
CODEL=COS(AOELLI
A = S B E T A 1 * S 8 E T A 2
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B=C«ETA1*CBETA2
COPHI*A*B*CODEl
100 FORHATUHOtF10.6/7Fl0.6/7Fiq.6)
SlPHt=SQRTUSlOEl*CRETA2l**2»«SBETA2*CBETAl-SBETAl*CBETA2*CdDEL>**
12)
<> MiiQElVSIPtl _______ __ ____ __ _ ___ _
EM=l.-C*C .............. ~
PH l« AS INI SIP HI)
IFICOPHI)507, 503*508
507 PHI=PI-PHI
508 PHISO=PHI*PHI
CSPHIfl./SJPHj __ ____
CT~PHi = COPHi>S IPHl
psvcn=siPHi*copHi
TEPf2=A*»F6*SIPHI-F2*PHISQ*CSPHI)
TERM3=FH*(F?*PHISO*CTPHI-F3*IPHI*PSVCO)»
TERM4=A*A*F2*PSVCO
TER"5=EM*F;M*»_F5* jPHI*PSYCCL-F2«pHtSQ*CTP_HJ-F4*PSYCQ*CQPHI*COPHI
TERM6=A*fM*F2*(PHIs6*CSPHi»PSYC6*cripHI )
niST=POPAO*(TERMl»TERM2*TFKM3-TERM4»TEPM5*TERM6)
TERM8=A*«F2*S!PHI*FLAT2*PHISQ*C<;PHI»
TFRM9=EM*(F3*PSYCO*FLAT2*PHISQ*CTPHI-Fl*PHI)
7.= ( S B F T A 2 * C B E T A l - r O S ( Z L A M ) * S R E T A l * C R E T A 2 ) / « S I N « Z L A H ) * C B E T A 2 )
IF (CTAZ)510 ,509 ,510
509 CT»Z=.OOOOOOOS
510 ftZ=ATAN« 1. /CTA7)
IF«OELL-P!)5U, 512,5J2 ..
511 IF<CTAZ)5;>0,521,5?I
520 A 7 = A Z * P T
GO TO 5?1
512 IF (CTAZ)517 ,518 ,518
515 IF(DELL*PI>511, 511*516
516 JFICTAZ)5.i7, 5.18...518
517 AZ=P!-AZ
GO TO 521
518 /V7=TwnP| -AZ
521 A Z = A Z » P I
A Z = A Z - T W n p |
IF(AZ)513,519,519
513 A7=AZ»THOPI
519 RETURN
END
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PB6£ I PflGE 3
PROERgl CHBRT1 INPUT .OUTPUT)!
I.nitDIMENSION PHBS£t20.H).DIST(20iH).flZm(S0.4).RICfl(3).QfFSET(3). I
ETBlgQ).RlRT(50I.RUieiSOI.PH01F13l I
XEBO INPUT DfiTB LSriTUOf THEN LONGITUDE
WITH B
' TIES RRE
I POINT
IT1VE NUftBER IN '..
ITTE8 COOROIKflTg
•IRST FIELD
10QO.
REDO 10.LHTDtG.LfiTMIM.SECLBT.LNGOeG.t.NGnlN.S£:CVNG.SIflt I]
PRINT IS.STRlIl.LRTDEG.LHTHlNTSECtHT.UIGOEG.LNGnlN.SEQ-NG'
PRINT gt
lRlg|PG.2 ~1
tei
.IMli
ffi9^
-J33
39 JJ=1.JMH
38 LU2.N
.1-1
19 L2=l .L1M1
36 LL=1.3
3 1'
_i_
PRINT 3300.StflCJ<).STfllL21.STBlLI),(PH01FII).!=!,3)1
PAGE 4
333B.
0;ONI M)
^^ 1600
1EQO
KLNG(Kl=fil
|BQ1 '
0
C(KI-SECSI
f
\CHLL lNVIB.B.RLBTl.R1.0Nl.RLHTg.RtONg.CFL6.S.flZI
V
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C SUBROUTINE INV(EORRD.PORflO.RLRTl .RLDN1 .RtflTg.RUOtg.CFUS.DlST.HfT~)
-H.RI )«5IN(RmTl J/COSIRLHTI ) )
1=COS(BETHI
( ( 1 .-aBT ]^IN[RLBT2)/COSIRUT2) 1
5BF.1R2=SIWBETR2)
LBETR9=COS(BETR2I
OEU.=RUONl-
RDaL=RBSlOB_L)
IPHI =SUiT (I S [DEL»2SETH2 l««a» I SBETH2»CBt Tfl I -SBU H1 *CK\fB'CWEL)
HI-PHI
PH
/SIPHt
PHKOPM
=fl»(F6-S(PHl-FS«PHISQ«CSPHI>
SQ«CTPH I -FB«1 PH WSrCO 11
lFB»iPHI-.PSYCO)-F2«PHlSO-CTPHl-F4«PSVCO«COPHI-COPHI)
H-F2-1PHI
ITERni
«S[PHI«FLflT2«PHISB-CSPHt I
^STCO»FLRT2«PHISa-eTPHI-FI«PHI)
•I TERtn-TERWMEWa I»BDEL
(SBETH2«C8ETHl-COS(ZLflH)«SBETRl«CBETR2)/(SIN(2Lftt1)«C8ETB2)
IBS IPC.3 |
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